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ANEW
GENERATION

A new generation in radio control has arrived 
with Kraft's Gold Spectrum 6. It is the most 
accurate, precisely engineered, programmable 
six-channel system in the world. Kraft Systems. 
Inc., has led the field for over 20 years in major 
technological breakthroughs. Now we have 
dared to push even further than the rest. The 
end result can be yours.
The transmitter has virtually every feature 
you have dreamed of in a six-channel system. 
Standard special features include: dual rate 
elevator, dual rate aileron, 4-channel servo 
reversing, throw adjustments for rudder and 
throttle, end point adjustment for elevator, 
aileron and the fifth or retract channel, plus a
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plug-in R.F. module that provides easy change 
between the 17 standard radio control frequen
cies as well as F.M. All control adjustments 
are located on a program panel mounted 
under a dust cover on the back of the transmitter. 
There is even a special compartment in the 
transmitter to store the antenna when not in use

The new and smaller 
KPR-6C receiver incor
porates the latest 
state-of-the-art circuitry 
for unmatched perfor
mance and reliability.

A new dimension of radio control experience 
awaits you. See the Gold Spectrum 6 at your 
nearest Kraft dealer now.

Kraft Systems. Inc.
450 W California Ave P O  Box 1268 
Vista. CA 92083. (714) 724-7146 
TWX 910 322 1471



a iiiM a r. ~ PRODUCTS INC.PRESENTS:

THE LATEST IN RACING TECHNOLOGY
THE ALL NEW

LIGHTNING 2000

EXPERT CLASS 
1/12 SCALE 

ELECTRIC RACING 
CARS

Features Quality And Adjustability Unmatched By Any Other Electric Race Car
FEATURES: REAR W HEELS — MOLDED

1 CHASSIS - .080 thick epoxy board
* Pre-lightened — controlled flex
* Routed edges (not stressed from stamping)
* Drilled & countersunk

2 SHAKER PLATE - .060 thick epoxy board
* Pre-cut for small servos, adapts easily to others
* Routed edges 
' Pre-drilled
‘ Accepts most receivers with no modification 
‘ Neat wiring

‘ Super light weight
‘ Molded in aluminum set screw insert 
‘ Full 1 W  legal width 1.4 legal diameter
*"D " compound highest traction sheet foam tires glued & trued 

SERVO SAVER 2 PIECE MOLDED
‘  Low profile
‘ Adjustable tension spring 
‘ Adjustable movement arms 

BUMPER — made from real Kydex®

‘ Pre-lightened & drilled

REAR POD ASSEMBLY
3 ‘ Two piece light weight injection molded nylon
4 ‘ Adjustable motor cam for proper gear mesh
5 * Replaceable oilite bearing (Ball bearing available)
6 ‘ Adjustable center of gravity rear axle cams
7 ‘ Adjustable wingtube/rearbody mount 
® ‘ Wing tube tie bar for added strength

FRONT END ASSEMBLY
9 ‘ Adjustable camber 

Ό ·  Adjustable Ackerman steering 
1 1 ’ Offset kingpin inside wheel on wide wheels 
12 ‘ Adjustable caster with shims
' 3 · One piece molded nylon crossbar for proper alignment
14 ‘ Adjustable independent front suspension
15 ‘ Front axles are molded into spindle
16 * Replaceable steel kingpins

FRONT WHEELS - MOLDED
’ Super light weight 
‘ Replaceable oilites 
‘ 900” wide
"  A "  compound medium traction sheet foam tires glued & trued 
‘ Full 1.4" legal diameter

BATTERIES
‘ Top quality G.E.. sub C size, fast charge cells 
‘ Wired w/heavy gauge flexable wire 
‘ Assembled cars have dip-sealed pre-wired packs

RESISTOR ASSEMBLY
‘ Top quality 1 ohm Parma-wound w/adjustable brake winding
* Easy change heat sink resistor mount
‘ Complete with optional diodes to drop voltage & protect the 
receiver

’ Brass wiper arm and bronze high current contact button 
‘ Assembled cars are pre-wired

A CCESSO RIES  AVAILABLE ON SOME VERSIONS OR 
MAY BE ADDED

‘ Charge cord w/built in resistance 
‘ Differential rear axle assembly 
‘ Ball bearings for front wheels
* Ball bearings for rear axle 
‘ Electronic speed control 
‘ Assorted main gears— 46T. 48T. 50T
’ Assorted pinion gears— 10T. 11T. 12T, 13T. 14T 
‘ Assorted painted or clear bodies 
‘ Assorted modified or custom motors

For Complete Information Send S1 00  to JoM ac Products Inc.. 12702 N.E. 124th St. Kirkland. Washington 98033 (206) 823-2303



SOME ADVICE TO BEGINNERS FROM SIG
Newcomers to modeling are often tempted to start out with a complex scale, competition or RC 
model. We think they will enjoy the hobby more and have better long-term success if they work their 
way up to those big projects by building some simpler FF or CL kits first. Check into the designs 
shown on this page. With these economical kits, novices can learn building techniques, become 
familiar with flight trim reactions and develop engine starting skills. As you progress to more in
tricate models, the Sig line includes many other airplanes that will fill just about any requirement.

CL-23 Skyray S6.50
CL-20 Akromaster $12.95

CL-13 Shoestring $13.75
CL-12 Buster $13.75

FF-5 AMA Cub $.99

CL-22 Twister $23.95

CL-15 Deweybird $7.50

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR SIG’S LATEST COMPLETE CATALOG - NO. 42 - $2.00 PPD.

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC___ Montezuma, Iowa 50171
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w o r k b e n c h

• We wish to apologize to those of our 
readers this month who are not mem
bers of the Academy of Model Aeronau
tics. This month’s Workbench column is 
devoted entirely to a matter within the 
AMA organization which we feel is quite 
serious, and we have decided to use this 
space to express this magazine’s stand in 
the matter and to publish the comments 
of another individual who is closer to 
and concerned about the same matter.

In a way. this month’s column should 
concern all modelers, AMA members or 
not, because the outcome of the AMA 
elections for President and six Vice 
Presidents this fall, could seriously affect 
future modeling for everyone. And that 
is the matter about which we now 
approach.
Dear Fellow AMA Members,

Most of us have had our fill of cam
paign speeches on TV and radio in 
recent months, so fortunately for you, 
this editor is no good at flowery oratory 
or the lengthy written sales pitch. How
ever. . .

For the first time as a magazine editor, 
we feel the necessity of clearly and 
emphatically promoting the support of 
one particular person for the office of 
President of the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics. The very fact that this 
person is NOT an official candidate, 
even though he is now. and has been for 
the past two years, President of AMA, is 
enough to prove that absolutely un
believable monkeyshines have been  
going on within the upper power levels 
of our organization in recent times.

Horrace Cain, who has been Vice 
President of AM A ’s District VI for the 
past two years, has stated the situation 
very clearly in his V.P. report for the 
November issue of Model Aviation. As 
an independent thinker, and certainly

Earl F. Witt

WANTED! 
alive & well

For manipulating AMA funds, thus forcing organization into BLACK from RED. 
WARNING! Has dangerous habit of bending noses of those who interfere while he 
is carrying out duties. Tries to act like a President instead of a passive figurehead.

Sentence must be extended two more years so he can be returned to Headquart
ers to work off the rest of his time.

TO APPREHEND: AMA members MUST W RITE IN HIS NAME on the election 
ballot which will be mailed out in mid-October, and MUST SIGN TH EIR  OWN 
NAME if the ballot is to count!

REWARD: Two more years of properly administered AMA.

not a "rubber stamp" member of the 
Executive Council, it is just as important 
that he not be maneuvered out of office 
for the F981-82 period.

We urge District VI members to write- 
in the name of Horrace Cain for reelec
tion to Vice President, and we further 
urge ALL AMA members to write-in the 
name of Earl Witt for reelection  of 
President. Bill Northrop, Editor

R/C Model Builder Magazine 
• ·  *

“ Dear AMA Members,
“ Some 200 years ago, this country was 

subjected to two forms of government. 
One, promoted by Alexander Hamilton, 
would have an aristocratic minority rule 
over all the populace. The other form, 
championed by Thomas Jefferson, be
lieved in the individual citizen’s right 
and ability to govern himself. Fortunate
ly, Jefferson’s premise prevailed as the 
basic doctrine. Vet, vast changes are the 
order of today, and especially so in our 
little organization of model airplane 
fliers, the Academy of Model Aero
nautics (AMA).

"To understand my points, you should 
know how I define 1) Sport-Flier and
2) Competition-Flier. Briefly, 1) Sport- 
Fliers fly mostly for enjoyment. This does 
include those who fly in local contests 
and may also travel some distance to fly 
in some contest, but do not do so 
frequently. They do not limit their 
activity to a few certain formal events.
2) Competition-Fliers are those who 
mostly fly competitively or in practice 
for competition. They pursue specific 
formal events.

“ Both, sport-fliers and competition- 
fliers, are important to the AMA. Since 
almost 90% of the AMA membership 
belongs to the sport-flier group, and 
they contribute the vast majority of 
funds to AMA’s financial position, then I 
contend that they should receive the 
majority of returned services.

“ Unlike several of my fellow AMA 
District Representatives, I do not believe 
the sport-flier can or should be ignored.
I don’t believe the District IV V.P. when 
he expounds, ' . .  .protect the competi
tion flier,’ ‘The sport-flier does nothing.

Continued on page 103
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OVER THE COUNTER

• Kraft Systems is introducing its first 
new radio since Phil Kraft, the com
pany’s founder, left the firm late last 
year. The new system is called the Gold 
Spectrum 6 and is. as if the name doesn't 
give you a clue, a six-channel rig. Besides 
a completely different look as compared 
to earlier Kraft systems, the Gold Spec
trum 6 sports such features as: servo 
reversing on the four main channels; 
dual rates on the elevator and aileron 
channels; end point adjustment on the 
elevator, aileron, and fifth (retract) 
channel; and throw adjustments for 
rudder and throttle. All of these vari
ables can be adjusted at home or at the 
field by means of a master control panel 
located under an access door on the 
back of the transmitter. Both the trans

mitter and receiver are equipped with 
plug-in R.F. modules, letting you choose 
between any frequency in any of the 
three standard R/C bands. Four KPS-14II 
servos are normally supplied, although 
others are available on special order. 
Airborne battery pack is a KB-4E (550 
mah), but there are four others to 
choose from if you want lighter weight 
or more capacity.

Suggested retail price on the Gold 
Spectrum 6 is $497.95. If you’re inter
ested, your best bet would be to check 
with your dealer or any radio repair 
facility authorized to service Kraft units. 
You might also be able to obtain a 
brochure straight from the factory, 
detailing the new system more exten
sively than we can do here. Write to

Kraft Systems, P.O. Box 1268, Vista, CA 
92083.

(As a side note, we received word that 
R.J.L. Industries, 1831 Business Center 
Dr., Duarte, CA 91010, has taken over 
the manufacture of Kraft .61 engine 
parts and will from now on be doing all 
warranty and non-warranty engine 
repair work. So, if you have any prob
lems with your Kraft .61 be sure to send it 
to R.J.L. and not to the Kraft factory.)

• ·  *
Model Rectifier Corporation is ex

panding its line of ready-to-fly models, 
the latest being an all-foam DeHavilland 
Chipmunk and Messerschmitt Me-109. 
(Unfortunately we don’t have a photo of 
the latter. The following features apply 
to both models, however.) Both ships 
come with engine, tank, prop, control 
surfaces, pushrods, etc. pre-installed at 
the factory. There is virtually nothing left 
for the purchaser to do but install his or 
her radio (not included with the air
planes, of course) and apply the pres
sure-sensitive mylar trim stickers. . . one 
or two hours’ work at most. The engine 
supplied is the reliable and much-liked 
Enya .09TV R/C. complete with muffler.

We had one of the Chipmunks here at 
the RCMB office and were quite im
pressed by the quality and detailing; the 
wing even has slight indents to simulate 
covering sag between the ribs! It and an 
MRC 3000 three-channel radio are 
presently being given a workout by a 
local flier and will be the subject of a

New radio system from Kraft is the Gold Spectrum 6, six-channel Northeast Engineering s Driver Panel
outfit.

NOVEMBER 1980
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High-quality hand drill, also makes an excellent winder for rubber 
models, from Jim  Crocket Replicas.

"Torq-Skis" being produced by DaCa.

Not a weird sculpture, it's a "Flexi-Vise" 
offered by Jim Crocket Replicas.

Products in Use article in a couple of 
months.

As they come from the factory, both 
the Chipmunk and 109 are set up for 
rudder/elevator/throttle controls. The 
instructions, however, explain how to 
go about cutting into the wing and 
setting up the airplane for ailerons. The 
necessary extra parts are supplied, so 
there is nothing extra to buy. Experi
enced pilots will want to make this mod 
almost as a matter of course, but rela
tively new fliers should definitely stick to 
the much more docile three-channel 
configuration until they become totally 
familiar with the airplane and how it 
handles.

From MRC, 2500 Woodbridge Ave., 
Edison, N) 08817.

* * *

Jim Crocket, whose small business 
caters mainly to free flight modelers, has 
added two new items to his line of high- 
quality goodies. First is the Mark III 
Hand Drill/Winder, similar in appear
ance to an all-metal drill built and 
phased out some years ago and highly 
prized as a winder by rubber fliers ever 
since. Jim’s Mk. Ill drill, which comes 
from England, is of the same general 
design but features a heavy die-cast 
nylon case, has metal gears and even a 
ball thrust bearing on the spindle. 
Included with the drill is a set of shims.

Fiberglass cowls to fit various Bud Nosen models, from left: Aeronca Champ, Citabria, Mr. 
Mulligan, Cessna 310, and J-3 Cub. By T&D Fiberglass Specialties.

which are used to adjust the tolerance 
between the gears (honest!) to suit the 
person doing the cranking. Jim admits 
the crank arm is a bit on the short side for 
winding the higher powered ships (like 
the Lanzo Stick, with its 32 strands of 
3/16 rubber), but says it can be easily 
lengthened for increased torque. An 
excellent buy at $24 plus freight.

What looks like a piece of abstract art 
in the photo is actually a "Flexi-Vise," 
also an English import. It consists of two 
small separate vises, each mounted to its 
own post, each of which is in turn 
clamped to a main post, which is in turn 
clamped to the base, which is in turn 
clamped or bolted to the workbench 
(are you still with me?). As you can well 
imagine, each vise is fully adjustable 
360° in every plane . . .  ideal for assem
bly, soldering, gluing, welding, light 
machining, etc. Cost is $54.50 plus 
freight.

The "World M ixer," control mixer by 
World Engines.

Both from Jim Crocket Replicas, P.O. 
Box 12600, Fresno, CA 93778. When 
ordering, don't forget to add the freight 
charges (and the 6% sales tax, if you live 
in California).

* * *

Continued on page 102

New Quickie 500 racer, the "Scat Cat 500" by Flite Line Products.
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B y  D IC K  H AN SO N  . . . Part 8 : The S low  Ro ll and Three-Tu rn  Spin.

•  In June we reviewed the three inside 
loops, and in July we covered the three 
horizontal rolls and one outside loop. 
August had the landing plus approach 
(which is no longer used). September 
featured the double stall turn and 
Cuban eight, while October covered the 
double immelman and 4-point roll. This 
month's column will review the remain
ing Advanced class maneuvers. (We 
won’t cover the three reverse outside 
loops. The July description of one 
reverse outside plus June’s three inside 
loops analysis should give you the info 
you want.)
THE SLOW ROLL

There are numerous tricks which can 
be employed to do the slow roll. Here 
are some of them.

1) Use a roll button and blip in up 
elevator before starting the ro ll. 
(Amateurish.)

2) Use a special low-rate switch which 
permits full stick deflection and blip in 
up before starting the roll. (Almost as 
bad.)

3) Program the roll. (This won't work 
either.)

4) Learn how to do the roll with the 
sticks in a normal flying mode.

We are not sadists or masochists but 
we do believe the best advice is to 
LEARN THE BASICS, using the sticks.

Once again, we must recommend a 
Pattern type plane which will fly hands- 
off in virtually any attitude. We hasten to 
add that a slow roll can be accomplished 
with almost any airplane, provided you 
can accept a nose-up attitude at the start 
of the roll. That's the way the Air Force 
T-Birds do ’em.

The rulebook says there should be no 
changes in heading or altitude, and that 
the maneuver should take four to six 
seconds. Also, the allowable frame is 60° 
to either side of center. You can, at your 
discretion, position your plane any
where in that 120° frame to present the 
best view of the maneuver, but first let’s 
get the basics down solid. Let's start by 
reviewing the 4-point roll, because the 
slow roll is really just a smooth 4-point 
roll. The trick is in the smoothing-up 
process.

Remember on the 4-point roll we 
recommended learning it upwind? That 
may sound absurd, but the idea is to let 
you see the entire sequence in a shorter 
frame. For instance, a six-second roll 
done upwind in a 20-mph headwind will 
only take about half the distance (ap
parent distance) as a maneuver done in a 
20-mph downwind pass. The reasons 
are:

1) You must start farther out to get in 
position if you are on a downwind 
course.

2) The Doppler effect makes the 
engine sound much faster progressively 
as the plane approaches on the down
wind run.

Both of these reasons make it easier to 
hide defects in the roll when going 
downwind because the defects are 
spread out over a longer space. And the 
sound is distracting, too.

OK, let's start the roll and review it in a 
stop frame sequence (see sketch). Start 
about 300 feet out at about 100 feet of 
altitude on the first tries, then get lower 
to about 75 feet after the initial sorting 
out. As the model enters the frame (60° 
lateral angle) slowly add aileron only 
and watch what happens for a quarter 
roll.

1) If the nose simply drops slightly 
with no right or left course deviation,

you’re in good shape.
2) If it deviates toward the top side of 

the plane, the chances are that it’s nose 
heavy and up trim is taking over. Check 
the balance.

3) If it tucks down it may be tail heavy.
Now go back and do the 1/4 roll again,

but this time add just a little opposite 
rudder after the roll starts. If you add too 
much rudder too early, the plane will 
deviate in the direction of the rudder 
and may also tuck down.

Let’s try it again, adding a tiny bit of up 
elevator to counteract the rudder yaw 
(and possible tuck). When the wings 
have reached about 45° from horizontal, 
relax the up elevator input and continue 
to add a little more rudder. Practice this 
until you can slowly do the first 90° roll

Continued on page 93

H EA D -O N  VIEW  SHOWING CONTRO L SU RFA C E D EFLEC T IO N S  
(EX A G G ER A TED ) USED IN SLOW RO LL.

270° 315° R O LL  CO M PLETED

N O TE: A ILER O N  D EFLEC T IO N  REM AINS F A IR L Y  CONSTANT BU T W ILL  
R EQ U IRE  ADJU STM EN T DEPENDING ON E F F E C T IV E  D IH ED R A L  
IN MODEL.
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INSTRUCTOR
Conducted by 

DAVE BROWN
8534 Huddleston Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45236

• As this column is being written the 
Nats are just around the corner and the 
flying season is in full swing, but when 
you receive it the flying season will be 
winding down and it will be time to start 
thinking about how to store and main
tain your equipment through the 
winter building season. We’ll start with 
the engines by filling them with oil and 
storing them with the prop turned 
backwards against compression. This 
prevents rusting by coating the parts 
with oil. and then keeps moisture out by 
closing both the intake and exhaust 
ports. I use 3-in-1 or WD-40 oil, but 
almost any non-water-soluble oil will 
do. Ideally, if it is practical, remove the 
engine and seal it in one of those food 
sealing bags which has had some oil put 
into it. This is also a good way to carry 
that spare engine all the time.

Now that the engines are taken care 
of. let’s tackle the airplane. First, drain 
the fuel tank completely and give the 
airplane a thorough cleaning inside and 
out. This is an excellent time to do those 
little fixit jobs that time never permitted 
during the season, like applying touch- 
up paint, replacing that Monokote 
patch that was the wrong color when put 
on at the field last July, etc., etc. When 
you are satisfied that the airplane is in as 
good a shape as it is going to get, hang 
the fuselage, nose down, by a piece of 
cloth to let any soaked-in oil to flow 
forward and out rather than back into 
the fuselage. (Don’t laugh, I had a friend 
who proved that this would make a 
difference by hanging up two C/L stunt 
ships, one by the prop and one by the 
tail, after carefully weighing each and 
checking balance. After one winter in 
his garage the airplane hanging nose 
down was 1-1/2 ounces lighter than 
before, without any change in CG, while 
the airplane hanging nose up was the 
same weight as before but was now 
considerably more tail heavy.) Store the 
airplane in as dry a place as possible; an

unheated garage is probably a better 
place to store airplanes than a warm but 
damp basement. Wings are best stored 
horizontal, supported at two places as 
if they were shelves. In fact, I use long 
adjustable shelf brackets for my wing 
rack. Covering both the wings and 
fuselages with plastic is a good idea to 
keep all the dirt and dust out, especially 
if they are stored in the same area in 
which you build.

Careful storage of the radio system 
and particularly the batteries is probably 
the most overlooked area and is really 
one of the most important. If you have a 
system which uses dry cells in the 
transmitter or receiver, remove them. If 
you have ever seen a flashlight or 
transistor radio that has had dry cells 
left in it, you know why this is so 
important. If your system has nickel- 
cadmium batteries, as most do, there are 
a few different ways to handle the 
storage problem. One is to charge the 
batteries fully prior to storage and then 
charge them every 30 days for eight to 
ten hours. This works well but requires 
that you remember to do it and also that 
you can get to them easily. The second 
way is to buy one of those new M.E.N. 
cutback chargers and simply plug it in 
and leave it. It automatically cuts back to 
a 10 ma charge rate when the batteries 
are charged fully, and this is just enough 
to maintain a full charge. The third way is 
to hook your charger up to a household 
security timer and set it to turn the 
charger on for about an hour per day. 
The latter system has the capability of 
handling many chargers simultaneously.

The important thing with ni-cds isthat 
you do not let the batteries sit around 
in a discharged state. Also, keep in mind 
that most of the batteries used in our 
systems are of relatively low internal 
resistance and therefore discharge or 
lose their charge while sitting around, 
hence the need for periodic recharging.

Now that you have all of this past 
season’s equipment stored properly, it is 
time to build, build, build for next 
season’s fleet!

On to some letters.
Dear Dave;

I'd like to take one moment and say 
something I'm sure you have heard 
more than one time.

Congratulations on your performance 
at the World Champs. You give every
one interested in R/C Pattern something 
to be proud of.

I don’t mean to spend all of your time 
patting you on the back, even though 
you deserve more than you get.

But I ’d like to ask some questions of 
you, if I may.

How long does one of your Pattern 
airplanes last? That may sound like a 
loaded question, but I'm serious. What 
I ’m trying to ask is. do you build your 
planes taking a little more time to try and 
make them more durable?

Do you build in dihedral bracing on a 
foam wing plane?

Do you build from kits or from scratch?
If from a kit. do you cut the foam wing

yourself?
What do you cover the foam cores 

with? Balsa, ply, etc.
Which in your opinion is the best way 

of getting the skins stuck to the foam 
cores?

Did you scratch build your Tiporare?
If so, who has plans for it? If from a 

kit, how does one lay his hands on a kit?
I really hope you don’t think that I’m 

really dumb, because some of the ques
tions I ask sound that way, but I just have 
no one else to ask.

I ’d really appreciate any help you 
could send my way. Roy Simpson.

Thanks for the compliments. These, 
along with the great friendships de
veloped while flying competitively, are 
what make it all worth while. Also, keep 
in mind that there are no such thing as 
dumb questions, only dumb answers! 
The life expectancy of one of my Pattern 
ships is probably two seasons, but this is 
only an average as some don’t last as 
long and some seem to live on forever, 
like my last Phoenix which is still flying 
and was built in 76. When I build an 
airplane I build it to perform properly 
over the long haul. This involves stress
ing it to withstand all the loads imposed 
on it while flying, but if it hits the ground 
or another airplane it is all over. In other 
words, they are made to survive flying, 
but not crashing. Dihedral bracing is a 
part of this stressing. My airplanes are 
usually built from kits, but I will some
times buy only the fuselage and cut my 
own foam cores. I always select the 
wood carefully and am constantly on the 
lookout for good light wood. Fortunate
ly, I have some friends in the balsa 
business so I can usually get the wood I 
need. I use Sorghum contact adhesive 
for my own sheeting but haveseen some 
nice work done in epoxy by others. The 
Tiporare kit is available from W.K. 
Hobbies in Centerville, Ohio, and pre
built airframes can be purchased from 
Dick Hanson Models in Murray, Utah 
(both are advertisers in this magazine). 
Plans for a foam-wing, balsa fuselage 
version are available from RCMB Plans 
Service (Plan No. 2801, $5.75).
Dear Dave:

Re your Dec. '79 request.
You solved a puzzle for me on my 

Dallaire Sportster with this month's 
issue. Here's one more item for you to 
cover: balance. O.T.'s usually do not 
have the balance point shown. How 
about balancing the wings, i.e. tip to tip? 
And is it necessary to balance these large 
stabs?

Keep up your columns, I appreciate 
them. Roy Sleeman.

Most Old Timer type airplanes will fly 
fine with the balance point at about 25% 
of the chord. I’d recommend that you 
balance the airplane laterally and weight 
the wing tips to achieve level balance. It 
doesn't hurt to balance the wing and 
stab before assembly of the airplane, but 
do the final balancing with the airplane 
assembled.

Send those letters in, as I ’m running 
low on subject matter. ·
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The victorious U.S. Precision Scale Team, from left: Bob Wischer, 
6th; Monty Groves, Manager; Bob Underwood, 5th; and George 
Rose, 2nd.

U.S. Stand-Off Team placed 3rd behind Sweden and Gt. Britain. 
From left: Bob Karlsson. 10th; Ralph Jackson, 11th; Monty Groves, 
Manager; and Hal Parenti, 8th.

R/C SCALE WORLD CHAMPS
By BOB UNDERWOOD . . .  A blow-by-blow account, by a member of the U.S. F4C Scale Team, of what it 
was like to attend and participate in the 1980 R/C Scale World Championships in Ottawa, Canada.

Wednesday, July 16
The trailer is packed with a Hiperbipe 

for the competition and a Chipmunk for 
the Sunday demo flying. Luggage is 
stored in the van and everything seems 
ready for a 4:30 a.m. start tomorrow. To 
bed by 10:30 (but not able to sleep, as a 
third-time championship dream is about 
to begin). Morning will bring a depar
ture for Ottawa and Scale ’80.

Many hours of time have gone into 
preparation for the U.S. team. Bob 
Wischer came within a gnat's eyelash of 
having his new twin ready after long 
days and weeks of work. He’d have to 
use his trusty model from the previous 
com petition wars. Harold Parenti 
worked hard to make certain the Bearcat 
would fit the FAI requirements. The 
hardest pill to swallow was the problems 
George Buso encountered. A new twin 
had been built since Lincoln and on the 
weekend before the Ottawa experience, 
it was destroyed during its test flights.

George was replaced on the team by 
Bob Karlsson less than a week before the 
competition.

My new Hiperbipe was ready, com
plete with its reduced copy of an aircraft 
sectional chart in the pilot’sdoor pocket. 
On to Ottawa!
Thursday, July 17

Our departure was delayed for over 45 
minutes while I tried to figure out why 
the trailer lights wouldn’t work. Then it’s 
east and north. A little over 600 miles 
later, we stopped for the evening at a 
Windsor, Canada KOA campground 
after an interesting time with a U.S. 
customs official. After a dour inspection 
on his part, our declaration form con
tained the aircraft registration numbers 
as a ''serial’’ number to identify them 
when we returned. Several times during 
our little visit he wanted to know about 
the tachometer in my field kit. "It must 
have a serial num ber,”  he said. " It 
doesn't," I said. I guess it just sounded to

*  *  *

RESULTS
F4C INDIVIDUAL
1) Jean Rousseau (France) 5082.4
2) George Rose (USA) 5081.9
3) Mick Reeves (Great Britain) 5068.0
4) )oe McCollum (Ireland) 5035.5
5) Bob Underwood (USA) 5017.1
6) Bob Wischer (USA) 4868.6
7) Frank Knowles (Canada) 4845.3
8) Duncan Hutson (Gt. Britain) 4842.9
9) Terry Melleney (Gt. Britain) 4820.5

10) John Swift (Canada) 4778.8
F4C TEAM
1) United States 14967.6
2) Great Britain 14164.3
3) Canada 14157.4
4) France 13013.2
5) West Germany 11519.8
6) Ireland 5035.5
7) Sweden 4288.0
8) Netherlands 3323.9
9) Australia 0
5 .0 . 5. INDIVIDUAL
1) Lars Helmbro (Sweden) 6198.7
2) Mikael Carlson (Sweden) 6072.4
3) Graham Smith (Gt. Britain) 5954.4
4) Kjell-Ake Elofsson (Sweden) 5910.1
5) Fred Coulson (Gt. Britain) 5878.0
6) Mick Reeves (Gt. Britain) 5869.0
7) Marcel Jonckheere (Canada) 5804.7
8) Harold Parenti (USA) 5569.9
9) Don Hatch (Canada) 5514.6

10) Bob Karlsson (USA) 5369.5
5 .0 . 5. TEAM
1) Sweden 18181.2
2) Great Britain 17701.4
3) United States 16131.6
4) Canada 14462.7
5) France 14326.5
6) Netherlands 0
7) Ireland 0
8) Australia 0
9) West Germany 0

Second highest static points in F4C went to Englishman David Vaughan's beautifully realistic 
P-51, but managed to post only one official flight due to various problems, eventually wound 
up in 14th place. Model won Scale at the 1978 British Nats.
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Ralph Jackson giving an injection to his Windecker Eagle, a veteran 
of many Stand-Off Scale wars.

When standing behind David Vaughan's Mustang, you could see the 
pilot looking at you in the rearview mirror!

him like it ought to be valuable.
The campgrounds became a scene of 

changing a trailer bearing with the help 
of a Canadian friend staying there. A 
night’s sleep followed and we whirled 
away in the morning.
Friday, July 18

Route 401 from Windsor east is a 
beautiful road and the kilometersclicked 
away. At noon, we arrived in Toronto. 
An interesting discovery was made at 
that time. Without a doubt, when old 
New York cab drivers retire, they head 
for Toronto where they start driver 
education schools. We were first aware 
of the speeds and driving when I tried to 
read the new slogan on the Quebec 
license plates as they went by.

The big city was soon behind us and 
late afternoon brought the beautiful city 
of Ottawa. We sought out Carleton 
University and checked into our home 
until the 27th. The university provides 
what is called a tour and conference 
center during the non-school months. 
They do a fantastic job! Our family had a 
two-room arrangement with a connect
ing bath. Daily linen and maid service 
is supplied, and then there is the dining 
room! The food was absolutely first-rate, 
with choices galore and all you can eat.

We took the trailer to Rockcliffe and 
met some of the Canadian organizers 
hard at work in the hangar. Individual 
tables were provided with electrical 
outlets, etc. A very clean and well- 
organized arrangement.

A return to the dorms brought meet
ings with old friends. The French team 
had been there for several days, as had 
the German team. Kisses, hugs, and 
handshakes brought back the friend
ships of past competitions.

Later in the evening, our team man
ager, Monty Groves, and his wife, Patty, 
arrived and we could really begin to feel 
the excitement. Monty and Patty did an 
outstanding job of preparing for the 
competition by keeping everyone in
formed, collecting documents, etc. 
During the competition, they proved to 
be an absolutely perfect blend of help, 
encouragement, diplomacy, and firm
ness.

Saturday, July 19
After a super breakfast, we headed for 

Rockcliffe to set the scene. Many new 
hands to shake and things to set up. The 
Hiperbipe was reposing on its own table 
and most of the teams from around the 
world were beginning to appear.

The Chipmunk was assembled and we 
headed for the flying area to trim it out 
for Sunday'sopening airshow. The flying 
area was laid between a small rise and 
the air museum buildings. The actual 
area was framed by snow fence and 
measured about 1500 feet long by 1000 
feet wide. The landing circle seemed 
rather close to one end, from which the 
prevailing wind should come. We put in 
two flights, having collected a gallery of 
spectators who certainly would have 
watched anything fly.

Our team members began to arrive 
and everything began to sort out. One 
could feel the growing optimism as new 
models were inspected and discussed. 
Joe McCollum from Ireland showed his 
Volksplane with a model of himself in 
the cockpit moving the controls. (Later 
the judges chided him about the fact 
that the arms were the wrong length.) 
Mick Reeves had a pair of Spitfires that 
were done with his usual high quality. 
Mick flew not only in F4C, to defend his 
world champ title, but in Stand-Off Scale 
as well. This kept him very busy during 
the week. David Vaughan from Great 
Britain presented an outstanding P-51. 
The weathered finish was of a very high 
standard of quality, and when you stood 
behind the model in a position where a 
P-51 pilot would not want an enemy

Twelfth place in F4C went to Canada's Gerry Fingler and his finely detailed Cessna L-19 Bird 
Dog. Gerry had more than his share of bad luck, suffered two crashes during the week.

Another Cessna by another Canadian, this one an Agwagon cropduster by Don Hatch. Placed 
9th in Stand-Off, had third highest static points.
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aircraft, you could see the pilot’s eyes 
staring at you in the rearview mirror!

As you wandered about the hangar, 
you were struck with the thought, 
“ Which models are Stand-Off and which 
are Precision?” The stage is set. The 
players are ready.

move. Later he flew again several times, 
showing the Cub to its very best. Ab
solutely beautiful.

Members of a Canadian club followed 
with a B-25, a well-executed three- 
Corsair routine of formation flying, and 
then the topper. A P-51 was mounted on 
a cradle atop the B-25, and with all three 
engines roaring, the pair took off. 
Several minutes into the flight, directly 
in front of us, the two separated and 
continued in flight alone. A very impres-

Sole F4C entry from Australia was Ross Woodcock's Westland Widgeon, was a crash victim on 
its first flight. Note the well-hidden engine.

Outstanding Curtiss XSBC by Kurt Lenna of Sweden. Gear retracts as per original. Unfortun
ately Kurt had some documentation problems and thus a very low static score. (Kurt should 
get a set of the Westburg drawings that just happen to appear on p. 30 and 31 of this issue!)

sive and nicely-executed display.
Flights of other types of models were 

performed and the audience responded 
enthusiastically. The show ended with a 
nicely-executed Pattern demo by Bob 
Stevens, the Canadian team manager 
and assisted by Warren Hitchcox, the 
MAAC executive. (Oops! I forgot that 
up thar in Canada they call that event 
“ Patton,” not Pattern. Oh well, a non- 
seal e by any name.)

The day was polished off with a U.S. 
team meeting in which various strategy 
was discussed. Past experience sug
gested that while such get-togethers 
provide valuable insights into presenta
tions and documentation errors, they 
also provide some lighter material. It was 
during these meetings this year that one 
team member, whose initials are George 
Rose, was heard to say something about 
his "metric yardstick.”  We knew that the 
U.S. was having conversion problems, 
but a metric yard? As it turned out, 
George got the darn thing and, sure 
enough, he had a yardstick with inches 
along one edge and metric measure on 
the other, trailing off in the 90 centi
meters.

Along with the various other little fun 
things, George and Bobbie Rose had 
driven up from New Joisey in their 
business van. George, as a member of 
the AMA (American Medical?), is a Lawn

Sunday, July 20
Today the official beginning took 

place. Many people began to crowd the 
area. The big sound and computer 
trailer was in place near the flight line 
and chairs lined the area in front of the 
flagpoles. Each team manager stood in 
place at his country’s flagpole, and as the 
various national anthems were played, 
he raised the flag. There were a few brief 
comments by representatives of Ottawa 
and the organizers, then came the 
opening airshow. (The static judges, 
meanwhile, were dispatched to the 
hangar to perform their chores.)

Various acts were arranged and the 
first off was my little Chippie (a Krier 
Chipmunk) flying to the strains of the 
1812 Overture. The limbo passes and 
inverted ribbon cut went awry when the 
ribbon became wet and a brisk breeze 
insisted on breaking it.

Bob Nelitz flew a 1/3-scale J-3 Cub 
with matchless grace. He seemed some
what displeased, however, and later 
discovered that the Quadra wasn't really 
putting out because of a rag stuffed in 
the cowl area which he forgot to re

A dummy "Joe McCollum" in the cockpit of Joe McCollum's 4th 
place Precision VP-II homebuilt. Had 3rd highest static points.

Must be a billion simulated rivets on the Dewoitine 501 entered by 
Frenchman Allain Depaux. Finished in 18th place.
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Grand Champion in F4C was this sleek CAP 20 built and flown by Jean Rousseau of France. 
Model had the highest static pointsand beat USA's George Rose out of 1st place by a mere 
1/2point. What a finish!

Doctor and drives a beautiful white van 
with a huge green thumb painted on the 
side and a sign across the top, “ Satisfac
tion guaranteed.” Somehow, during the 
week, a bloodied bandage mysteriously 
appeared on the green thumb. 
Monday, July 21

My Hiperbipe was the first model on 
the block for static judging this morning. 
The five judges (John Carrol, Ireland, 
Chief Judge; Paul Jones, Canada; Her
bert Steinhauer, Germany; Serge Zwah- 
len, France; and LeRoy Weber, USA) 
seemed relaxed and ready to go after 
judging seven models the day before. 
Bob Wischer came up later with George 
Rose on the last day of static.

This was the first day of Stand-Off 
Scale flying. The panel of judges, con
sisting of three Canadian and two U.S. 
judges (Dick Carson and John Preston) 
had already finished the static judging 
and were all set to evaluate the flying.

The U.S. team of Karlsson, Parenti, and 
Jackson had a strong disadvantage to 
overcome, since their models were in 
9th, 11th, and 13th places respectively in 
static, out of the 15 entries. There was a 
definite communications gap in the 
docum entation items prepared for 
Stand-Off. At the Sunday judges’ meet
ing, it was determined that what was 
meant concerning the presentation was

that you could provide a three-view and 
only three photos. Color chips could be 
added to this, however. The confusion 
coming from this and several other 
factors resulted in a poor static showing 
for the U.S.

(As an editorial aside, it seems that this 
is an extremely rigid and narrow guide
line to use. While it seems logical to 
assume that documentation must be 
limited somewhat in the interest of time, 
to suggest that you can adequately 
represent an aircraft with just a three-

view and three photos is absurd. In like 
manner, the F4C competitors were 
instructed that a maximum of three 
photos for each section would be accep
table. Again, while you cannot providea 
phone book type presentation, there 
are situations where an additional photo 
or two would be of significant help to 
the judges and to the competitor in 
proving some important feature.)

The flying during the first day of 
Stand-Off set the tone for the compe
tition. It was a very calm day and maneu
vers were very precise and well-placed 
generally. One could already see that 
the Swedes had done their homework, 
with Elofsson putting in a 3148 flight for a 
high score for the day. His very light 
model looked like it was on a pro
grammed path, as it flew in a very 
realistic manner. He achieved this score 
with only a 5% flight bonus and was 
bested only by Fred Coulson of Great 
Britain who had almost three hundred 
more static pointsand a 20%flight bonus 
with his Grumman Skyrocket. So, at the 
end of the first flying day, we found 
Coulson and Elofsson in 1st and 2nd 
respectively, and Carlson of Sweden a 
distant third. Bob Karlsson of the U.S. 
was fourth, with Parenti 10th and Jack- 
son 11th. Harold Parenti, while he had a 
good flight going, encountered a lean 
engine that sagged and finally quit with 
several maneuvers left. In turning to get 
back to the landing area, the model 
crashed. Hal and son Gary burned the 
midnight oil rebuilding a bent Bearcat 
for the second round on Tuesday.

Holland had only one model entered in F4C, this very clean Spitfire built by Yke Rusticus. 
Placed 17th overall.

Sweden's Lars Helmbro, assisted by teammate Kje ll·Ake Elofsson, 
gets ready for his winning S.O.S. flight with his Harvard.

Helmbro's Harvard is an immaculate piece of work. The Swedes 
obviously came well prepared, placed 1st, 2nd, and 4th in Stand-Off.
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Stand-Off 4th placer, Kjell-Ake Elofsson of Sweden, was the only 
flier to post scores of over 3000 points on each flight. His Bucker 
Bestmann features very light construction.

Marcel Jonckheere. Canada, with 7th place S.O.S. Stearman 4EM. 
Prototype was just yards away at museum at Rockcliffe.

In closing out Monday’s report, it must 
be noted that a note of great grief and 
concern was present. As we arrived at 
the field, Al Novotnik of M.A.N. in
formed us that he had received word 
concerning the death of Glen Sigafoose

Talk to him, George! George Rose gives the 
word to Bob Karlsson before S.O.S. flight.

in a crash of his Pitts during a Sunday 
airshow in Iowa. The news spread rapid
ly and brought outpourings of love and 
respect for the Sigs, who have con
tributed so very much to this hobby/ 
sport. Indeed, much was said concern
ing the Sig family, the closely knit group 
of persons who make Sig Manufacturing 
a “ m odelers”  com pany, not just a 
commercial enterprise. While Sig has 
provided much commercially to the 
hobby/sport in the form of such things 
as prizes and uniforms for our scale 
world championship teams, they have 
contributed even more with their desire 
to provide quality items which are 
designed by modelers, built by mod
elers, and flown in contests by modelers.

Flowers and cards were sent to Mon
tezuma expressing to Hazel and the Sig 
crew the feelings that all their inter
national friends shared at that moment. 
While perhaps out of context, may I 
relate that on Thursday the Canadian 
hosts presented a beautifully touching 
memorial service at the noon hour. With 
the flags at half-staff, a military bugler 
paid last respects. In addition, a brief 
biography and very moving poem were 
presented. There was a minute of silence 

Continued on page 94

Monty Groves, the SU P ER  U.S. manager, with 
Ralph Jackson and his new bride, Jeanette.

Bob Wischer's Piel Beryl has been around for years, it seems. 
Veteran model won 6th place for Bob in F4C.

Highest static pointsand 5th place overall in S.O.S. went to Fred 
Coulson, Great Britain, with his Grumman Skyrocket. Fred flew the 
ship at the '79 British Nats, won S.O.S. by a clear margin.
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By JOE BRIDI and DENNIS M ILLIKEN  . . . Joe designed this “ biggie" to test the merits of a large pattern 
ship. Dennis built the prototype for Joe and wrote the construction part of the article. Flight tests were even 
better than expected. Careful wood selection and construction techniques required to avoid overweight.
• The "MAMA MIA" is a big aircraft, 
especially so for a pattern ship. How
ever, don't let the name, or the size fool 
you.

The design is capable of every man
euver in the FAI schedule (including the 
snap maneuvers), with clean, precise 
accuracy.

Even though it is a big aircraft, its flight 
characteristics are such that the 60-sized 
engine with tuned pipe used in today’s 
pattern ships will do the job.

When I first observed Dean Koger 
flying the EU-I, I was impressed by its 
flight characteristics and ability to fly an 
accurate EAI pattern. This started me 
thinking about designing and trying out 
a larger size pattern ship to see what it 
would do. and indeed to see if the large

size was the way to go.
During construction of the model, I 

soon had second thoughts about its size, 
and that its performance would not be 
up to my expectations. However, when 
we finally flew the "MAMA M IA’’ we 
were astounded by its flying charac
teristics.

Despite its size, it is an exceptionally 
easy handling aircraft, with good, clean, 
accurate, and precise maneuvers. Be
cause of its size, we felt that the aircraft’s 
speed would be on the slow side, there
by allowing us to set up our maneuvers 
in close. However, its speed was such 
that after several flights, we were out in 
our normal maneuver placement posi
tion (the 13% airfoil contributes to the 
low drag for a ship of this size).

The prototype sported a Webra .61 
rear exhaust with a Rossi pipe, and a 
Zinger 10-1/2x7-1/2 prop. This proved 
to be a winning combination, as the 
vertical maneuvers were clean, with 
ample available power.

Rolling maneuvers are good, with its 
best feature being rollouts on the Top 
Hat. etc. Double Immelmans and spins 
are a pleasure to do and watch. The 
snaps are slow and precise with aircraft 
heading easily maintained. With 975 
square inches and 11 pound weight, the 
landings are a piece of cake.

With a planeof this size, it isimportant 
that care be taken to keep construction 
as light as possible in order not to go 
over the 11 pound, 3-1/2 oz. maximum 
weight limit (FAI). Our prototype model 
weighs exactly 11 pounds. A careful 
choice of balsa, retracts, and finish must 
be observed so as not to exceed the 11 
pound weight.

K&B Super Poxy was used on the 
prototype, but some weight savings will 
be realized in Monokote is used.

In summary, we are currently building 
more MAMA MIAS because we feel that 
the model has excellent potential, on or 
off the contest circuit.

How did we come up with the name 
MAMA MIA? Build one . . . the name 
will be self explanatory!
BUILDING THE “ MAMA MIA”

Keep in mind that this aircraft, due to 
its size and engine displacement, must 
be built as light as possible. The proto
type shown in these photos weighed in 
at 11 pounds, complete with Webra .61 
Speed, rear exhaust with mixture con
trol, Rossi tuned pipe, Kraft Signature 
Series radio and Giezendanner heavy 
duty retracts.

Remember, a great deal of careshould
GBA stood for "Great Big Airplane", but name changed when Walt Schroder saw it for first 
time and said, "Mama Mia!" It will not be kitted as each one would require hand-picked wood.
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Along with Joe's "U FO ", the "Mama Mia" looks like a 747 next to a 737! Surprisingly, unlike the EU-1, Mama Mia is quite fast in the air, but 
still extremely groovey. A irfoil is a bit thinner, by percentage, reducing frontal area.

be laken in the selection of the balsa 
wood. Plywood parts in this aircraft 
consist of a 3/8 firewall, 1/64 wing fillets, 
and two 1/16 fuselage doublers. The 
design of this aircraft calls for very little 
plywood, and the weight can be kept 
down.

All materials, such as epoxy, glass 
c lo th , and whatever glue you may 
choose, should be used sparingly if 
you intend to fly this aircraft in competi
tion.

Side view of unfinished fuselage, showing Webra Speed and Rossi pipe installation. Side exhaust 
can be used, but is not recommended, for both appearance and additional drag.

Hollowed balsa canopy covers pipe, is held on with wood screws for 
easy access. It could also be molded from fiberglass and cloth.

Close-up of engine and pipe installation. Note groove cut in fuselage- 
firewall joint to accommodate exhaust header.
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Fin/rudder structure is rugged but light. T o keep weight under 11 lb. Designer. Joe Bridi (left), and Dennis Milliken, builder of the proto
limit, the use of ballast for tail-heaviness is to be avoided. type, at Mile Square Park, during the first test flights.

stock. Also, the 5/8 triangle stock is 
glued to the top nose area and a 1-inch 
triangle stock is glued to the bottom.

The two balsa bulkheads are as
sembled and the 3/8 balsa vertical 
triangle braces are glued in place. We 
are now ready to assemble the fuselage, 
using bulkheads C and D. This is done 
directly over the top view of the plans in 
order to ensure proper alignment of tail 
surfaces. Tail section of fuselage is then 
glued together along with adding the 
1/4x3/4 cross braces.

Engine is now mounted to firewall and 
epoxied in place (note 1-1/2° down- 
thrust). Holes for fuel lines, throttle 
control and mixture control are now 
drilled. The 1/2x1-1/4 and 1/2x1 inch 
wing hold-down hardwood blocks are 
glued in place, along with 3/8 triangular 
supports. The 1/64 plywood wing fillet is 
now cut to shape and epoxied to fuse
lage. The wing is now put in place at 0° 
incidence on the fuselage, and the three 
nylon hold-down bolts installed. Belly 
pan can now be assembled to bottom of 
wing. Top and bottom fuselage sheeting 
can now be glued in place, along with 
the nose block. Nose of fuselage is 
sanded to shape.

Micro-balloons and K&B resin were 
used to form fillets around wing, fin and 
stabilizer. Nose is glassed one inch past 
the firewall for added strength. You will 
note in the photos that a groove is cut in 
top of fuselage at firewall to accommo
date header pipe.
CANOPY

Canopy may be constructed of fiber
glass, or carved from a block of light 
balsa, as on the prototype. The wall on 
the balsa canopy is 1/4-inch thick and is 
reinforced on the inside with fiberglass 
cloth and resin. Six wood screws secure 
the canopy to the fuselage, making for 
easy access to the tuned pipe. Side 
exhaust may be used on this model, but 
it is highly recommended that the 
through-the-canopy method be used 
for less drag.
FIN AND RUDDER

Fin and rudder are built directly over 
plans using 3/8x1-1/4 and 3/8x1-inch 
light balsa. Sand to shape and hinge 
rudder to fin.
STABILIZER AND ELEVATOR

The stab is built over the plans, much

the same as the wing. Pin down the 
untrimmed 1/4x1/4 main spar and the 
1/4x3/8 mid-spar, shimming it up to 
compensate for the thickness taper. 
Glue on the 3/8x1/2 leading edge. 
Remove from plans and sheet top and 
bottom with 3/32 balsa. As finished 
model was slightly tail-heavy, you might 
consider leaving out the 1/4x3/8 mid
spars. Stab would be plenty strong 
without them.

The 3/32 elevator bottom sheeting is 
pinned in place, followed by the trailing 
edge, leading edge and ribs. Top sheet
ing can be added before removing from 
plans. Just don't close in any pins with 
the sheeting!
FINISHING

In order to keep the weight to a 
minimum, I chose the silkspan paper 
and dope method on the prototype.

First the wood is sprayed with water to 
raise the grain. When dry, surface is 
sanded with No. 400 sandpaper. Four 
coats of nitrate dope are then applied

and the stiucture set aside for two days. 
Medium grade silkspan paper, available 
at most hobby shops, is cut to shape, 
leaving two or three inches overlap 
around edges. Now mix 50/50 dope and 
thinner. Apply silkspan on the area to be 
covered and lightly spray with water, 
working out all wrinkles. Now apply 
50/50 mix directly to wet silkspan and let 
dry. Trim edges and seal with dope.

Apply one more coat of 50/50 mix to 
surface; this will penetrate through 
silkspan and into dope on wood and 
give you a solid bond. In order to save 
weight silk is applied over silkspan, but 
only to open bays in wing and to built- 
up rudder and fin. The rest of aircraft is 
covered with silkspan.

Two coats of baby powder and dope 
are then applied by spraying or brush
ing. Brushing will require a considerable 
amount of sanding, so if you have access 
to a spray gun, use it. K&B epoxy primer 
was then applied, along with K&B gloss 
paint. ·

"The bigger the feathers, the straighter the dart.”  We don't know who said that, but it's cer
tainly appropriate in this case! Photo exaggerates, but the tail surfaces are very adequate.

nose ballast and the downthrust shown on plans. Watch for Joe at contests with this one!
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Wally Rinker's 1/2-scale Stolp Starlet, shown here ready for paint, 
will be a real floater at only 26 oz./sq. ft. wing loading. An original 
effort, it spans 13 feet and w ill weigh close to 47 lbs.

Another original project is this eye catching Fokker DR.1 by 
Palmer Cramer, flown at the Merwin Ranch Fly-In by expert flier 
John Lockwood. Only 13 lbs. weight, Webra .91, spans 7-1/2ft.

GIANT. SCALE
LEE  TAYLO R FLIGHT LINE

• The pictures in this edition of the 
“ Flight Line" are from the Second 
Annual Sacramento Giant Model Fly-In, 
held April 10-11, at the Merwin Ranch, 
Courtland, California. This was the first 
official event of the International Minia
ture Aircraft Association (the new name 
of the Miniature Aircraft Society), and it 
was sponsored by both the IMAA and 
the Cordova Model Masters. Several of 
the procedures of the IMAA were used 
for the first time, and all of them set new 
standards for model meets. Model 
Safety was the big theme of the event, 
and this was accomplished in a very 
agreeable manner.

The IMAA believes that if you take 
common-sense steps to make as sure as 
possible that your plane won’t crash, 
then the safety of the crowd is much 
enhanced. While this might seem obvi
ous. how often have you been to an 
event where your plane was physically 
inspected before it was allowed to fly? 
Where you had to sign an affidavit 
claiming that it had been successfully 
flown prior to the meet, and that you 
were competent to fly it? Where fre
quency control was so developed that a 
frequency scanner was checked to make 
sure your frequency was clear BEFORE 
you turned on your transmitter, and 
then after you turned on to be sure you 
were on the right frequency? The Sacra
mento Fly-In had them all! As such, this 
was one of the safest model meets ever 
held. It is a great feeling to meto attend a 
meet where people are relaxed, and not 
constantly worrying about the planes 
overhead. That is the way modeling 
should be conducted.

This meet is held on one of the most 
beautiful flying sites in the entire world. 
The MerWin Ranch is a dichondra seed 
farm, and Bill Merwin. the owner, is an 
aviation enthusiast par excellence. The

specific area we use as a flying field is a 
270 acre pool table top, covered by 1/2- 
inch high dichondra clover. There are 
no obstructions that you could con
ceivably hit in easy distance, and there 
are no neighbors to raise a ruckus. It is. 
literally, a modeler’s heaven. And Mr. 
Merwin. overheard on the field, said in a 
rapt voice, “ This is what I feel this 
property is for.” What can you say about 
someone with this kind of property, who 
expresses this kind of attitude? We feel 
our banner-towing plane at the end of 
the event says it all. Its banner reads, 
“ Long Live Bill Merwin!!!”

Anyway, guys, if you missed it, you 
missed two days of absolutely gorgeous 
weather, 70 to 80 gorgeous monster

planes (47 of which registered to fly), 
and one of the most enjoyable events 
ever held. Plans are underway for an
other one later this year. Contact me for 
details.

Several of the photos shown here 
have stories behind them, more than 
can be said in a photo caption. Palmer 
Cramer’s Fokker DR-1 Triplane hastobe 
one of the most difficult subjects that 
any person could attempt. I mean, it’s 
bad enough that we always have to build 
one wing, but THREE? At least they are 
fairly simple plank-type wings, but after 
you get all three built (warp-free, of 
course), then you have to align them, 
and put them on a fuselage that has a 
nose too short to possibly allow balanc-

There were two sizes of planes at this meet: BIG and OM IGOD!! Bob Morse's original Boeing 
F4B-4 is shown off by Cathy Vincze, against Elton James' homebuilt Corben Super Ace. Bob's 
bird has a Kawasaki 3.14, Elton's uses a Chevy Vega engine.
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Stan Powell's modified Concept Fleet is unique-looking, though the changes to the kit are 
quite minor. A beautiful bird, especially with those two pilots in the cockpit! Quadra powered.

Bill Wendt's Fokker D-VIII is an attractive ship in the air, unbelievably stable and forgiving, 
and makes a good first model for the aspiring Giant Scaler. Quadra, 9 ft., 27 lbs.

The Fokker E-Ill Eindecker by John Lockwood is an AMA Precision Scale subject. Spans 
99-1/2 in., weighs 12 lbs., Webra .91, and has scale wing warping instead of ailerons.

ing, and a landing gear too tall and too 
far forward to work! Palmer is one of 
those guys who apparently didn’t know 
about all of this, though, and his plane 
flies very nicely. He did have one prob
lem; on his Entry Inspection, his aileron 
linkage was found to be very soft. He 
said it had no problems on previous 
flights, so he was allowed to fly with the 
caution that he had a potential aileron 
flutter problem. Sure enough, after a 
weekend of flying, a little too much 
exuberance in a strafing run built up 
enough speed so that the ailerons 
fluttered. Palmer’s heartdidtoo! Luckily, 
he had John Lockwood, one of the West 
Coast’s best scale pilots, on the sticks 
and immediate action by )ohn stopped 
the flutter before damage could be 
done. That was the last time the bird will 
fly before the ailerons are fixed, though!

Bob Morse's very pretty Boeing F4B-4 
is his original design, one of the last of 
the big carrier-based fighters for the U.S. 
Navy. He had the new Kawasaki 3.14 cu. 
in. engine on board, and this big bipe 
performed in a very prototypical fashion 
with this power. Not at all fast, but it 
certainly had the climb power! Those 
60° angle climbouts, at scale speeds, are 
very pretty to watch . . . totally different 
than the screaming climbouts of a 
pattern job. This bird climbs very drama
tically, but it does so by brute power, not 
screaming speed.

Bob Duke’s Bellanca will be a beauti
ful bird when finished, but right now its 
very scale-like construction makes it 
almost a shame to cover. It has all-scale 
structure with spring-loaded shock
absorbing gear, and some unique con
struction features utilizing Foam-Board 
for all of the ribs and fuselage bulk
heads. Bob has worked with this material 
quite a bit, and we hope to hear more 
about his techniques as we progress.

The most impressive plane at the meet 
was Dick Hershey's magnificent Grum
man Goose. Dick had only the ready- 
for-paint fuselage at the meet, but how 
about a construction effort that follows 
homebuilding practice completely, in a 
project that will span 13 feet, powered 
by two Roper 3.7’s. and weigh approxi
mately 100 lbs. on completion. Dick’s 
finished retracts for this bird look like 
they could hold up a Mack truck, and 
have dual heavy-duty shock springs. This 
bird will be virtually AMA (Precision) 
Scale category when it is finished.

The other bird in Dick’s group was 
Wally Rinker’s 1/2-size Stolp Starlet, 
ready for paint. This beauty spans 13 feet 
and will have an unbelievably light 26 
oz./sq. ft. wing loading. A big glider! 
Both Wally and Dick have been building 
birds approaching these sizes for years. 
They are still flying the bird they built for 
a trainer. ‘ ‘Mo-Hog A nn ie ,”  which 
weighs 50 lbs. and is powered by a 6 cu. 
in. Husqvarna engine. Their 60-lb. Super- 
marine S-6 is a beautiful sight in the sky 
over Clear Lake (California), and both 
men carry special riders on their home- 
owners' policies that gives them superb 
insurance coverage, and at no extra 
charge.

Don Harris is one of those people who 
has his own ideas about just about 
everything, and it shows up in his 
building. His latest project is his original 
“ Half-Breed,” with which he won the 
MACS Show at Long Beach this year. 
This beautiful bipe is Don’s idea of what 
he would build as a homebuilt if he had 
the time, and features some heavy 
innovation in structures, engine work, 
machined landing gear design, and 
extensive foam and fiberglass work. 
Seemingly extremely heavy, when com
pared to the other more standard bipes.

Don’s plane, hauled around by its Roper 
3.7 engine, is capable of aerobatics that 
most can’t approach, yet still does not 
have the disagreeable nonscale high 
speed of similar, smaller ships. A beau
tifully finished bird.

Other planes at the meet which I 
neglected to take pictures of (gotta pay 
attention to business, Taylor, instead of 
having so much fun) were Bob Florence's 
original and completely scale Fairchild 
22, extremely pretty in its white-and- 
yellow paint, 20 lbs., and Quadra engine. 
Chuck Bailey had his original 60-lb.,
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10-1/4 fool Corsair there. With its 3.15 
Kawasaki engine, this monster demon
strated two things. First, the big fighters 
need COBS of power, and second, even 
horribly underpowered planes of this 
size are a whole lot more forgiving than 
similar models in the smaller sizes. The 
comparison would be a Royal Corsair, 
powered by about a .19. The little bird 
would NEVER make it. Chuck’s did, 
though his landings were pretty hard.

Ken Runestrand had his Sopwith Pup 
(shown in the July column) all finished 
up and flying. The sight of this big kite 
lumbering around the sky was some
thing to behold! Just plain beautiful 
scale flight, nice gradual maneuvers, and 
the sound of its Quadra echoing inside 
that monstrous ring cowl came darned 
close to duplicating the Gnome rotary 
the original had. The floating landings 
with tail-high rollout were just tear- 
jerking. An engine stoppage just as the 
bird lifted off accidentally during a high
speed taxi demonstration busted up the 
landing gear, and in my videotapes of 
the accident, you would swear it was a 
real plane in the same circumstances.

There was far more activity, but all I 
can say is that some guys who traveled 
2,000 miles to get to it later wrote and 
said, “ It was worth every single foot, just

The Quadra engine is one of the most 
reliable and most common engines on 
the market. It got that way because it is 
so totally easy to work with, but some 
people still cuss it occasionally. Usually, 
it's because they don't know what they 
are working with, and like any machine, 
that it sometimes needs a little mainte
nance or adjustment. No engine in the 
world w ill run if it is not adjusted 
properly, and since the Quadra is a 
magneto-ignition engine, there are 
some things that are different from what 
you find on standard model engines. 
There are two items that need attention 
on a balky engine, especially one that 
seemingly has ignition trouble.

First, in order for the engine to work 
properly, the poles of the magneto coil 
have to be in proper position next to the 
flywheel. These pole pieces must be as 
close to the flywheel magnets as possible 
to work correctly. To adjust this, rotate

Don Harris' original "Half-Breed" is his concept of what a homebuilt bipe should look like. 
Uses a Roper 3.7 for power.

Undisputed show-stopper at the meet was Dick Hershey's nearly-completed Grumman G-21 
Goose. This monster w ill have a 13 ft. wing, two Roper 3.7's, and is expected to weigh around 
100 lbs. when finished. Uses full-size building techniques throughout.

Bob Duke's 12-foot Bellanca Skyrocket is really too pretty to cover, features some highly 
unique construction methods (see text). Will be powered by a Quadra.

for the ideas gathered, and the only 
thing wrong is that it is only held once a 
year!”

* * *

Jim Folline is one of the most innova
tive modelers I have ever met, and he 
has passed on to me a couple of his 
ideas. First off, quite a few of the latest 
and most ideal planes use extensive

amounts of 1/64 or 1/32 plywood, either 
for wing skins or other sheeting uses. 
This stuff is kind of expensive, and easy 
to make mistakes with. Jim recommends 
making your first attempts with card
board, or poster board from the sta
tionery supply store. Then, when all 
parts mate properly, use these as pat
terns to cut out the plywood.

Do you have an awkward joint to 
make? Again, first make the joint pattern 
out of poster board, then transfer it to 
the ply.

One of the hardest things that we all 
run up against in these big birds is 
making a sheet long enough to accom
modate things like five-foot fuselage 
sides. Jim’s idea gives you a perfect 
splice line, one that is invariably stronger 
than the original wood. Lap-join and 
spot-glue two pieces of wood so that 
they give the length (and angle) of wood 
finally desired. Then make a random, 
wavy cut through the two pieces at this 
lap joint. Break off the ends of the two 
pieces of wood, and you will now find 
you have two pieces that have a cut that 
will match perfectly to form a joint line. 
Glue them together, and the wood will 
break anywhere but on that joint.
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KLAUSE
• Last month's article was about the 
merits of a solid engine test stand. The 
next natural progression for anengine is 
into your model. Here again, a sturdy 
mount is most important. Also, the 
structure of the model should not be 
neglected. If it’s flimsy, everything will 
vibrate, and you’ll have no end of 
problems.

Some years ago, in an effort to build a 
very light outdoor rubber-powered 
model, I sacrificed sensible strength 
here, there, and almost everywhere . . . 
didn’t even dope the tissue. With a 
tightly wound motor, and probably an 
out-of-balance propeller, I launched it 
off into the blue. It was a sight to behold 
as it shook and staggered around. Some
one yelled, "Look at the ornithopter!”  
My good buddy asked, "What are you 
going to call it? Palsy?" Mercifully, on 
the next wind, the fuselage collapsed 
and the entire episode ended.

Today, you or I can accomplish essen
tially the same thing with engine 
powered models by using a poor mount 
and/or weak structure. Perhaps for
tunately, the overwhelming majority of 
modelers build from kits, which are 
usually well designed. So, if we follow 
instructions, most likely the structure 
w ill be sound. But what about the 
engine mount? Some are good, some 
not so good, and good ones are some
times negated by inadequate firewalls, 
etc. Here are the essentials of a good 
engine mount together with other 
suggestions for your consideration.

Let’s begin with the "absolute must" 
characteristics of a beam mount. First, 
each surface of the mount that mates 
with the engine lugs must be smooth 
and flat. Second, the mounts must be 
parallel with each other. And third, the 
mount must be sturdy enough for the 
engine.

The engine mount material is an 
optional consideration. However, based 
on experience, I recommend either 
hardwood beams or a cast aluminum 
mount with machine milled beams. A 
good example of this latter mount is 
produced by C .B . Associates. Their 
engine mounts are quality at reasonable 
prices. With manufactured aluminum 
mounts, the design factor of sturdiness is 
taken care of for you.

With wooden beam mounts it's up to 
you to ensure that the length, width and 
height are adequate. Use straight-grain

the flywheel until the magnets are 
directly under the magneto poles. (The 
magnets are the shiny square pieces 
imbedded in the circumference of the 
flywheel.) Loosen the screws holding 
the magneto, and slip a standard busi
ness card into the space between the 
magneto poles and the flyw hee l. 
Squeeze the magneto down onto the 
business card, and while the magneto 
poles are squeezing the card, retighten 
the magneto hold-down screws. Re
move the card. Your magneto should 
now be perfectly adjusted. Check to see
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hardwood. Pine, etc. will not do. Maple 
if excellent. Here are some suggestions 
for sizes of hardwood mounts:

1/2A 1/4"x3/8"x4"
.15-.25 3/8"x1/2"x5"-6"
.29-.40 3/8"x3/4"x6"-7"
.45-.60 1/2"x1"x8"-10"
.90 5/8"x1-1/4"x12"

Sounds pretty straightforward, huh? 
Yes, but don’t be tempted to sacrifice 
some of that length. Long beams help 
absorb vibration and transfer it through
out the structure. Plywood doublers 
epoxied to the beams and airframe are 
also very beneficial.

Here’s a tip on installing hardwood 
mounts in an airframe. Drill the engine 
lug holes in the beams, and then secure
ly bolt the engine to the beams. Now 
epoxy the beams to the fuselage. In this 
way you can be sure that the beams are 
parallel in the all-important area of the 
engine lugs.

So much for the hardwood method. 
Let’s assume that you’ve chosen an 
aluminum mount that attaches to the 
firewall. The firewall then must transfer 
thrust and vibration to the airframe. 
Obviously it must be sturdy. All too 
often, it isn’t. To date, plywood is the 
best material to use. Of course, there are 
many types of plywood. Avoid the 
lumber yard stuff. Use the four or five- 
ply variety. If your hobby shop won’t 
supply you, then SIG will. They stock 
thicknesses from 1/64 through 1/4-inch. 
For thicker sections, simply epoxy a 
couple of pieces together. When you 
do, use pressure until the epoxy is 
thoroughly cured. Recommended mini
mum firewall thicknesses are:

1/2A 3/16'
.15-.25 1/4"
.29- .40 5/16'
.45-.60 3/8"
.90 1/2"

When you install the firew all, in 
addition to epoxying it to the airframe or

fiberglass fuselage, it is recommended 
that you use fiberglass ribbon soaked in 
epoxy on both sides of the wall where it 
contacts the airframe and/or doublers.

OK guys, enough about engine 
mounts, but before closing out this 
month, here are a few remarks on a 
similar subject that is directly affected by 
vibration: tank mounting. Quite simply, 
tank vibration causes fuel foaming, 
which in turn causes carburetion prob
lems. Have you ever heard or experi
enced this scenario? "On the ground 
the needle setting is perfect, but once 
it’s in theair, it keeps going lean.” All too 
often this is not due to failure to slightly 
enrichen the mixture for airborne prop 
unloading. It’s more often fuel foaming 
. . .  bubbles in the fuel line. Results: lean 
mixture, increased engine temperature 
and friction, and all too soon, engine 
failure. A common response to this is, 
"But I checked the fuel line on the 
ground and there were no bubbles.” 
True, but the soft grass and/or tires were 
absorbing some vibration. If you tell me 
you picked the plane up to check, my 
answer will be that your arms and body 
absorb vibration, even moreso than the 
grass and tires.

This is not a new problem. It’s been 
with us since the heyday of control line 
and even the early gas free flight era. The 
real problem is that we've ignored the 
lessons of the past. The solution is to 
simply pad the tank with foam rubber, 
silicone rubber compound, or anything 
similar. It might be well worth keeping 
in mind when you build your next 
model. It could save you some head
aches.

Next month I’ll do a follow-up on the 
other common causes of engine leaning 
and overheating and what you can do to 
prevent or cure it. In the meantime, if 
you have any questions or comments, 
don’t hestitate to drop a note to anyone 
at R/C Model Builder. ·

that when the flywheel is rotated, the 
poles do not actually touch the magnets. 
This is important. If you really can't tell if 
they are touching or not, take some shoe 
polish and smear evenly across the 
magnets. Rotate the flywheel. If the 
poles are touching the magnets, they 
will scratch off the shoe polish.

While performing this check, don’t 
worry if there seems to be an inordinate 
amount of gap everywhere around the 
flywheel except right at the magnets. 
This is normal, and the magneto poles 
only have to be close to the flywheel at

the magnets.
The second thing that sometimes 

gives trouble is the ignition points. The 
timing of the Quadra is entirely depen
dent on the proper spacing of the 
points, so if this adjustment is off, even a 
little, your engine will not run properly. 
Two things to look for. One, does your 
engine "kick back,” or two, does it seem 
to be weak while running? Both of these 
are symptomatic of bad points adjust
ment.

The points in the Quadra are under 
Continued on page 98
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• We originally intended to highlight 
the opening Q-M race in Atlanta, Geor
gia, in which Jimmy Bartels blew the old 
fast time record of 1:26.6, held by Bobby 
Blouch, out the window by 3.1 seconds 
. . .  down to a new low of 1:23.5.

But, just before we finalized this 
article we received word that Dave 
Latsha had posted a phenomenal 1:20.5 
at the Eastern States Championship held 
July 14 and 15, in Pennsylvania. Dave 
used his own kit, a Rivets (which we’re 
also featuring as a product review this 
month) powered by Cox and propped 
by a 7x5 Top Flite.

Methinks this is going to be a tough 
time to beat. I know I ’m impressed. 
BOWIE, MARYLAND FI RACES 
(OR, GAGER, YEAGER, AND 
MURPHY TRIP OUT!)

In an effort to expand our coverage of 
contests, we talked our good friend 
Wayne Yeager into journeying out to 
this major Formula One contest in 
Bowie, Maryland. Over the years we’d 
heard what a good contest this was, and 
the fact that it attracts some of the bigger 
names in racing added to the expecta
tions of a good two days of racing.

Let me say at the outset that the event 
lived up to its billing. The Prince 
George’s Radio Control Club is an 
experienced hand at running these 
races. They have a superb field site with 
paved runways and taxi area, and the 
weather was super although a little hot. 
Our congratulations to C .D . Roger 
Binger and his hard-working crew for a 
well-run contest.

Pete Reed managed to put together 25 
points to outdistance everyone else for 
first place. Gale Jacobson and Lloyd 
Burnham both tied with 20 points for 
second, and this was resolved after a 
honkin’ flyoff with Jake in second and 
Lloyd third for the Expert class. Tommy 
Castellano was the fastest Expert class 
flier with a time of 1:14 flat.

Standard class found Keith Palmer in 
first and holding the fastest standard 
time of 1:35; Joe Solko took second and 
Richard White was third.

This was the first race I attended in 
which two classes were run, and up until 
now I never was much in favor of the

PYLON
By JIM GAGER

" GO FAST and

T u rn  L e f t/
two-class system. But when I heard the 
happy shouts and saw one of the Stan
dard fliers jumping up and down happily 
when he learned he broke the 1:50 time 
barrier, I kinda changed my mind. I 
guess it’s not that you’re not the fastest 
guy in the country (not much room in 
that spot anyway) so much as achieving 
your own goals in the learning curve. It 
brings a sense of worth to whatever you 
do.

With that, I’ll depart from the normal 
contest type report. I always catch a lot 
of razzing at contests due to writing this 
column. It’s like people expect that 
because you write about racing, you 
should also be (ta-da!) "Super Racer." 
Nothing could be further from the 
truth, (in my case anyway), especially 
during that weekend.

Grab a cool one, a hanky and a com
fortable chair and I’ll tell you the real 
story of our trip to Bowie, or: "The Soap 
Operas Go the Races."

Actually, I suppose we should have 
known it was going to be a bad weekend 
when we got thrown out of the Holiday 
Inn bar on Friday night for wearing 
T-shirts with memorable sayings printed 
on them.

Anyway, bright and early Saturday, 
while the contest crew was finalizing the 
field setup and some test flying was 
going on, Wayne and I walked out to the 
taxi area to test run our engines. Wayne 
was to run his up first and, as we were 
both wearing our noise muffs, com
munications were a little vague. Wayne 
asked me if I was ready and I thought he 
asked if the test flight was still in the air. 
Answering "yes,”  I then looked up to 
check to see where the aircraft was.

Needless to say, I was somewhat sur
prised when Wayne fired up . . .  I wasn’t 
holding his plane! Wayne was really 
surprised ’cause he wasn’t holding it 
either.

Using our lightning quick instincts, I 
grabbed the plane as Wayne held it at 
bay by keeping the starter on the spin
ner. We exchanged glances, silently and 
eloquently conveying each o th e r’s 
mutual messages, including "You dumb
S.O.B.!” and other equally meaningful 
phrases. However, as the engine seemed 
to be running smoothly with no more 
than normal vibration, Yeager pro
ceeded to tach the engine. 21,000,

Starter Jim (sham gets off three racersat the 
recent F-1 contest at Bowie, Maryland.

Lloyd Burnham holds up a very highly decorated Polecat for the benefit of the flagmen at the 
far pylon. Should be no problem identifying this one as it comes around!
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Tom Castellano identifies the racer belonging to Anthony Schroder (in light shirt, kneeling), 
son of RCMB's publisher. Ship was lost in a spectacular mid-air with our Pylon columnist.

More identifying of models prior to a heat. A Prather Toni on the left, and two Polecats.

22,000, 22,500 . . . Boy, I was really 
impressed . . .  23,000, 23,500, 24,000 . . . 
by now we were beginning to think 
something was wrong and shut the 
engine down. One prop blade was 
sheared off evenly with the spinner and 
the other was about 2-1/2 inches long.

Back in the pits, we noticed Wayne’s 
ailerons had moved to full throw to the 
left.

Of course, by now racing had begun 
and it was getting close to our heats. 
Turning on his transmitter, it was ob
served that the aileron servo worked, 
but only one way and appeared to be 
hitting the end of its travel the other 
way. Taking the aileron servo out of a 
Polecat isn’t easy, as you have to bend 
the pushrod wires into a curved shape to 
pull the servo. This he did, and then 
recentered the servo and checked its 
operation; worked fine, and so he 
reinstalled the servo, bending the push- 
rod wires straight. Great, except he'd 
put the servo in backwards and now it 
wouldn’t fit the mount! Repeat the 
process over again. Luckily, we got it put 
together in time for Wayne’s first heat, 
which he proceeded to go out to fly, 
untrimmed, and received a zero for the 
effort. His luck held through the next 
several heats, as he either failed to get 
his engine started or nosed over on 
takeoff.

And me? I was doing all right, taking a 
second place in my first heat and first in 
my second heat.

M eanwhile, Ed Weitack (who had 
been blowing everyone's doors off) 
flamed out halfway through his third 
heat. Returning to the pits, he said his 
fuel line had blown off. I secretly thought 
that was pretty funny . . .  that’d show 
those fast guys!

Going out for my third heat, my 
engine fired on the line and then died. 
The glow plug meter showed the plug 
was good, seemed to be pumping fuel

The littlest Gager (Bob), smiling 'cause Daddy 
finally got a light weight plane he can pick up. 
It's the unfinished but complete D&L "R ivets" 
reviewed in the text. Needed additional ballast 
to make required 2-1/2 lb. weight. Fuselage 
was painted, wing covered with Monokote.

. . .  time’s up . . . zero sco re .. .  race over 

. . .  carry the plane back to the pits, nose 
up. Upon popping the cowl, guess what? 
The fuel line's o ff. . . nolongerlaughing.

Fourth heat: In the air, really smoking, 
four laps, a flameout. Back to the pits, 
pop the cowl . . . the pressure line had 
popped off.

Meanwhile, Gale Jacobson winds up 
having to fly in a heat against his caller, 
Dave Latsha. Now, Jake’s called for me 
on occasion but it never worked out 
well, as his "ready” call sounds a lot like 
"turn” and I’d end up with double cuts 
most every time. So I volunteered to call 
for him with accompanying thinly- 
veiled threats of getting even. Out we go 
to the line (and so far Jake’s got all firsts), 
where he shows me where he wants the 
needle set just before takeoff. The race is 
on, with Jake really screaming around 
the course until, on the fifth or sixth lap, 
the engine goes really sour and dies. 
Now I’m feeling pretty bad about those 
threats I made ’cause it looks like I really 
did it to him by leaning his engine out 
too much. Back in the pits, we discover 
the fuel line has popped off the engine.

That pretty well wound up Saturday, 
and w hile  taking my plane apart I 
discovered fuel in the fuselage. It was no 
doubt from when the fuel line came off 
and I kept trying to start it, then carrying 
it back nose up allowed the fuel to run 
through the fuel shutoff pushrod hole. 
To keep the fuel from attacking the fuse 
from the inside I popped the pushrods

and very diligently wiped the inside with 
paper towels and lacquer thinner. The 
day's racing left me with two "goose 
eggs” and Yeager with five.

Sunday was in no way going to be a 
repeat of the day before, and I decided 
to test fly just to be sure everything was 
okay. Checked the radio range . . .  con
trol surfaces all moving . . . takeoff . . . 
the plane goes straight up . . .  shut off 
the engine and hold a lot of down 
elevator to keep the craft level. The 
landing approach looked a little hot so I 
decided to avoid the runway I ’d so 
admired on Saturday (it’s tough to fly 
holding almost full down) and also the 
tangled grass along the runway. Down 
by the No. 1 pylon it looks like some 
high, soft weeds, so let’s aim for that. 
Looks good . . .  settling into the weeds 
. . . a irp lane disappears . . . BAM , 
CHUNK . . .  certainly not sounding very 
good.

The walk down to retrieve the model 
showed not only the high weeds (not so 
soft up close), but just beyond them was 
a huge ditch, and I'd managed to crash 
into the far wall. Scratch one new Toni.

(Upon examining the damage for the 
cause of the full up elevator, the only 
thing we could come up with was that 
when I so carefully cleaned the fuse 
interior, I kept bumping the clevis and 
adjusted the pushrod length to force the 
elevator into the almost full up position. 
When I checked for radio operation 

Continued on page 87
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Guillow is getting into the 1/2A R/C field and is presently offering Sterling's "V iper" is that company's latest 1/2A ukie, has potential
this 48-inch Piper Tomahawk for two or three channels. to be really competitive in 1/2A Stunt events.

/I2 A sporr scene
By LA R R Y  RENGER

Love it! John Preston's 48-inch Aeronca Champ just begs to be flown. Has full 4-channel 
controls, .15 power.

• I finally found a cyanoacrylate glue 
that I can use! I have tried a few brands, 
and they work nicely on perfectly fitted, 
clean joints the first time the bottle is 
opened, but there have been a few 
problems. I have exceedingly oily skin, 
and the effect is that it retards the glue 
setting off (I do get my fingers apart 
quicker than average as a compensation, 
however). Worse, I can never get the 

bottle open the next 
time I want to use the stuff. The use of a 
needle's eye as an applicator has helped 
a bit, since it relieves me of needing that 
microscopic teflon tube. On the whole, 
however, I have not been a great cyano
acrylate fan for general construction 
purposes.

Recently, though, I tried some Super 
Jet from Carl Goldberg Models. It is one 
of the new breed of high viscosity,slow- 
set super glues. I haven’t tried any of the 
other brands in this class, but I’m sure 
they work just as well. Anyway, since it is

thicker, the tube is much larger, and the 
glue doesn’t tend to run all over the 
place. Second, not only does it fill less- 
than-ideal joints, it will hang around and 
form a fillet. Set-up time seems to vary 
from instant for a really tight joint to 
perhaps a minute on polystyrene-to- 
polystyrene joints, where it seems to 
have a slight solvent action and you must 
wait for the plastic to reharden.

I bought one bottle and have built the

RAM Quickee 18 boat, a Guillows Chip
munk rubber model, half of a Peanut 
Scale Corsair, fixed a variety of things, 
and haven’t run out yet. The Chipmunk 
has taken a severe beating and the joints 
have held up very well. The boat pre
sented some d ifficu lties until I dis
covered that a light sanding of the 
joining surfaces eliminated all reluc
tance of the glue to set. I suspect that it 

Continued on page 79

Testors is equipping its plastic ukies with a rack-and-pinion starting Sterling’ s 19-inch "K ris  Kraf" features an ABS hull and plywood
system, gives fast startsand keeps fingers away from the prop. deck and cabin parts. A real cutie, for .049 or electric.
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Photo No. 1. Little boys must play . . . Actually it's SAM 30's Hal Cullens with PB-2, caught 
by Pond's camera just after losing his footing and making a one-point landing in the ooze.

p m s m K S

PHOTOS B Y  AUTHOR

• Since Southern California's Lake Elsi
nore has been full to overflowing, it is a 
great surprise to this columnist that the 
Los Angeles and San Diego boys haven’t 
held more seaplane contests. Up in 
Northern California, since the Hyde 
Vineyard and its reservoir has been 
discovered, hydro fun-flys and contests 
have been much more in evidence.

The latest, the annual SAM 21 Hydro 
Contest, again proved the tremendous 
amount of fun to be had with Old Timer 
type models equipped with floats. To 
make our point, Hal Cullens, the SAM 30 
spark plug, shown in Picture No. 1, can 
still grin after taking an unscheduled 
bath in the lake.

Seems like a crosswind would drift the 
models away from the shore. In his hurry 
to retrieve his model, Hal took a first- 
class pratfall right in the soft mud

By JOHN POND

bordering the lake. At least he kept the 
transmitter dry!

Picture No. 2 shows Nick Sanford 
gingerly trodding the slippery goowhile 
waiting for the wind to drift his model to 
shore. Nick was quite fortunate the wind 
didn’t tip his model over. Picture No. 3 
shows his Scram converted to floats.

The three-float system is one em
ployed primarily in free flight, with the 
forward floats set at a rather steep angle 
to assure the model will plane off 
immediately. These floats are very remi
niscent of the Bunch floats, which were 
very popular in the late thirties. Experi
ence has shown that the large amount of 
angle of attack is unnecessary in radio 
control models, as the model can be 
easily rocked back by judicious use of 
the elevators. Main point here is to have 
the model facing at an angle designed to

fly off the water.
Picture No. 4 shows the standard float 

setup as seen on Ted Kafer's Buzzard 
Bombshell. Again, it must be empha
sized the line of thrust should be posi
tive when lined up with the centerline of 
the floats. Ted’s Bombshell makes the 
classic run and takes off in extremely 
realistic fashion. Surprisingly, the floats 
don't seem to reduce the speed very 
much, as proven by the results of the 
pylon race event flown at the fun-fly.

The SAM 21 Hydro meet featured 
three events: Taxi, Pylon, and Texaco 
Endurance. To avoid problems with the 
wind, the taxi event was run first. Bob 
Von Koňsky, the Contest Director who 
laid out the course, gave a masterful 
demonstration of a well-executed four- 
leaf-clover maneuver around the four 
buoys. Bob’s Powerhouse was fitted with 
Berkeley gondola type floats with water 
rudders on each float. These proved to 
be eminently successful. However, not 
content with the water maneuvering, 
Bob took off with a flair, banking steeply 
around the perimeter of the lake. Alas, 
he cut the throttle before leveling off for 
final touchdown, with the net result that 
the model tumbled onto the shore. One 
thing for sure, this left Bob plenty of time 
to run a good contest.

Pylon racing (against the clock this 
time, rather than head-to-head compe
tition ) proved rather exc iting . The 
columnist provided the most sensational 
breakup of a model when he dove his 
Gladiator steeply in an attempt to gain 
speed. The wing snapped off, hitting the 
tail, again breaking. To the casual ob
server it appeared just like a pigeon that 
has been hit with a shotgun. The model 
literally exploded, with parts scattering 
all over the lake. As one wit put it, there 
weren’t any pieces big enough to hurt 
anyone once the progress of the fuse
lage was arrested.

For those wondering how Dallaire 
Sportster type models fly as hydro 
models. Picture No. 5 shows Karl Tulp 
with his very successful version. Tulp 
employed the standard two-float system 
that seems to work best for all kinds of 
weather.

In that same line, Eut Tileston of SAM

Photo No. 2. Nick Sanford waits for the wind to drift his Scram 
to shore. Site is the Hyde vineyard in Northern California.

Photo No. 3. Nick's Scram uses Bunch type floats, best for getting 
off the water in a hurry. Nose-overs almost impossible!
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Photo No. 4. Ted Kafer's Bombshell uses the more conventional Edo type floats. These 
aPpear to be the molded foam floats made by Sure Flite and sold by Hobby Shack.

Photo No. 5. In it. Karl Tulp retrieves his Dallaire Sportster, whose last landing apparently 
wasn't so smooth; note the bent gear and torn Monokote on the left wing.

Photo No. 6. Eut Tileston puts on quite a show with his 4-cycle powered Westerner. Won the 
Pylon and Texaco events at recent SAM 21 Hydro contest.

30 won very handily with his version of 
Joe Weathers' Westerner. This model, 
despite its narrow chord wing, has 
proven to be a real winner for Eut. It is 
also worth noting that Tileston flies his 
model in all the local R/C demonstra
tions and aerial circuses. He does things 
with that Westerner you wouldn’t be
lieve!

Picture No. 6 shows the Westerner at 
rest after the winning flight in the 
Texaco event. Installation of the floats 
has been facilitated by the use of com
mercially produced Dumas aluminum 
landing gears. Makes conversion of a 
landplane to hydro a much simpler 
task. Readers would do well to study the 
simplicity of installation.

We have been yakking about hydro 
models long enough. Let’s see who wins 
in what events. The results:
TAXI
1) Bob Von Koňsky
2) Ted Kafer
3) John Pond 
PYLON
1) Eut Tileston 1:15
2) Karl Tulp 1:33
3) Hal Cullens 1:40
TEXACO
1) Eut Tileston 17:07
2) Hal Cullens 11:17
3) Karl Tulp 10:17

Before closing off this report, an 
interesting thing happened. No one 
brought a boat for retriev ing . The 
inflatable rubber boat owned by Ted 
Kafer had a slow leak in it, so no one ever 
knew quite when it would give sufficient 
flotation for the puddler. Ask Bob Von 
Koňsky who got out with the seat of his 
pants soaking wet!

Another thing that conspicuously was 
missing was that this meet had no 
Playboys entered! This is some sort of a 
record for the West Coast, where this 
design seems to abound.
HALF MOON BAY MEET

No column would be complete with
out a report on the Peninsula Channel 
Commanders (PCC) Annual O.T. Con
test, held at their field just south of San 
Francisco.

This meet is always notable for being 
the trial horse in trying out new ideas.

Photo No. 7. Ed Solenberger models a type of 
hat that was popular back in the early 50's. 
Anybody who makes one of these hats with 
an .010, we shoot 'em. (Lucky for Ed he has 
an .020 on his!)

Run by SAM 21, the meet featured the 
latest ideas in Old Timer flying.

The tremendously popular 1/2A Texa
co event is attracting so many contes
tants of late that Jack Alten proposed the 
following idea that appeared to work 
real well without bottlenecking the 
frequencies: "All 1/2A Texaco flights 
shall be limited to 15 minutes. An hour 
shall have elapsed between each flight." 
The foregoing turned out to work very 
well, as a contestant could not double 
right back up into the good weather. Ask 
this colum nist; he had to wait the 
prescribed length of time!

Another idea, sponsored by Don 
Bekins, was to give original ignition

engines a real break by increasing the 
motor run to 50 seconds! This idea was 
opposed by this columnist, as he felt 
Don was only considering engines like 
Super Cyclones for power. Did anyone 
ever see Woody Woodman’s Playboy 
with a McCoy .60 in it GO? To prove the 
point, the writer built a Class C Swoose 
with an Orwick .60 in it. It was high 
enough in 35 seconds, let alone 40 or the 
new idea of 50 seconds. This will will be 
seen at the SAM Champs (which will be 
history by the time you read this).

Big winner of the meet was Ed Solen
berger, as shown in Picture No. 7. Ed 
won using the same old scaled-up 
Advanced Challenger that flies and
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Photo No. 8. Co-designer of the original Advanced Challenger, John Drobshoff, shows off Ted 
Kafer's .049 version with two-channel R/C. Uses ABS molded plastic cowl.

glides well. His 1/2-size .049 powered 
Anderson Pylon was a beautiful flier. 
The model suffers no loss in perfor
mance although scaled down.

Talking about 1/2A Texaco models, 
Picture No. 8 shows John Drobshoff with 
his Advanced Challenger as produced 
by Advanced Engineering of Fresno, 
California. Back in 1940, John, along with 
his brother, Alex, worked for Advanced 
and produced several excellent designs 
for the company. The Challenger was no 
exception and has proven to be an 
excellent R/C model also.

In the same line, John has come up 
with some old brown paper drawings by 
Alex Drobshoff. that show practically 
the same wing and tail as the Challenger 
but a diamond pylon fuselage design. 
Just as soon as it is approved, we hope to 
feature this excellent old design that 
failed to be kitted because of the im
pending World War II.

Full credit for a well-run meet should 
go to Dave Brodsky, SAM 21 Contest 
D irector. Dave really had the boys 
hustling to wrap up the meet by 2:00 
p.m. After all, we were guestsof the PCC 
Club and their members were waiting 
patiently to fly their “ hot irons."

Results looked something like this:
1/2A TEXACO (two flight total)
1) Ed Solenberger (Anderson) 25:03
2) Ted Kafer (Challenger) 21:02
3) Jack Alten (Playboy) 20:39
4) John Pond (Triangle) 19:55
5) Nick Sanford (Anderson) 19:43
LIMITED ENGINE RUN
1) Ed Solenberger (Challenger) 20:45
2) Ted Kafer (Playboy) 20:40
3) George Gessendanner

(Playboy) 20:03
4) Pete Samuelson (Westerner) 19:14
5) Nick Sanford (Playboy) 19:10

Although we didn’t list all the boys, 
competition was quite keen, with 9th 
place better than 15 minutes! Seems like 
the boys have discovered how to power

their models up to those elusive ther
mals.
ENGINE OF THE MONTH

In the late thirties, interest developed 
in model race cars to the extent that 
quite a few rail car motordrones were 
built in California. Naturally, the race 
cars were powered by Dennymite and 
Super Cyclone motors. Quite a few 
modification kits (the Berg being the 
most notable for the Dennymite) were 
put out to help coax a few more rpm out 
of the motors.

About this time in Fresno, a city 
located in central California in the San 
Joaquin Valley, two race car engine

enthusiasts, Walt Cave and Ray Snow, 
put their heads together to produce a 
first-rate racing engine.

Developed for their own use to start 
with, the Hornet motor became an over
night sensation with a series of eight 
consecutive wins! In no time flat, the 
partnership was simply snowed with 
orders. It was then that the Hornet 
motor went into production.

The boys were so confident of the 
performance of their motor that they 
came out with the flat statement that if 
the engine being sold did not do at least 
70 mph in the test runs, that engine was 
not sold. Snow claimed the high quality 
machine work was responsible for the 
Hornet reputation of “ no lemons.’’

Snow also produced an aircraft ver
sion that scared the majority of fliers, as 
they had never seen such power avail
able. One of the big problems was the 
weight of 16 ounces, in many cases 
almost double that of the existing free 
flight engines available to the modeler. 
To put it frankly, most of us in those days 
didn’t know how to handle that much 
power!

Then too, the price of the Hornet was 
not cheap, being priced at $35 with 
flywheel. In those days, terms were a $5 
deposit and then wait until the plant at 
3912 Kerckhoff St., Fresno, California, 
could produce the engine for you.

What made the Hornet so good? The 
first point of manufacture was in the 
heavily-built crankcase and cylinder 
head. These engines did not come apart 
under stress. Made primarily of alumi
num castings (cylinder, piston, rod, and 
crankcase), about the only things that 
were hardened ground steel were the 
crankshaft, rings, and wrist pin.

With a bore of 15/16 in. and stroke of 
7/8 in., giving a displacement of .604 cu.
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Photo No. 9. Frank Macy (that's him at the tail) sent this photo of 
the Harts Lake Prairie F/F site up in Washington.

Photo No. 10. Obviously a Col. Bowden design, this is the Wasp, 
built by Dave Baker of England. Can anyone identify that engine?

Photo No. 11. Another of Bruce Lester's priceless 1938 Nats photos. Shown is Harold Coo- 
vert's Berryloid Best Finish winner with Brown Jr. and what appears to be a one-blade prop!

in ., the Hornet was one of the first 
"square” engines. Compression ratio 
was 9.5, which gave a rather modest 
claim of 3/4 hp at 15,500 rpm. (Later 
engines such as the McCoy claimed 1- 
1/2 hp.)

With such a good engine, what caused 
it to go out of production? Actually. Ray 
Snow let the other manufacturers literal
ly steal the market right out from under 
his nose. When Dick McCoy came out 
with his successful .60 engine (somewhat 
resembling a Hornet), the Duromatic 
Co. immediately launched on a high- 
powered advertising campaign with 
promises of immediate delivery to the 
dealers at a 40% discount, rather than 
the 33% discount offer by Ray Snow.

The Duromatic Co. made sure they 
had the control line speed engine 
market sewed up but good, by coming 
out with engine sizes for each class: A, 
.19; B, .29; Class C, .49; and of course the 
.60 for Class D.

With the d istributors and hobby 
dealers now pushing McCoy engines for 
a better profit and almost immediate 
availability, it wasn't long before the 
Hornet Co. folded its doors and ceased 
mass commercial production. You have 
to be able to sell what you are making!

Arguments to this day still wage 
around the race car and model plane

circles as to which motor was actually 
the best. A good Hornet fan will never 
admit a McCoy will outperform his 
motor. However, that's what makes 
horse racing, a difference of opinion! 
40 YEARS AGO I WAS. . .

For many years this columnist has 
been receiving letters quite similar to 
the one written by John Kohne, 4795 
Crisp Way, San Diego, CA 92117, hence 
the reason for running this one. Maybe 
you, the reader, may discern some 
similarity to your own case. In any case, 
let's hear what John has to say:

/ would like to thank you lor providing

an opportunity to enlightened modelers 
to obtain copies of plans of models 
designed and published many years ago.

Back around Ί939-40. I was building 
and flying my first models; ten cent 
Megow and Comet kits. Although I was 
not building gas models at that time. I 
can remember such designs as the 
Zipper. C lipper. Pacific A ce . Spook. 
Buccaneer, etc. When I got lucky. I 
would persuade the much older mod
eler down the street to take me along 
with him on his trips to Kearney Mesa (I 
was living in Coronado at the time) to 
watch him fly his gas model, a Thunder- 
bird. At that time, I thought it was huge, 
about 8 ft. wingspan, but the model was 
really only 6 ft.

The first time I saw a model soar in a 
thermal, I was incurably hooked on 
airplane modeling. When one of my 
models, for the first time, left (orgood in 
a thermal, this was an experience I ’ll 
never forget. The lost model, incidental
ly, was a 30-inch plane known as the 
Cruiser, published in Air Trails in 7950. 
Reminded me somewhat of a Model- 
craft Pacific Ace. Over the years I was to 
lose many more planes, both rubber and 
gas powered types.

I eventually got to building strictly 
free flight models and as the years went 
by, built a large num ber o f designs 
available such as the Clipper, Bomb
shell, Zomby, Buccaneer. Brooklyn  
Dodger. Quaker. Spook, and many

Photo No. 12. An unusual pod-and-boom design is the Nomad by Chuck Hollinger. Flew at the 
recent West Coast R/C SAM Champs at Merwin Ranch, near Sacramento. Ron Keil’s ship.
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Photo No. 13. Rubber power is on the rise in South Africa! Bud Abbot prepares his Comet 
Gull. Note the clockwork DT timer; a burning fuse is a no-no with all that dry grass around.

Others.
After having been away from models 

for a large number of years, I noticed 
how light, dependable, and small the 
radio gear had gotten to be. It immedi
ately struck me that it would be possible 
to fly the free flights with radio assis
tance to avoid those thermal-related 
downwind sprints. The scenario of 
allowing the model to gradually circle 
downwind and then bring it back up
wind is especially timely now in view of 
the small flying areas.

My interest was only in the model 
airplanes themselves and in watching 
them soar. Flying, of course, is also fun 
but only in a general sense. Flying these 
type models with radio gear, as radio 
models, holds an amount of interest 
equal (o .000 (to each his own!).

Since I have resumed modeling, in 
many instances I have encountered a 
different breed of cat on the flying field. 
It seemed to me and other modelers that 
the prime interest was in the model 
airplane itself (as an airplane). The 
present-day mechanical and electrical 
gadgetry are not the excuses I use for 
playing with my radio set. I often get the 
impression that model airplanes serve 
only this purpose nowadays. I feel 
modelers are missing the real fun, the 
model airplanes themselves.

Anyway, when I got back into model
ing, the problem of obtaining plans of 
what are now called  " O ld  Tim ers" 
appeared to be a formidable task. It was

a godsend when someone at work told 
me that a John Pond offered plans of Old 
Timers (so does R/C Model Builder!).

While the interest in O ld Timers 
appears to be growing, it is surprising to 
me that Old Timers aren’t more popular 
than they are. I personally find the 
ubiquitous Pattern models . . . hot rods 
. . . profoundly boring. So, thank you for 
providing a plan service, the chance to 
acquire the plans, and most of all, the 
ability to build the models. Your service 
has restored my faith that there are many 
other modelers who, like myself, are

interested in the airplanes for them
selves.

How about that? Kohne really hit the 
nail on the head when he said the real 
fun was the airplanes themselves. I 
wonder how many of us realized this? 
NEW ZEALAND ECHOES

The last column or so, we featured Rex 
Bain, who has been plugging the Old 
Timer movement in New Zealand for 
quite some time. Finally, feeling it was 
too much for him, Ivan Treen, 20 Konini

Continued on page 90

FOKKER D-VIII

SAM  Speaks editor, Jim Adams, with his D-8 
and the 1st place trophy won at the 1976 
SAM Champs at Wright-Patterson A FB  in 
Ohio. Jim's winning time was 4 min., 6 sec., 
quite an achievement considering the con
fined flying space available.

• Earl Stahl must have been one heckuva 
busy man when preparing material for 
the June and July 1941 issues of M.A.N. 
In addition to two of his fine rubber 
scale ships (a P-39 Airacobra in June and 
Stinson 0-49 in July), each issue carried 
one of a two-part article on his gas- 
powered Fokker D-8 . . .  an interesting 
departure from his numerous rubber 
models. It was a 57-incher of strictly 
conventional construction, powered by 
an Ohlsson .23 with a 12-inch prop to 
keep the revs down and the flight 
realism up. Not a contest job by any 
means, Earl’s intent was to instead 
produce a reliab le, stable flier that 
looked and flew like a real airplane, and 
he has come pleasantly close to meeting 
that goal.

All of Earl Stahl's designs have the 
reputation of being better-than-average 
fliers, and the D-8 is no exception. 
Several copies have been built and 
flown out here on the West Coast, most 
notable being the one SCAMPS mem
ber Jim Adams built around ten years 
ago. Jim’s Fokker performs as well today 
as ever, although it's now on its second 
wing (clobbered a telephone pole at 
Taft) and is sorely in need of a recover
ing job. An E.D. Snipe .09 diesel provides

OLD TIM ER Model of the Month 
Designed by: Earl Stahl 
Drawn by: Al Patterson 
Text by: Phil Bernhardt

the power and just the right amount, 
too, as the model makes a very realistic 
ground run and takeoff before assuming 
a fairly tight left turn and leisurely going 
for altitude, a week’s worth of D.T. fuse 
trailing behind. The glide is a very wide 
right-hand circle. Speaking of D.T.’s, Jim 
rigged his model so that the entire 
empennage assembly pivots at the 
leading edge of the stab. That’s a lot of 
stab to be popping up, but is made easy 
by running a rubber band from the top 
of the rudder to a hook halfway between 
the cockpit and the stab l.e. For those 
who want to take a chance at building-in 
the flight trim adjustments, Jim's D-8 has 
1° of right thrust, a tad of right rudder, 
and 3/16-1/4 inch of wash-in in the left 
wing panel. Balance point is at the 
middle wing spar.

Possibly the biggest hurdle for a D-8 
builder to overcome will be locating a 
suitable cowl. Stahl used a spun alumi
num cowl stocked by all the hobby 
shops at the time, but of course this is no 
longer the case. The most obvious 
alternate is an aluminum pot of the 
correct size (Jim Adams made his this 
way), or possibly the bottom half of a 
plastic jug might do the trick. ·
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o a r i m a  D o l d r u m s

By DAVE THORNBURG . . . Suggestions for fun-fly events to break the monotony of a long contest season.

•  If you're like most glider folk, along 
about this time of year you begin to fall 
out of love with contest flying. The long 
hot honeymoon of summer is over, and 
your infatuation with the thermal god
dess has begun to cool. In moments of 
honesty or drunken stupor, you’ve 
begun to admit that you’re losing your 
lust for landings, your passion for pre
cision-duration. The bump and grind of 
a 98-point touchdown barely raises your 
pulse. The thought of circling forever in 
a thermal’s warm embrace leaves you 
cold. . .  In short, you can still get it up 
and keep it up. but you don’t particular
ly want to.

Can this marriage be saved?
Yes . . . but it takes a bit of imagina

tion, or at least a bit of luck. If you're 
fortunate enough to live near an estab
lished slope soaring site you have it 
made, because fall is the traditional 
season for breaking out (and breaking 
up) the slope soarers. Out on the West 
Coast the summer fogbanks along the 
beaches have begun to dissipate, and 
the clear mild Pacific air is beginning to 
pour up and over the seaside cliffs as 
smooth as 30-weight Valvoline.

Here in New Mexico we're separated 
from the blue Pacific by an 800-mile
wide beach, but each fall those same 
mild westerlies come whistling and 
churning across the sands and claw their 
way up and over our rocky crags and 
volcanic mesas on their way to Amarillo. 
(All the winds in the U.S. blow through 
Amarillo.) And each fall about this time 
the dozen or so hardy souls of the 
Albuquerque soaring community start 
scaling those rocky crags and chucking 
off their gliders. How else to destroy last 
winter’s crop of models and make room 
in the shop for some new designs?

If this sounds romantic but totally 
impractical to you because you happen 
to live out in Flatland, Kansas, or down in 
Lower Jungle. Alabama, then I beseech 
you to reread the two-part article on 
slope soaring that appeared in the 
October and November 1979 issues of 
RCMB. If there be any truth in the 
printed word, then slope soaring is 
possible almost anywhere short of the 
Siberian salt mines (they’re better for 
microfilm flying).

But slope soaring is only one way to 
beat the fall doldrums. If you want to 
keep your club and your glider together 
during the season of mists and mellow 
fruitfulness, maybe you should think 
instead about a flatland fun-fly. Fun-fly 
events (you're not supposed to call ’em 
contests) have gone on for years among 
R/C power clubs, but they’re still com- 
partively rare among glider groups. 
Over the years I’ve attended . . .  or at 
least heard about. . .  a number of fun-fly 
events that seem tailor-made for sail- 
planers. Here are a few of the ones that

come to mind:
HANDS-OFF FLIGHT

This is a neat event; it takes both skill 
and luck to post a really good score. It 
goes like this: Your timer starts the 
watch when you come off tow, just as in 
duration. You have 30 seconds to trim 
your ship for '‘hands-off” flight. Before 
those 30 seconds are up you must hand 
the transmitter to the timer; when this 
happens he punches the reset button on 
the stopwatch, bringing the sweep hand 
back to zero, and begins timing HOW 
LONG YOU CAN KEEP YOUR MITTS 
OFF THOSE STICKS. This may vary from 
a few seconds to a few minutes. .  . some 
of the longest minutes of your life!

The trick, of course, is to have your 
plane trimmed for absolutely rock- 
stable flight, just like a sport free flight 
model. This usually means a forward CG, 
plenty of decalage, and a rudder control 
that has absolutely no slop or drift. And

how should you set that rudder for free 
flying? That depends on the conditions. 
If it’s windy you’ll probably want to 
” weathervane.”  i.e ., keep the nose 
pointed right into the wind, rudder in 
neutral, and pray she doesn’t get hit with 
a gust that swings her around 180 
degrees!

On the other hand, if the weather is 
calm, you’ll probably rack up the biggest 
score by setting her up for a broad circle, 
one that's tight enough to keep her in 
sight, but not so tight that a close 
encounter of the thermal kind would 
cause her to spin in.

Most of today’s polyhedral floaters are 
perfect for this event. They’re stable, 
both laterally and longitudinally, and 
they have enough vertical fin area to 
weathervane nicely. It’s an open secret 
that most of the kits on the U.S. market, 
when built properly, fly better without 
our help than with it! (Think about that

one next time your plane crashes.)
The first time I encountered hands-off 

flying at a fun-fly was way down in Texas, 
at one of the HOT-MACS get-togethers. 
Texas Tom Williams and I got toslugging 
it out for the glory of being numero uno, 
and somebody pointed out that the 
rules didn’t require you to land on the 
field! A terrible oversight; it means that 
the contest goes to the guy with the 
longest legs, the guy willing to chase his 
wandering glider the furthest. Sorry, 
Tom!
CROSS COUNTRY

All signs indicate that X-C is the 
coming thing, not just for fun-flys but for 
serious competition. The SOAR club in 
Chicago has refined this event to a near- 
exact science, thanks to years of honing 
and polishing on their Great Race. Dan 
Pruss swears it’s the easiest of all contests 
to run: just assign each team a distinct 
frequency, provide two or three winches

at the starting field, then stand back and 
watch the contestants disappear! An 
official "timer" (he’s really an observer/ 
mileage-counter) rides with each team 
as they drive-fly the predetermined 
course, which can be laid out straight 
downwind (good), down-and-back 
(better), or in a triangle that winds up 
right back at the field (best).

I talked to Skip Miller a few weeks ago 
about cross country, and he feels that it 
offers the most challenges of any soaring 
event he's ever flown. You have to know 
your plane and the air to do well in X-C. 
You launch, find lift, get high, then roar 
off down the course with a helper at the 
wheel of your El Dorado convertible, 
Datsun pickup, or bicycle built for two. 
(Make that three, with timer.) The SOAR 
course is 42 miles; this year two teams 
broke the thirty-m ile barrier before 
falling out of the sky. If you land, you 

Continued on page 89
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Prolific English scale sailplane designer and proprietor of Trewest 
Designs, Mike Trew, with 118-in. S .Z .D . Jantar Standard.

Another Mike Trew design is this 1 /5-scale Pilatus B-4, equally well 
suited to thermal or slope flying. Spans 118 inches.

SOARING
By Dr. LA R R Y  FOGEL

• It wouldn't be right to visit England 
without talking with some of the top 
pilots and designers. After spending 
some time with Keith Thomas in Somer
set (see last month’s column), I drove to 
Wiltshire to meet Mike Trew. He’s been 
into modeling most all his life, starting 
with free flight rubber, Jetex, towline, 
then R/C. In 1973, he designed a unique 
flying wing, the 54-inch wing span 
aerobatic Delta Lady. With a 6% thick 
(or should I say “ thin” ) airfoil and clean 
design, it really moves along . . .  up to 60 
mph . . .  yet stalls at about 8 mph, oper
ating at 8 ounces per square foot wing 
loading.

In 1975, he turned his attention to 
slope/thermal/cross-country flying, the 
result being his high-aspect ratio (24:1) 
155-inch span “ Countryman’’. That ship 
weighs 4 pounds 8 ounces, for a wing 
loading of 10 ounces per square foot,

and can be ballasted to 9 pounds. Soon 
other fliers wanted the plans for these 
designs. That called for preparing de
tailed drawings and building instruc
tions. Next thing you know, there was a 
firm called Trewest Designs, 68 Pen- 
leigh Park, Westbury, Wiltshire, Eng
land. Here's the classic story of free 
enterprise. Mike has now sold more 
than 800 plans for the Delta Lady alone 
and offers many other designs.

In 1976, he became interested in full- 
scale soaring. He won the Silver C Award 
in six months, then developed more 
than a dozen 1/5-scale models, includ
ing the Schempp-Hirth Standard Cirrus, 
the S.F.D. )antar 1, and others. Soon a 
demand developed for plans and in
structions, for suitable documentation, 
for fiberglass fuselages, and for balsa- 
covered foam wings. All are now avail
able for about £23. Suitable balsa-

covered foam wings for these planes are 
offered by Howard Blackwell Models, 8 
Adeane Road, Chalgrove, Oxford, for 
about £11. Unfortunately, we Americans 
have to add about 50% for the cost of 
overseas airmail and tax.

For the past 17 years, Mike has served 
as a financial manager of a large firm. As 
Trewest Designs grows, it demands 
more and more of his time (and that of 
his gracious wife). He plans to add other 
models to the line, but is determined to 
keep this activity to an avocation . . . 
“ Otherwise,” he says, "it might destroy 
my enjoyment of this fantastic hobby.”

Next, on to Brighton, on the south 
shore, to visit another top flier, Chris 
Foss. Here we find a similar success story, 
but leading to quite a different philos
ophy. Chris prizes high performance as 
opposed to high fidelity. He’s been into 
R/C soaring for a dozen years (after 
considerable free flight experience). 
Having achieved success in R/C scale 
competition, he determined to focus on 
improving the planes’ performance.

Sure enough. Build ing a better 
mousetrap generates dem and. The

Mike Trew’s "Delta Lady" is a popular aero
batic slope flier in England. It's fast!!
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Plans for the Olympia 463 and several other Mike Trew scale models are available in the U.S. 
from Jim Newman's International Scale Plan Service, 4 Cleveland Terr., Hobart, IN 46342.
Send 60ť for a complete list. Canopies. 3-views, and color photos are also offered in some cases.

David Woods' "Aeolus" being put through its 
paces at Ivinghoe Peak.

It's easy to find excellent flat land sites 
in these parts . . .  and there’s even good 
slope soaring among the nearby Downs, 
within some 30 miles of London. (If logic 
prevailed, they’d call these hills “ ups” 
rather than "downs” .)

Greg has a good sense of humor. We 
were flying from Ivinghoe Peak, across 
the valley from the full-scale flying 
field at Dunstable. At one point, several 
of us had used the slope lift to goout and 
catch thermals. We were a thousand feet 
or more over the valley. Full-scale planes 
were also turning in thermals high on 
the other side of the valley. While 
standing among spectators, Greg held 
his transmitter, stared fixedly at a distant 
plane and started talking about that 
particular full-scale sailplane he was 
"controlling." He muttered, "Now a 
tighter turn, a bit to the right; now 
straight . .  ." The onlookers were con
vinced that that distant full-scale plane 
was a model under G reg ’s control. 
“ Say, aren’t you getting too far away?” 
someone asked. Greg assured them that 
everything was O.K. They went away, 
still believing that full-scale to be a 
model!

Scale sailplanes are much more popular in England than in the U.S. Here John Callahan holds 
his 1/5-scale Breguet Fauvette, a high-performance French sailplane circa 1958.

Mike Trew gets a launch on his Olympia 463, 
another in his line of fine scale sailplanes.

result is Chris Foss Designs. 448 Upper 
Shoreham Road. Shoreham-by-Sea, 
Sussex, England, a very viable "cottage 
industry." Every design bears thefamiliar 
pointed-tips motif with "Phase" being 
part of the name. There’s Phase One, 
Phase-Two, etc. through Phase-Five; 
then the Centi-Phase, Middle-Phase, Hi- 
Phase. and his most recent design, 
Phase-Lift.

Middle-Phase is a 63-inch span sail
plane having 450 square inches of wing 
area. It can be used as a two-channel 
trainer or with reduced dihedral and 
added ailerons, as an aerobjtic slope 
machine (flying at. say, 11 ounces per 
square foot). Once tuned up, it can 
execute loops, rolls, inverted flight, and 
even outside loops. The kit is simple and 
straightforward. In 10 to15 hours,you've 
built an extremely sturdy plane.

The Centi-Phase is obviously of 100- 
inch span. The 10".. thick flat bottom 
airfoil covers 775 square inches. Chris 
recommends flving thisplaneat8ounces 
per square foot. The very popular Eppler 
193 airfoil is used for penetration. The 
1004 square inch wings are swept back 
for grace, stability, and positive direc
tional control at less than normal dihe
dral. This wing is mated to the Centi- 
Phase fuselage (built-up or made of 
polyester fiberglass). The raked fin

supports a 1/4-inch thick symmetrical 
section solid balsa elevator. Here again, 
the kit costs about £50. The fuselage 
alone costs about £25; the veneer- 
covered foam wing is priced at £20. 
while the plans alone sell for £3 or so 
(plus tax and postage).

Chris recommends covering the built- 
up wings with three coats of dope over 
fine nylon or parachute silk. His aim is 
sufficient strength at minimum weight, 
for slow thermalling at less than 8 ounces 
per square foot. Wood veneer-covered 
foam core wings are available on special 
order and are already slotted for the 
joiners. They still require leading and 
trailing edges, a top spar on the center 
panels and cutouts for the spoilers. Full 
details are included in the plans.

It often rains in England, so Chris 
believes that any contest-worthy plane 
should be weather-proof. He seals all 
gaps with tape, and the spoilers rise from 
a sealed balsa recess. "No water gets 
inside my wings!" he claims. Flying with 
Chris was a real treat.

I often interview champion pilots, and 
that’s truly a pleasure, but this trip also 
gave me a chance to meet some future 
champions. For example, Greg Lewis, of 
Pinner, near London, age 17, takes 
soaring very seriously. His father intro
duced him to R/C power, then they 
both discovered R/C soaring. He served 
as tower for the British team at the 
Second R/C Soaring World Champion
ships held in Belgium last year. I watched 
him fly, and he might well be a pilot on 
the next British team.
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In F3B soaring, Sean Bannister's "Algebra”  is a tough airplane to beat. Sean has been developing this design for the past few years now, flew a 
no-ailerons versions at last year's world soaring champs in Belgium. Latest version has f laperons and European style canopy airbrake.

Greg freely answered my questions 
about the various models. He went into 
detail on the handling quality of dif
ferent configurations and otner fine 
points. We discussed why thermals are 
stronger in dry rather than wet (humid) 
air. He spoke with the conviction of an 
enthusiast. And, when he demonstrated 
his Algebra, well, that was a real experi
ence. That plane flies fast, thermals well, 
and can perform smooth pylon turns at 
70 mph. That did it. I had to meet Sean 
Bannister, designer of the Algebra.

Sean is in the habit of being a cham
pion. He spent ten successful years in 
competitive cycling (following in his 
father’s tire tracks),then discovered R/C 
soaring. Si nee then, he’s taken numerous 
first prizes and served on the British 
international team.

His Algebra is designed specifically for 
the F3B event. This 112-inch swept wing 
craft weighs in at 3-3/4 pounds and can 
be ballasted to 6 pounds, the ballast 
being loaded into the wings in the form 
of lead-filled brass tubes. Sean suggests 
using tube-bending alloy instead of 
lead. It’s almost as dense and has the 
advantage of melting in almost-boiling 
water . . . makes molding so much 
easier. Check your local plumbing 
supply house for this metal, marketed 
under the name “ Cerro-Bend.” I asked 
Sean about the roll rate under such a 
high rotational moment of inertia. He 
reassured me, "Adding the weight 
increases the speed, and thus the sen
sitivity of control, so the roll rate remains 
unchanged."

The Algebra wing is constant chord, 
and for strength, the ribs are placed 
40mm apart (and that’s a lot of ribs). 
Webbing fore and aft of the aluminum 
spar adds to the strength, as does the 
fine fiberglass covering. Very loose 
epoxy resin is used to make the surface 
smooth and strong. Chris recommends 
Harz 799 epoxy with hardener in a ratio 
of 2-1/2:1, thinned with 10% methanol. 
The excess resin is removed with absor
bent paper before it sets up. The result
ing surface is sanded to a mirror finish. 
Kraft KPS-18 micro-servos are mounted 
in each wing to ensure ultra-tight aileron 
control. An electronic mixer drives 
these as ailerons or flaperons, as the 
occasion demands. Although you can 
use foam wings for the Algebra, Sean 
recommends the built-up type, if you 
really want every ounce of performance.

Continued on page 88

The old and the new. Our Soaring columnist holding his very modified Hobie Hawk at Stone
henge, on England's Salisbury Plain.

"Hi-Phase”  is the name of this graceful 140-in. soarer designed by Englishman Chris Foss and 
kitted by his small firm, Chris Foss Designs. Text has more details.
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P R O D U C TS  IN USE
STEVE MUCK'S "CIRCUS CIRCUS” SPORT 40,
b y  JER R Y  DUNLAP p h o t o s  b y  a u t h o r  u n l e s s  n o t e d

• This Products in Use review is a follow
up to an article I wrote a few months 
back dealing with the evolving of a 
racing class that is known best as Sport 
40. In that article, we examined the roots 
of this class and discussed the possible 
directions it might take. I also made 
mention of the fact that I was then 
working on a boat to race in this class. 
Well, the work is done and the boat has

Rear stabilizer parts (which Jerry didn't use), 
ready for assembly. Steve Muck photo.

been raced. The following is a report on 
the boat I’m currently racing and my 
observations about the class.

Steve Muck’s R/C Model Boat Sup
plies, 6003 Daven Oaks, Dallas, TX 75248, 
is the source for the boat that can be 
made into the Circus Circus or the 
Squire Shop for those who might want to 
have a realistic model of an unlimited 
hydroplane. I happen to have more than 
a passing interest in this model because 
Dave Knowlen, the designer of the full- 
scale Circus Circus boats, is a personal 
friend. I’ve known Dave for over ten 
years and remember when he designed, 
built, and raced a 280 limited hydro
plane. His name has been mentioned in 
this column on other occasions. He was 
responsible for the concept that was to 
become the basis for my Excaliber II 
outboard tunnel. I had another oppor
tunity to become acquainted with the 
Circus Circus unlimited hydroplane 
during the 1979 racing season when Ed 
Fisher, holder of numerous model 
boating records, served as team man
ager for the first half of the season. 
Having the opportunity to build and 
race the model was something special 
because of these connections with the 
real boat.

The model is of fiberglass construc

tion with the white gelcoated deck and 
bottom already joined. The cowling, 
wooden side panels, material for the 
radio compartment, and parts for the aft 
horizontal stabilizer are included in the 
kit. The boat is 36 inches in length and 
15-1/2 inches wide. A detailed instruc
tion manual is provided to lead the 
builder through the various phases of 
completing the boat. The manual is full 
of photos showing the different aspects 
of construction and installation of the 
various components such as the engine, 
radio, hardware, and fuel tank. The only 
real construction would be making the 
aft stabilizer. I personally elected not to 
build this device, for two reasons. First, it 
really doesn’t makethe boat (the model) 
go any faster or turn better. Second, 
according to my records. I ’ve never 
raced any boat for an entire year without 
someone running over, across, or into 
the boat. To me, that aft stabilizer was 
just an open invitation for added grief. 
And I don’t need any additional grief 
when it comes to model boating. Thus, 
the aft stabilizer was omitted. However, 
Steve Muck sent me some photos of the 
construction of that item and maybe our 
beloved editor will be able to work them 
into the review. It’s not that hard to 
build.
GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The one construction item that must 
be done before anything can be done in 
the way of installing the engine, hard
ware, and radio is the attaching of the 
side pieces. However, before doing this 
it would be a good idea to stuff some 
type of flotation material into the hull

Installing the stabilizer supports. Each one is two sheets of balsa The side pieces being fitted before gluing in place. Except for the
with a ply core, sanded to a streamline shape. Steve Muck photo. rear stab, this is the only construction left up to the builder.
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Two hardware kits adaptable to the Circus Circus are the ones K&B Marine Specialties rudder assembly with water pickup. A
from K&B (shown above) or from Wardcraft Marine (see text). J .G . I-27X prop proved to work best. Muck photo.

Jerry felt the stock cowling was too short to adequately conceal the tuned pipe, so cut it apart 
and extended it four inches using 1/2-inch balsa. Fully explained in text.

cavity. On this boat, pieces of clear 
plastic bubble packing material (used to 
protect items being shipped) were 
shoved beneath the deck and into the 
sponson wells. This material doesn’t 
absorb water and is very light. A hard
ware installation that should be made at 
this time is the placing of the 6-32 blind 
nuts on the inside of the right sponson to 
hold the turn fin bracket in place. If you 
have big hands you might have to coax 
one of your buddies to help out, since 
there isn’t a great amount of working 
room to accomplish this task. Take 
sufficient time to assure a good fit of the 
side pieces. Use plenty of epoxy when 
attaching them to insure a good seal.

With the sides glued into position, the 
installation of the various systems neces
sary to make it go, keep it going, and tell 
it where to go can commence. A flat 
motor mount plate is recommended 
and Dumas Products, 909 E. 17th St., 
Tucson, AZ 85719, makes just such a 
plate. It will be necessary to make the 
wooden motor mounts to bolt the plate 
to the hull. Although it is possible to use 
large sheet metal screws to attach the 
motor mount plate to the wooden 
bearers, I'd suggest that bolts be run up 
through the wooden bearers. This will 
allow the plate to be held with nuts and 
lock washers. Determining the shape of 
the wooden bearers isn’t really too 
difficult. I used some 1/2-inch balsa to 
make a set of templates. The engine is 
bolted to the plate and mounted as low 
as possible in the boat. I have 1/4-inch of 
clearance between my flywheel and the 
bottom of the hull, just enough for my 
starter belt to slip under the flywheel. 
The amount of angle on the top of the 
wooden bearers can be determined by

eyeballing what seems to be a reason
able shaft angle. The use of a flex-cable 
driveshaft eliminates the need to be 
super-accurate with alignment of the 
coupler and the driveshaft.

A flex-cable driveshaft is highly 
recommended. I personally think flex- 
cable is the greatest thing to come along 
since Schnuerle engines. It makes in

stalling the drive system simply a matter 
of drilling the holes necessary to mount 
the strut, cutting a hole in the bottom for 
the brass shaft log, and connecting 
things together. The process might not 
be quite that simple, but it really isn’t all 
that bad as compared to installing solid 
driveshafts. The instruction booklet 

Continued on page 84

Gorgeous paint job was done by Paul Bracích, using K&B Super Poxy paints. K&B 7.5 provides 
the push, is equipped with a Prather exhaust throttle. G&M radio box under pipe.
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Estes Industries is branching out from the model rocket field and is adding three electric airplanes to its product line. From left to right are two 
R/C jobs, the Skymaster and Skysailer, and a competition F/F type called the Country Boy. Photos on these pages are from Estes unless noted.

£ELECTRIC POWER
By MITCH POLING

• The Estes company, which is well- 
known for its model rockets, is introduc
ing a line of electric airplanes that look 
very good. The motors and battery packs 
are also manufactured by Estes and are 
suitable for general use as well as for the 
Estes planes. There are two sizes of 
motors, the Skymax and the Skymite. 
The Skymax, the largest, weighs 8-1/2 
ounces with built-in planetary 3:1 gear
ing. The gearing is very clean and in line 
for easy installation in most planes. The 
motor has enough power to fly planes 
weighing four pounds or less, using 
props from 12x5 to 14x8 (the rpm was not 
given in the information sent to me, I 
guess it would be in the 4,000 rpm 
bracket), with a static thrust of 20 to 32 
ounces. The eight-cell (9.6 volt) 1.2 Ah 
battery pack gives a four-minute motor 
run, which must mean about a 16 am
pere drain. The motor size is about the 
same as an Astro 075, but with the high 
current input the power is somewhere 
between an Astro 10 and 15. The total 
weight of the motor, battery, and wiring

is 23 ounces, a couple of ounces less than 
an Astro 15. This combination sells for 
$95.00; the motor alone is $37.00

The Sky master, a good-looking, ready- 
to-fly plane, is designed for the Skymax 
and weighs 48 ounces as a two or three- 
channel ship. The span is 48 inches, wing 
area 436 square inches, retail price 
$75.00. The complete package with the 
power system is $155 . . .  close to the 
price for many ready-to-fly .10 or .15 size 
planes. The size and weight of the 
Skymaster are quite similar to my Astro 
15 powered Astro Sport, which is an 
excellent performer, including ROW as 
a floatplane, so I expect that the Sky- 
master will be about in the same perfor
mance bracket. Estes advertises that the 
Skymaster does very well at the 5,000 
foot altitude of their Penrose Colorado 
factory, so it should be very good indeed 
at sea level where I live.

The Estes charger for the Skymax, 
called the Skycharger, retails for $40.00 
and works from a 12-volt car or motor
cycle battery. A full charge takes 15 
minutes. The charger also features a

The Estes Skymite motor mounted on the 
ABS plastic Skymate power pod for gliders.
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The Estes charger for its Skymax and Skymite systems is the Sky- 
charger. Has clips for hooking onto a 12-volt battery.

Estes also has a folding prop for its Skymite motor . . . ideal for 
powered sailplanes. Iť s a  9-1/2 x 6. can be adapted to other motors.

discharge mode and a variable rate 
charge mode. These are desirable fea
tures, since the variable rate mode can 
charge a large variety of battery packs, 
such as four or six cell types, and the 
discharge feature can check packs 
under load to find bad cells or to get the 
pack down to total discharge for a timed 
charge.

The charger is also suitable for the 
Skymite motor, the Estes motor in the 
.035 power bracket. This motor, about 
the size of the Astro 020, weighs only 
2-1/2 ounces complete with its 3.6:1 
planetary in-line gearbox. This puts out 
10 to 12 ounces of static thrust on a 
9-1/2x6 prop. The motor runs on a 9.6- 
volt (eight cell) pack with a run time of 
four minutes on a 500 mah battery. This 
must be a draw of about 8 amperes, so 
the input is nearly that of the Astro 05 
. .  . considerable indeed for this size of 
motor. Estes makes a 9-1/2x6 folding 
prop for the motor, which should give 
the maximum performance. A nice 
option is the Skymate power pod, which 
allows power assist for sailplanes up to 
two meters and 36 ounces flying weight. 
No more high-starts or winches are 
needed! The retail price for the Skymite 
motor alone is $25.00, the prop is $6.25, 
the 500 mah pack is $30.00, and the 
power pod $6.25. The motor, prop, and 
pack can also be purchased as a unit for 
$65.00.

Estes also makes an exotic and attrac
tive sailplane, the Skysailer, for the 
Skymite motor. It weighs 30 to 32 ounces 
ready to fly with a two-meter span and 
520 square inches. The whole package 
with the motor, plane, and battery pack 
sells for $110, or $60 for the plane alone. 
It looks like an ideal way to get into 
electric gliders. The Skycountry, a free 
flight kit for the Skymite, costs $30.00, 
and took first and second in the electric 
free flight Junior category at the 79 Nats, 
second in Senior, and third in Open, so it 
is quite competitive. For more informa
tion on this new electric line, write Estes 
Industries, Penrose, Colorado, 81240, or 
phone (303) 372-6565.

Another electric glider that looks 
capable of high performance is the 
Electra Lite, by Midnite Models. It uses 
an Astro 05, which I know from experi
ence is an excellent glider booster, and 
has a 93-inch span, 810 square inches, 
and 40 to 43 ounces flying weight with 
three channels. I understand the perfor
mance is very good . . . not surprising in 
view of the sleek low-drag look of the 
plane. Kits are available for $49.95 from 
Midnite Models, 5501 W. Como, Santa 
Ana, CA 92703.

I have been using the Astro Flight 
electronic on-off switch with the voltage 
regulator and the Astro Flight electronic 
speed control. I have been quite pleased 
with their performance. They are well

made and the design is compact and 
easy to install, with no heat sink projec
tions hanging out. .  . really professional. 
The electronic on-off switch uses a relay 
to eliminate any power loss, and can 
handle up to 24 volts and 15 amperes; 
that is, up to and including an Astro 25. 
The built-in voltage regulator supplies 
the receiver with five volts, so the need 
for a receiver battery is eliminated. The 
motor is automatically cut off when the 

Continued on page 86

Astro Flight's electronic motor on-off switch 
also replaces the Rx battery. Poling photo.

Astro Flight's fully proportional motor 
speed control replaces a servo plus rheostat. 
Mitch replaced the stock power connectors 
with smaller Deans plugs. Poling photo.

An extremely popular electric sailplane in Southern California is the Electra Lite, a top-quality 
kit produced by Midnite Models. Spans 93 inches. Photo courtesy Midnite Models.
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Walter Mouse, of Wichita. Kansas, provided this photo along with many others as part of his excellent two-part articfo on Jimmie Allen, which 
appear* on p. 58 The air plníte is a Stearmar 4E belonging to the Richfield Oil Co., which became one of the radio program's sponsor* m 1933. 
The typical hero-type pilot in the foreground was not idenťif icd. Note also the Travel Air 4000 taxiing by. Lovely airplanes, both of 'fin !



Asymmetrical planforms seem to be the rule rather than the exception in FA I Speed. This is the state-of-the-art FA I ship flown by John Newton 
at the FA I Speed Trials, held last year in the parking lot at Cox Hobbies to determine the team to represent the U.S. at the C /L  World Champs.

ontrol line
By "D IR TY DAN" RUTHERFORD

PHOTOS BY CHARLIE JOHNSON

BADYEAR TO GET BIGGER MOTORS?
Ripping from the best C/L newsletter 

to hit this household on a regular basis, 
Flying Lines, published by Mike Hazel 
and edited by John Thompson, there is 
mention in the Racing Round-Up col
umn of going to 3 .See (.21 cu. in.) 
engines for good o l’ Badyear, more 
commonly known in some parts as 
Goodyear. As you should recall, these 
models can be powered by any .15 cu. in. 
motor, which in a racing event translates 
into the event being almost exclusively 
the domain of fast Rossis. Actually, it is 
more than just “ almost exclusively” the 
land of Rossi when talking about Good
year, as you just have to have one or two 
if you are at all serious. Racers using Cox 
Conquests for power may flinch, but 
even they have a couple of Rossi motors, 
probably having to use them quite often 
. . . such as on race days, when the need 
to be fast overpowers the desire to be 
different.

Now, having one motor emerge as the 
dominant powerplant is not necessarily 
bad, although it is more fun to have a 
choice of power, teams battling it out to 
show “ their” choice of engine to be 
superior. However, with the Rossi the 
situation is not too healthy. The motors 
can be hard to come by, quite expensive 
when found, and of course require 
some not-so-cheap reworking to be 
competitive. Parts are also a problem, 
but even more aggravating is the fact 
that the Rossi people put out more than 
just a few engines with long-leg cranks, 
pushing the displacement up over the 
allowable limit.

So, with this and other thoughts in 
their minds, the members of the RAC 
(Racing Advisory Committee) are talk
ing about upping the engine displace

ment limit to 3.5cc, in conjunction with a 
slightly larger model for these bigger 
motors, just how much bigger the 
model would be is not mentioned in 
Mike Hazel’s R/R column, but hopefully 
it won’t be so much bigger as to make 
the models significantly heavier, just 
enough to keep the speed advantage of 
the 3.5cc motors down a little.

Why keep the speed down? Good 
question, and the answer is that possibly 
we could have this rule change made 
without obsoleting all of the contem
porary model/enginecombinaiions that 
are already in existence. Even when the 
change is for the better, it is very 
aggravating to have equipment made 
obsolete, effectively turning expensive 
bits and pieces into junk, going out with

Speed Trials C .D ., Joe Klause, divies out the 
good stuff to John Newton prior to a speed 
run. Fuel is 80% methanol, 20% oil. no nitro.

the next garbage pickup.
Obviously, were this change to be 

implemented, a .15 powered model 
could be raced with the larger 3.5cc 
models. Hopefully there wouldn’t be a 
huge difference in performance, al
though in the long run the larger models 
would surely come out on top. But I can 
see a situation where a racer could build 
a 3.5 model, and while sorting it out still 
race the older plane. Or simply cam
paign the tried and proven .15 model, 
letting the others sort through the 
available engines until the hot setup is 
discovered and then converting over.

The really interesting thing is how 
many different 3.5cc engines are avail
able. Before listing them, you have to 
understand that in R/C car racing and 
R/C boat racing, there are classes for 
3.5cc motors; in fact, in car racing that is 
the upper limit of motor displacement. 
So there are bunches of really good, 
high performance 3.5cc engines avail
able. The K&B 3.5 is probably the first to 
come to anyone's mind, as it enjoys 
tremendous popularity in car and boat 
racing. But there are lots of others, all 
cutting in on K&B dominance and in 
some instances, depending upon where 
in the world you are standing at a given 
time, these others might be the only 
choice of the locals. OPS offers a 3.5 in a 
bunch of different versions, all ABC 
construction but with and without R/C 
carbs, pipe and open exhaust timing, 
etc. Even though Bob Murphy seems to 
be somewhat upset with me, his com
pany, Shamrock Competition Imports, is 
able to supply all the motors and parts 
needed. The OPS motor itself is a very 
good piece, possibly the most consistent 
(in power output from engine to engine) 
of any 3.5 motor currently available.
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Papa Hinckley carves another prop, trying to duplicate his No. 7 
which was the fastest but is no more. Another asymmetrical ship.

Bob Spahr gives it the gas while Chuck Schuette looks on. Another 
asymmetrical ship!

Supertigre has had a side exhaust X-21, 
but this version may no longer be 
available. However, S.T. does have the 
rear exhaust X-21; I have raced one in an 
R/C car and the motor makes really 
good power. Other 3.5’s that I have no 
direct experience with are also available 
from O.S., HB, Picco, Enya, Webra, HGK, 
and Irvine. The previously mentioned 
motors are known to do well in car 
racing; a couple of others that are pretty 
much unknown quantities to me come 
from Fuji and Hiness.

Now, I call that a good selection of 
motors to go racing with, the selection 
adding a lot of interest to the racing 
event itself. And in getting ready to 
make the next point, one of durability, I 
see that I kinda lied when including the 
new Picco 3.5 in the list of engines I have 
not had direct experience with. Actual
ly. I know a bit about that brand; I’m 
presently running one in my Delta Super 
j (1/8-scale R/C car). A very powerful 
motor made up of quite strong internals. 
To illustrate just how strong this and

other current 3.5’s really are, you have to 
understand that any car, whether it be 
1/8-scale or full-size, doesn’t take a lot 
of power to keep rolling once it’s up to 
speed, especially if the gearing is low, so 
low that the motor can easily get the 
vehicle up to a speed where the motor 
just won’t turn any tighter. In an R/Ccar 
this amounts to almost putting the 
motor in a free-wind condition, where it 
simply won’t run any higher, not much 
power being required to keep the car at 
top speed. In my Delta I run very low 
gears, 5.8 to 1, for maximum perfor
mance in the tight and twisty infield. The 
motor peaks no more than halfway 
down the straight, going 100 feet or so 
wound so tightly that it is scary. I ’ve 
never used an audio tach to determine 
the exact peak rpm, but can guarantee 
that we are talking about 27-28,000 rpm! 
Admittedly, the motor is over-revved 
severely at this speed and is running way 
above the peak powerband, but they 
will run and love it, even when revved 
this freely. In a Goodyear type of model.

the engine would probably be propped 
to peak in the air at around 22,000 rpm, 
possibly higher, but the point is that 
even at that speed there is a consider
able margin of safety involved when it 
comes to blowing things out the bottom 
end.

As you can tell, I am all in favor of 
going to a maximum displacement limit 
of 3.5cc for the motors used in Good
year. In fact, I would go for the change 
even if larger models aren't required. 
Allowing the bigger motors can do 
nothing but Good Things for the event. 
And, if we can keep the .15 powered 
models from becoming obsolete as soon 
as the ’82/’83 rulebooks come out, that 
will be a nice bonus.

No matter what your opinion is on 
this, now is the time to make it known. 
Write to your representative on the RAC 
and let him know what you think. 
NORTHWEST SPORT RACE, A G A IN .. .

One of the events consistently men
tioned in this column has been the very 

Continued on page 66

Dennis Salyards releases an unknown flier's model for a match 
against Sherwood Buckstaff (who won). '79 Nats.

Jim Mathis gets ready to run for his life as Bob McDonald gains a 
little ground speed before launching half-a-slow during elimsat '79 
Nats. Kyle Mathis doing the flying.
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•  The above quotation is from a desk 
calendar, and seems quite appropriate 
to the art of model aeroplaning! 
WESTBADEN MEET

We understand a complete report of 
this monumental indoor model happen
ing appears in this issue of RCM B; 
however, we heard directly from Charlie 
Sotich, Dave Linstrum, Andy Cox, and 
received Russ Brown’s novel summary 
of the activities which seemed to de
serve sharing. All agreed that the site 
and management were first-rate, and 
the presence of entrants from twelve 
countries ensured true world class 
competition. The close duration times in 
the FID microfilm class reflected the 
caliber of the competitors.

The Peanut Gran Prix reportedly drew 
over sixty entries, including those from a 
number of foreign countries such as 
Argentina, England, France, and Ger
many. Rare subjects such as Mike Coll- 
ing’s Cierva C.6C Autogiro, Benno 
Sabel’s 1907 Blériot canard, Roger Aime’s 
Bernard, and no less than three Santos- 
Dumont canards demonstrated the true 
appeal of this class. Contest Director 
Butch Hadland, all the way from Eng
land, joined in the fun and managed to 
place first in the Pioneer Class with his 
Morane H Racer, as well as copping the 
Best Craftsmanship prize.

Doc Martin demonstrated his convic
tion in keeping the fun in contests and 
encouraging maximum participation, by 
charging only 5 cents for late entries! 
There is a message there. Martin’s Merry 
Men, who helped make the event pos
sible, included Judges Jack Adams and 
Jack Niederhouser of the CIA (nope, not 
that CIA, but the Central Indiana Aero- 
modelers). Publicist Dave Linstrum, 
Proxy Arrangements Manager Mike 
Arak, plus Charlie Sotich, Don Lindley, 
Terry Mrakava, Marcos ). Mollo, Lou 
Leifer, Roger Wathen, Paul Briggs, .Jim 
Miller, and dozens of other unsung but 
dedicated heros kept the show moving. 
How dedicated were they? According to 
reports, the final Peanut official flight

was not concluded until about 4 a.m.l 
Thanks are also in order to Northwood 
Institute’s Dean Paul Stroud for his out
standing cooperation, not only in regard 
to the use of the facilities, but in the 
reception of models mailed in for proxy 
flying.

The Westbaden contest banquet 
menu seems a fitting conclusion to this 
report, demonstrating the spirit of 
contests as they should be run:

L’OUEF LOUISVILLE A LA MARTIN
ZUPPE VEGETAL DE MICROFILM 
ROSBIF AU JUS BRODERSEN 
LES POMMES DE BALSADUST 
LES PETIT POIS TEFLOAIS
ICE CREAM A LA LINSTRUM 
FROMAGE AVEC RUBBERLUBE 
BISCUIT MICHELINE
LE CAFE PIRELLI/FILATI

And well, you get the idea!

AND SPEAKING OF INDOOR FLYING
The MIAMA Hangar Pilot newsletter 

raises the following question: “ Golfers 
yell ‘Fore!’ What should indoor fliers 
yell? PROP? ZOOM? CLEAR? DUCK? 
DECK?”  Obviously there should be 
some official standards established on 
this subject.
MOST POPULAR PASTIME?

It may not be what you think. Accord
ing to the July 25, 1980 TV GUIDE, the 
public has spent more than 90 billion 
dollars for TV sets by the beginning of 
this year. No comment, but every once 
in a while the networks slip up and 
something truly entertaining does ap
pear, which leads us into our next topic: 
LE PETIT PRINCE

Antoine de Saint-Exupery, of France, 
famous as an aviator, is renowned the 
world over for his philosophical and 
lyrical books. Recently a film version of 
his classic fantasy "The Little Prince" was 
aired on television, and it was a winner. 
The epic tale concerns a downed aviator 
stranded in a desert, who encounters a 
tiny person from another planet. In spite 
of a few overly Hollywood song and 
dance productions, the philosophical 
aspects are truly poetic and Jieart- 
rending. The all-too-brief aviation se
quences are pure delight, featuring 
tantalizing glimpses of a Morane-Saul- 
nier, Bucker Jungmeister, Tiger Moth, 
Stampe, and most appropria te ly , a 
Caudron Simoun, a craft with which 
Saint-Exupery was most familiar. This 
rare macJnine, transported to the Tune- 
sian desert for the film, was located in, of 
all places, New Jersey! Watch for pos
sible reruns in your local area. 
NOTHING EVER 
CHANGES DEPARTMENT

Two quotes, circa 1933, from the 
writings of M .R. Knight: Regarding 
rubber power for model aeroplanes: 
"Even this simple 'motor' can be pro
ductive of lurid language . . . ”  On 
airfoils: “ It has often been remarked

Continued on page 77

Ernie Wrisley holds aloft his 1-1/2 oz. Stinson rubber model for a last look before it flew O.O.S. 
during a recent Scale Staffel contest. Photo by Randy Wrisley.
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Peanut Jodels built by Ron Stoner and Clarence Mather. Clarence's model was built extra light for high-performance indoor flying. Stock version 
uses plastic prop and wheels from a North Pacific "Sleek Streak."

PEANUT SCALE JODEL'MASCARET'
BY WALT MOONEY . .  . This is the first in a series of models to be presented by a gentleman whose 
name is synonymous with free-flight scale aircraft that DO fly. FULL SIZE PLANS on next two pages!!

• This month, we suddenly discovered 
that our box of Peanuts was empty! A 
quick call to Walt Mooney disclosed 
why we hadn't heard from him lately; 
his wife, Carol, had been in the hospital 
(she’s out now, and doing fine) and 
performance of household duties didn't 
leave time for modeling.

Actually, this slight shortage of new 
designs gave us the opportunity to do 
something we’ve wanted to do for a long 
time . . . bring you some of the early 
Model Builder Peanuts that many mod
elers have never seen, because our 
circulation back then was so limited. We 
couldn't go back any further than this 
one . . .  it was in the first issue of Model 
Builder, September 7977/

Incidentally, the jo de I " Mascaret”  
continues to be one of the best flying 
Peanuts of all time. We remember 
seeing Clarence Mather’s )odel at Taft, 
putting in flights that had Wakefield 
fliers ready to stomp on their models! 
WCN.

This little model was designed as a 
simple scale airplane suitable for flying 
indoors or out, in a field, or from the 
street corner, it can be a little disap
pointing for a designer sometimes, but 
this Jodel turned out to fly far too well 
for the local street corner. Built accord
ing to the plans, it is capable of flights of 
between 30 and 40 seconds indoors, and 
outside it has done more than two 
minutes, and more than one builder has 
been worried about losing his in a 
thermal.

Construction of the model is about as 
simple as they come and still remain in 
the built-up category. About the only 
things that are different from straight
forward rubber model construction are 
the wheel pants and the canopy, which 
may be formed over wooden block 
molds with the aid of a Mattel "Vacu- 
form" toy. If you have a "Vacu-form” 
you'll know how to use it, and all you’ll 
have to do is carve balsa block molds to 
the shapes desired and then form the

plastic to shape around them. If no 
Vacu-form is available, you can make 
the pants out of balsa laminations. The 
canopy can be made out of two pieces 
minus the bubbled contour on the 
windshield without hurting the appear
ance very much and without hurting the 
performance at all.

Use medium weight balsa for the 
sticks and light balsa for thesheet cutout 
items. The blocks at the nose can be 
harder and therefore heavier balsa.

I recommend the Northern Pacific 
products "Sleek-Streak” as a source of 
both the propeller and the wheels. They 
are both light and efficient. The tail 
wheel need not roll, and thus can be 
simply cut out of sheet and cemented in 
place.

The model should be covered with 
your favorite colors of lightweight 
tissue. Superfine tissue is best. It should 
be shrunk with a very lightly sprayed on 
fog of water, and when dry, brush on a 

Continued on page 72

The Jodel "Mascaret" has all the right areas and proportions that go 
toward the making of a good-flying model.

Careful inspection reveals that Clarence's model (right) is covered 
with condenser paper. Has done over 1 :20 indoors.
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Archway to heaven. Paradise for every indoor modeler is the atrium at Westbaden, Indiana's 
Northwood Institute. Photo at right gives an idea of the building's vast interior.

< T ?

<u> CHAMPS
By JOSE T E L L E Z  . . . Truly an indoor "triple header," the 1980 World 
Indoor Champs also featured a Peanut event and NIMAS Record Trials.

• Under sponsorship of the AMA and 
with the hard work and cooperation of a 
number of U.S. enthusiasts, the 1980 
World Indoor Championship was held 
at Westbaden, Indiana, from June 21 
through June 24. To say the meet was a 
success would be a definite understate
ment. for in fact it was a most enjoyable, 
friendly, non-political gathering of the 
best indoor fliers in the world. The 
Championship was an opportunity to 
exchange ideas, techniques, and friend
ly stories from a select groupof modelers 
from eleven countries.

Represented at the Championship 
were teams from Argentina, Australia. 
Canada. Finland, West Germany. Italy. 
Japan, the Netherlands. Poland, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States. 
The contest was held under FAI regula
tions, which boil down to a model with 
a wingspan under 25.6 inches and a 
weight of at least one gram (0.35 ounce).

The contestants are allowed six flights, 
with the best two counting for score; the 
sum of the two longest flights determines 
the winner. The contest is held every 
two years, the last one having taken 
place in Cardington, England, where Jim 
Richmond of the U.S. took the individual 
title, and where the United Kingdom 
won the team title.

The flying site at Westbaden deserves 
a special mention, for it is probably the 
only place in the world where an indoor 
modeler can fly, be housed, fed. and be 
provided with building and repair facili
ties (this year included a candlelight bar) 
in the same building! I am talking, of 
course, of the Northwood Institute, 
which is a two-year college specializing 
in training students for the hotel busi
ness; as such, they excel in good food 
and hospitality. Their building, adopted 
from an old Westbaden resort hotel, has 
very fortunate proportions and charac-

USA's Pete Andrews gets ready for his first 
official flight, good for 33:15. Note gigantic 
prop, almost longer than the wing!

Germano Masciullo, member of the Italian team, processing under 
the watchful eye of Mike Stoy.

Edward Ciapala of Poland won 4th place with a two-flight total of 
69:45. Team manager Lapinski and flier Czechowski look on.
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Business end of the experimental variable 
pitch prop used by the Swiss. Arched mem
ber at the hub bends with rubber tension, 
causing arms to twist the prop blades. All 
three English team fliers used similar devices 
with great success.

teristics which warm up the inner and 
outer soul of any indoor flier: namely, 
an enclosed, circular courtyard 90 feet 
high and 200 feet in diameter.

The first day was reserved for practice, 
settling down, and gossip. In the latter 
category, we listened to the sad story 
from the Argentinian group. They ar
rived in Miami after a long flight from 
Buenos Aires, and had to wait over four 
hours for a flight to Louisville. Next, they 
had the airline charge $80 so that they 
could transport their models in the 
cabin instead of the baggage demolition 
section. After landing they had to wait at 
Louisville Airport from their afternoon 
arrival until midnight, only to find that 
transportation to Westbaden would not 
be available until the next day. Finally 
they arrived at Westbaden, and found 
that their entry fees had never been 
received. You would expect that these 
guys would have a Godzilla temper after 
all the above! Yet, they were most 
cordial, polite, and friendly.

Still in the gossip section, we heard

WORLD INDOOR CHAMPS RESULTS
INDIVIDUAL PLACINGS:
1) Erv Rodemsky (USA) 71:59
2) Jim Richmond (USA) 71:29
3) Rene Butty (Switzerland) 70:40
4) Edward Ciapala (Poland) 69:45
5) Bernard Hunt (U.K.) 69:17
6) Dave Pymm (U.K.) 68:51
7) Ray Harlan (USA) 68:02
8) Dieter Siebermann (Switz.) 67:19
9) Andreas Vogel (Switz.) 66:44

10) Pete Andrews (USA) 66:38
TEAM PLACINGS:
1) USA 206:39
2) Switzerland 204:43
3) United Kingdom 203:42
4) Poland 192:29
5) Netherlands 182:45
6) Canada 177:17
7) Finland 166:17
8) Japan 160:22
9) Argentina 142:06

10) Italy 115:39
11) Australia 108:00
12) West Germany 100:19
PEANUT SCALE GRAND PRIX
PIONEER
1) Butch Hadland (U.K.) Moraine
2) Marcos Mollo (Argentina) 14 BIS
3) Paul Briggs (U.K.) Farman

WW-I
1) Jim Miller (USA) Bristol
2) John Martin (USA) Ansaldo
3) Paul Briggs (U.K.) D-VIII

GOLDEN ERA
1) Bill Hannan* (USA) Farman
2) Bernard Aslett (U.K.) Waterman
3) Jim Miller (USA) J-3
WW-II
1) Mike Arak (USA) YO-59
2) Chuck Marcos (USA) P-51
3) Jack Little* (USA) Barracuda
MODERN
1) Jim Miller (USA) 1-3
2) Jack McGillivray (Canada) Fury
3) Butch Hadland (U.K.) Lacey
•Proxy flown by Charile Sotich

Jim Jones, Mt. Clemens, Michigan, manufac
tures practical and inexpensive rubber strip
pers, balsa strippers, and torque meters. Here 
he demonstrates rubber stripping.

that the West German team was super- 
organized. their management being 
prepared with immediate alternate 
plans every time a slight adversity oc
curred. None of our great American 
schemes designed to frustrate the 
traveler worked on them, and they 
arrived in time and in orderly formation. 
This organized and well-managed be
havior continued throughout the meet. 
Watching the scoreboard, it was always 
West Germany that first completed their 
flights properly and orderly.

Roy White, the human spider, dis
played his form and daring by retrieving 
models from high up in the building 
structure, gaining admiration and thanks 
from many a nation. This retrieving 
operation deserves more than a casual 
mention, since it represented the dif
ference between a superb meet and a 
demolition derby. The flying space is a 
circular room 200 feet in diameter, 
covered by a dome. The dome is sup
ported by an exposed steel structure 
consisting of a latice of steel arches.

Timo Forss of Finland built a new ship on the spot to replace one 
wiped out in a mid-air. A great chance to learn by watching!

Pete Andrews' ship climbs out steeply on its first official. Pete's 
two-flight total was 66:38. placed 10th in the individual standings.
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Carlo Cotugno, manager and one of the two fliers on the Italian 
team, flew this simple model to a 58:47 total.

Enthusiastic Peanut promoter from England, Butch Hadland, spent 
many hours judging the models entered in the Peanut Grand Prix.

Jack Adams, who ran the Peanut event, tried 
out this flawless Brazil-nut size Vickers 
Vincent.

When a model reaches the ceiling at any 
point other than the small central disc, 
the chances are five to one that it will 
become tangled in one of the many 
pieces of the dome support structure. To 
recover a model from the dome struc
ture, there are two alternatives. One is to 
bump it with a helium-filled balloon 
handled from the floor 90 feet below. 
This is a very precarious operation and

Spearheading the Peanut Grand Prix was Doc 
Martin, flew this Farman canard in Pioneer.

more often than not ends up in total or 
partial destruction of the model. The 
second alternative is to go up to the 
building roof and climb into the dome 
through an access hatch. From here, 
risking your life , you work yourself 
through the steel grid (while staring at 
the floor 90 feet below) to a point where 
you can gain access to the model. At this 
point, you drop the model down, hop
ing that it is still in flying condition. You

VWV-II category winner was John Arak's 
YO-59, displayed by his wife Caron (also a 
winner!). John was in charge of proxies.

cannot carry it back since you will want 
both hands free to work yourself back to 
safety. This second method is not very 
popular and has not been practiced by 
more than one or two modelers in 
history. This method also has strong 
disapproval from the insurance com
panies. Once you look at the floor from 
a 90-foot height, you very quickly decide 
that you would just as soon spend

Don (left) and Dave Lindley getting ready to post the 4:08.4 flight Paul Briggs and his lovely wife Kristin brought a slug of models over
that won 2nd place for Dave at VIMART (see text for scoring method). from England, one of which was this Farman that won 3rd in Pioneer.
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Individual high-point winners at the 1980 World Champs, from left: Rene Butty (Switzerland), 
3rd; Erv Rodemsky (USA), 1st; and Jim  Richmond (USA), 2nd. Looking on at left is Hardy 
Broderson, C .D ., and at right is AMA President Earl Witt.

Walt Everson proxy-flew this cute Jungmeister 
II for California's Jack Little.

another six months building rather than 
play hero on the steel rafters!

The initial practice day closed with the 
official opening ceremonies, including 
appropriate welcomes and speeches by 
our AMA President, Earl Witt, and the 
introduction of each one of the teams to 
the tune of their own national anthems. 
AM A’s good-looking and dynamic 
worker, Michelene Madison, had taken 
the trouble to research and record on 
tape all the required national anthems. 
She also had acquired a good-sized 
banner from each of the countries 
represented, and these hung hand
somely around the windows of the flying 
site, making for a most impressive 
forum. The principal workers and or
ganizers were also introduced, with by 
far the greatest ovation going to Roy 
White, the human retriever.

Reporting on fashions at the opening 
ceremony, the team from Argentina un
doubtedly took (he top award. They 
sported elegant black blazers, ties, and 
gray flannel trousers (Mr. Cardin would 
have approved). More informal but 
definitely very classy was, believe it or 
not, the Polish team, with blue and white 
athletic suits. Close behind was the 
Dutch team, which had similar attire to

the Poles but in orange and white, while 
Japan’s also very proper uniform was 
maroon and white. The U.S., Finland, 
and British teams competed "mano a 
mano” for the Westbaden most informal 
award, and it was impossible to decide 
the winner (our apology to those very 
few and exceptional members of these 
teams who did not fit the pattern).

Two rounds of flying were scheduled 
for each day and Sunday was the first 
flying day; we saw some excellent times. 
Finland, Holland, Poland, Switzerland, 
the United Kingdom, and the U.S. all 
exceeded the half-hour mark. The top 
time for the day was posted by the USA’s 
Erv Rodemsky, a DC-10 captain with 
American Airlines, with 36:23. The next 
highest time was that of Dave Pymm 
from the U.K. (35:47), followed by Rene 
Butty from Switzerland at 35:34. At this 
point in the competition it was still 
anybody's contest; however, a few 
trends started to develop. Each one of 
the U.S. fliers had winning potential

since each one had posted one very high 
flight time, although their second flights 
were poor. The U.K. showed class fliers, 
with all three of their men posting at 
least one superb flight and with Pymm 
posting both flights in the winning 
category. It was obvious that their 
variable pitch propellers were proving 
successful. We all hurried over to take a 
closer look at these mechanical wonders 
used by a team which was flying aggres
sively and was clearly at Westbaden with 
winning intentions.

The Swiss team was also, on this first 
round, emerging as a potential threat. 
They are a young team; there is not 
much indoor history in Switzerland, but 
they are highly techn ica l and true 
craftsmen. Even at a first glance, their 
models were different; most notable 
was the extreme tail movement arms 
and a balance point at about 110%! At a 
second glance, there were other more 
subtle differences, which as yet I cannot 

Continued on page 72

Pennyplane was once a category for novices; here Gordon 
Wisniewski's model shows that it is now a field for the masters.

Tony Sutter shows us what an Indoor Cabin is all about. Rubber 
motor appears to run through the rolled balsa motor tube.
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By W ALTER HOUSE . . . Little did the producers 
of "The Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen" know 
what they were getting into when the first episode 
was broadcast in 1933. Here is the fascinating 
history of the radio show and how it quickly grew 
into a nationwide organization.

HELLO,
Flying Cadets!

Are You Ready 
to Take OH
With U·?

The youthful Jimmie Allen as he appeared in 1933. This was the 
Jimmie Allen seen but not heard until Richfield Oil Co. had the 
show rerecorded in Chicago.

• You would think that a six-year-old 
would have all the excitement that he 
needed, living in the middle of a busy 
central Kansas “ oil patch” and having a 
neighbor who owned a Monocoupe 
that he often parked in the yard after 
landing in the wheat field out back. But 
this was the 1930s; a time when kids, 
aviation, and radio were growing up 
together. Each weekday evening at 6:15, 
after hurriedly finishing supper, the 
radio was tuned in just in time to hear 
the announcement of the next episode 
of “ The Air Adventures of Jimmie 
Allen,” followed immediately by the 
drone of an airplane flying low overhead 
with the sound of the orchestra playing 
the peppy theme song in the back
ground.

For the next fifteen minutes the magic 
of radio along with a much stimulated 
imagination took you into air adventure 
and mystery, from racing the “ Monsoon 
Engine Company’s latest job” to the 
search of Ezra Whitcombe’s lost trea
sure. Through the 1930s and '40s. Jimmie 
Allen with his pal “ Speed” Robertson 
and their mechanic, "F la sh ” Lewis, 
captivated an audience of hundreds of 
thousands of boys and girls.

It all started from a conversation at a 
party one night in Kansas City. Bob Burtt 
and Bill Moore, two WW-I fliers turned 
writers, were there and Russell C. Comer 
of the advertising agency of the same 
name suggested that they write a synop
sis for radio about a sixteen-year-old boy 
learning to fly.

The two writers were well equipped 
with aviation and adventure back
grounds. Robert M. Burtt spent five 
years in South China, where his father 
was a missionary. During this time he 
learned to speak Chinese. After gradu
ating from Hotchkiss School at Lakeville, 
Connecticut, he sailed overseas as a 
flying cadet in the American Air Service, 
receiving primary flight training at the 
Chateauroux French M ilitary Flying 
School where he held the altitude 
record for primary training planes. His 
advanced instruction was taken at the 
Third Aviation Instruction Center at 
Issodun, France. Burtt saw plenty of 
action while flying Spads with the 28th

Pursuit Squadron of the 3rd American 
Pursuit Croup , once engaging eight 
German airplanes in a dogfight and as a 
result was shot down. He crash landed 
between the lines and barely escaped to 
the Allied side with his life. Following 
the war, Burtt graduated from Columbia 
University and thereafter was associated 
with aviation and writing. Wilfred G. 
Moore was a native of Michigan and was 
educated in the schools of Wisconsin, 
followed by Cornell University. His 
history was equally romantic; enlisting

Twenty-five thousand jigsaw puzzles showing 
this night scene at the Kansas City Airport 
were the first of the many promotional give
away items. The airplane is a Northrop Alpha, 
and of course a Skelly fuel truck is nearby.

as a cadet in the Royal Flying Corps in 
1917, he learned to fly in Canada and 
England. He did combat duty with the 
29th Squadron in France as a scout pilot. 
Moore continued flying after WW-I and 
as late as 1933, held both the altitude and 
speed records for lightplanes. Bill Moore 
was also the general manager for the 
short-lived Inland Aviation Company in 
Kansas City, builders of the “ Sport” and 
"Super Sport.”

Using their extensive aviation knowl
edge, Burtt and Moore did write a story 
but were unsuccessful in selling it at that 
time. They came back to Mr. Comer and 
under his guidance transformed the 
idea into radio scripts. Russell Comer 
was quite resourceful and developed a 
complete advertising package based on 
the show. Recording was started and the 
plan was presented to Skelly Oil Com
pany's marketing staff in Kansas City, 
who were looking for just such a pro
gram. It was just what they wanted; new 
and different, interesting to both the 
young and old, and by having an avia
tion theme the radio show could be 
related to the oil business. To the Skelly 
marketing people, the show and its 
promotional plan seemed to fill every 
requirement.

The first broadcast, on February 23, 
1933 started with: “ This is WDAF, the 
station of the Star in Kansas City. Through 
the facilities of the World Broadcasting

Co-author of the Jimmie Allen adventures was Bill Moore, who in 1929 was General Manager 
and Chief of Sales for Inland Aviation Co. Photo courtesy B .F . Goodrich via Joseph Juptner.
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This R .O .G . model wasgivert to all Jimmie 
Allen Flying Cadets for completing the weekly 
flying lessons; 60,000 were given away.

Company, we are about to broadcast a 
new radio program, ‘The Air Adventures 
of Jimmie Allen,’ presented for your 
listening pleasure by Skelly Oil Com
pany." The story about a young ambi
tious Kansas City airport messenger- 
boy-turned-aviator was an immediate 
success. The recording continued, even
tually totaling 650 episodes.

The promotional item giveaways 
started almost immediately. During the 
third week of broadcasting over radio 
stations WDAF, Kansas City; KLZ, Den
ver; and KVOO, Tulsa, an offer was 
made of free jigsaw puzzles depicting a 
night scene at the Kansas City Airport. 
This was only the first of many promo
tional items given away through the 
service stations. More than 25,000 puz
zles were handed out in a short timeand 
many more could have been given away

For completing the Jimmie Allen Thunder
bolt model. Cadets received the Jimmie Allen 
silver Pilot Insignia with a wrist chain, to be 
worn "just like the real pilots wear them."

had they been available.
Then came the announcement of the 

Jimmie Allen Flying Club. Membership 
was available to any boy or girl who 
completed an application card obtained 
at a Skelly station by his or her parent or 
guardian. Applicants were sent a mem
bership card, beautiful bronze Jimmie 
Allen flying cadet wings, a club mem
bership emblem, a personal letter from 
Jimmie Allen, and a flight chart. They 
were full-fledged members and desig
nated as “ Flying Cadets." A series of 
flying lessons were devised by Bill Ong,a 
noted Kansas City aviator. Members 
were given copies of the weekly flying 
lessons by presenting their credentials at 
their local Skelly station. Jimmie Allen 
created additional interest in the flying 
lessons by telling the boys and girls, 
“ When I used to be out at the Kansas 
City Airport as a messenger boy, I always 
wanted to learn to fly. I got a lucky 
break, and maybe you will, too, so study 
the flight lessons and get your final 
examination in on time. Then, if you 
ever do get a chance to learn to fly, you 
won’t have to ask so many foolish 
questions like I did when ‘Speed’ Robert
son was trying to teach me how to 
manage a ship.”

Two weeks after the Jimmie Allen 
Flying Club was announced over the 
three original stations, it was also an
nounced over KFFH. W ichita; KFAB, 
Lincolnand Omaha; WHO.DesMoines; 
WOC, Davenport; WCCO, Minneapo
lis; WTMJ, Milwaukee; and KMOX. St. 
Louis. By then, hundreds upon hun
dreds of application cards poured into 
club headquarters in Kansas City and it 
was necessary to hire 20 young ladies to 
do nothing but address letters, fill out 
m em bership cards, and set up the 
necessary membership files. The hun
dreds grew into thousands and the club 
headquarters was moved into a larger 
room with more girls and more type
writers.

With the second week’s lesson, cadets 
were given plans for constructing the 
Jimmie Allen Blue Bird, a flying model 
which could be entered in the Jimmie 
Allen Air Races to be held later in the 
summer, at several locations in the

Plans for the Blue Bird, “ designed by Jimmie 
Allen and Speed Robertson," were obtained 
from Skelly stations, built and flown by 
Cadets in the Jimmie Allen A ir Races.

Speed and Jimmie, during one of their many 
personal appearances, discuss their chances to 
win the transport race in China.

Skelly marketing area.
Parents of Flying Cadets received a 

letter from the honorary president of 
the Jimmie Allen Flying Clubs, W.G. 
Skelly. He explained that the Jimmie 
Allen Flying Club was more than just an 
advertising plan, and stated his warm 
interest in American youth and a desire 
to interest them in aviation. The letter 
also gave the Flying Cadet Code. It was

The Jimmie Allen "Secret Signal Whistle" was another of the many featured many photographs depicting the Ezra Whitcombe episodes,
promotional giveaways. along with several pages of Army and Navy air unit insignia.
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The "speedwing" windshield sticker with Jimmie Allen's photo, circa 1935-36, given away at 
Skelly stations.

they still received their R.O.G. Sixty 
thousand boys and girls completed all 
five flight lessons and sent in their final 
examination.

The broadcast was now on ten stations 
and club membership had reached
100,000. but it was not until the jimmie 
Allen Air Races began that the real 
popularity came to light. The first 
regional race was held in Tulsa, where 
the crowd of ten thousand was con
sidered tremendous. Then the next 
week, at Kansas City, the attendance 
jumped to twenty thousand and kept 
climbing week after week. Denver and 
St. Louis turned out twenty-five and 
thirty-five thousand respectively, while 
Lincoln topped them all. At Wichita, so 
large a crowd turned out that no one 
attempted to estimate its size. A special 
edition of the Wichita Eagle featured 
four Jimmie Allen Air Race stories on the 
front page. In Chicago the race was held 
in conjunction with the 1933 Inter
national Air Races at nearby Curtiss- 
Wright Airport, so no claim to crowd 
size could be made. It was reported, 
however, that many thousands were 
entertained by the endurance flights of 
the Blue Birds "piloted” by the youthful 
contestants.

By now, oil marketers and other 
merchandisers on both coasts were 
attracted by the success of The Air 
Adventures of Jimmie Allen, and they 
inquired about adapting the program 
for their use. Richfield Oil Company was 
one of the first and aired the program

After Richfield Oil Co. picked up the show, their Stearman 4E was painted to promote the 
Jimmie Allen Flying Club. The big bipe was always present at the Jimmie Allen Air Races.

Jimmie Allen, back on the air in 1934, was 
broadcast over ten stations in the central U.S.

one that parents would be proud to help 
their boy or girl live up to. It read:

I pledge mysel f . . .  to keep mentally.
morally and physically fit.

To do all in my power to make

America first in the air.
To promote American commercial, 

transport and military aviation.
To work for the best interests of the 

Jimmie Allen Flying Club.
After cadets had completed all five 

flying lessons, they were given a final 
examination to complete and send to 
Jimmie Allen Flying Club Headquarters. 
For completing the final exam, cadets 
were sent a free R.O.G. (rise off ground) 
model plane. Although some of the 
Flying Cadets might not be able to 
answer all questions exactly correct,

Jimmie Allen Cadet Wings given away by several of the show's spon
sors (clockwise from top): Skelly Oil Co., Weather Bird Shoes. Debus 
Baking, Town Talk.Bread, Rose Lawn, and Richfield Oil Co. In the 
center is a Mission Bottling Co. emblem.

Continued on page 70

One of Skelly Oil Co.'s many airplanes was IMC11006, a Spartan 
C5-301 powered by a 300-hp Wasp Jr. J. Howard DeCelles, Skelly's 
chief pilot, flew Jimmie and Speed to their many personal appear
ances at the Jimmie Allen A ir Races in this aircraft. With W.G. 
Skelly being Chairman of the Board of Spartan, it was no coinci
dence that Skelly Oil Co. used Spartan airplanes.
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suggests that we take a leaf from the R/C 
Pattern and Helicopter, and control line 
Stunt fliers, and base our competition 
categories on ability rather than age. 
Stan suggests three competition cate
gories : Novice, for those fliers new to an 
event; Sportsman, for those who like to 
compete but don't have the time or 
desire to keep up with the skill levels of 
the true experts; and Open, which 
would be for those experts to compete 
against themselves.

Stan doesn’t propose to have AMA 
HQ or anybody else keep track of who 
belongs in which competitive category; 
the categories would be self-declared, 
relying on peer pressure to push people 
into the correct category. A person 
could choose different skill levels for 
different events, too . . .  he might enter 
Open Gas and Novice Rubber, for 
example. He could also compete at a 
lower level at the Nats than at a local 
contest. The only restriction would be 
that he could enter only one class per 
event.

Stoy sees two major benefits from this 
system: a place for adult beginners to 
compete without having to face the 
experts; and a more equal distribution 
of competition at contests. There would 
also be a higher level of competition at 
the lower skill levels, because of the 
increased numbers. Those Juniors who 
end up beating Open fliers at a contest 
would have more reason to be proud of 
their achievement than from “victories” 
over token opposition in their own age 
group. (There should be a special HLG 
event for smaller modelers, however, to 
take physical size differences into ac
count. Perhaps a weight or height 
classification would suffice here, or 
maybe the Little League age limit of 12 
years would work.)

I think Stan’s idea is one whose time 
has come. The AMA age categories were 
suited to the conditions of the ’30s, 
when most fliers were teenagers. Now 
that they have gotten older, some re
thinking of the situation is necessary if 
we are to preserve the competitive 
aspects of our hobby. A rules proposal 
would be necessary to get this concept 
into the rulebook, but there’s nothing to 
prevent the idea from being used at any 
club's contests. (One exception: an AMA 
AA contest must include two separate 
Junior and/or Senior categories, under 
the present rules. But any lower level [A 
or AA] contest could use these skill 
classifications without violating any 
AMA rules, and even an AAA meet

could use the system, as long as it has the 
minimum two age group events, say a Jr. 
and a Sr. HLG event.) I’d like to hear how 
any contests run in this manner work 
out.
DOWN UNDER IN 1983?

I mentioned earlier this year that there 
was a possibility that the 1983 World 
Champs might be held in Weiner Neu- 
stadt, Austria. A recent letter from Paul 
Van Leuven indicates that there will be 
another site to choose from: “ . . .Aus
tralia is also going to apply for the 1983 
World Champs, and we’re hoping that 
we will get it. Our site is about 500 miles 
southwest of Sydney and is only a 420- 
second drive outside the little township. 
The field is like Taft, except that you 
have grass all over and not much dust. 
But the expanse is about the same. 
Accommodation is first class, with 300 
single, carpeted, self-contained rooms, 
and more can be accommodated in air 
conditioned school classrooms. The 
dining room and kitchen is first class, 
too, and the food has had a bigger 
variety than what Bakersfield could give, 
all for a similar cost, but not more than 
what we paid for in 1979. We had our last 
Nats there. The township is also not far 
from Canberra . . .  it could be an inter
esting World Champs.”

With CIAM politics being what they 
are, I don’t have much hope for the 
Aussie proposal being accepted, if 
Weiner Neustadt is offered. However, 
the success of a non-European World 
Champs at Taft (despite the Eastern bloc

boycott) could mean that a site outside 
the Continent could be accepted, say, 
every other World Championships, to 
give southern and western hemisphere 
nations a chance to more fully partici
pate than they do now.
CARBON FIBER TUBES FROM JAPAN

Paul also reports that carbon fiber 
tubes for modeling use are available 
from M. Shibachi, 1-12-6 Noge Setagaya, 
Tokyo, Japan. These are made by the 
Mitsubichi Rayon Co. and come in sizes 
suitable for F1A, F1B, and F1C models. 
Paul has used the FIB tubes for Wake
fields and finds them stronger than 
aluminum (no dents, like an aluminum 
tube) and stiffer than fiberglass.

Sizes and prices are as follows:
32mm I.D. x 600mm (FIB motor tube), 

30 g, $23.
43 to 22mm x 900mm (F1C fuselage), 

45 g, $37.
25mm I.D. x400mm (Coupe), 15g, $14.
10mm to 6mm x 800mm (F1A boom), 

10 g, $5.50.
8mm to 7mm x 800mm (F1A), 7 g,$5.50.
6mm to 4mm x 800mm (wing spar), 7 g, 

$5.50.
0.12mm x 150mm x 580mm sheet 

(reinforcement), 17 g, $12.
I ’d suggest an international bank 

draft, drawn in Japanese yen, with a little 
extra for shipping and insurance, if you 
want to order these.
SUPER TIGRE PARTS SOURCES

F.X. Ryan reports that rear bearings for 
the S.T. G-15, unavailable from World 
Engines except as special order for past

DARNED GOOD A IR FO IL  -  BENEDEK 7457d2/6356

STATION 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100

UPPER 0.9 2.55 3.55 5.2 6.3 7.2 8.45 9.25 9.8 10 9.85 9.25 8.1 6.55 4.9 2.8 1.7 0.5

LOWER 0.7 0.03 0.15 0.42 0.78 1.12 1.85 2.45 2.92 3.25 3.57 3.65 3.5 3 2.22 1.19 - 0
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MOTOR KIT 
3-JAW CHUCK 
CUTTER B ITSET 
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STR.,RT.,LT.,TOOL HOLDERS 
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$ 5 4 3 0 0
PLUS S30 SHIPPING/HANDLING
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S ta rte r K it  co n ta in s  a ll yo u  need to begin 
tu rn ing  m etal im m e d ia te ly . A t la s  6 "  La th e  
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p u lle y  w ith  5 / 8 "  b o re , tw o  6 0 'c e n te rs , 
w ren ch es. M easures 1 1 " x 1 7 i4 " x 3 4 "  long. 
Made in U .S .A . M etric  m odel a v a ila b le .

THE BASIC LATHE ONLY, less motor 
and starter kit accessories, may be pur
chased for $425 .00  plus $30.00 Ship- 
ping/Handiing. (See coupon below.)

•  Buy with confidence. Return purchase within 
15 days for full refund if not satisfied.

•  One year guarantee.
•Prices subject to change without notice.

ATLAS PRESS COMPANY, Dept. 4 1 5
2019 North Pitcher. Kalamazoo, Ml 49007

i~Ma.l To: ATLAS PRESS COMPANY. Oept. 4 1 5
S 2019 North Pitcher, Kalamazoo. Ml 49007

i □  YES , please send me: (check appropriate boxes)
{ □  Atlas Starter Kit cat. no. 10304
i D  Atlas 6”  Lathe only cat. no. 10100 (without starter 
j accessories).

i Enclosed is my check or money order for □  $573.00 Starter Kit 
J or □  $455.00 Lathe only. (Prices include Shipping/Handling.) 

J Charge my order to □  VISA □  Master Charge 

5 Account No.______________________  Exp. Date____________________

1 Name_______________________________________________________________

• Address_________________________________________________ ___________
J City, State. Z ip____________________________________________________ .

Send me your FREE Atlas Catalog.
•Michigan and Indiana customers add 4% sales tax before
2 Shipping/Handling. Lathe comes via motor freight. $30 Ship- 
Jping/Handlmg rate for contiguous 48 states. Alaska and Hawaii 
{orders require additional freight to final destination. This offer 
^expires 12/31/80.
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three years, can be obtained from Jim's 
Hobby Shop, 4223 Ridgedale, Mesquite, 
TX 75150. He also says that Hubschmidt’s 
Hobby Center, RD No. 1, Box 318, Glass- 
boro, NJ 08028, is an excellent source of 
S.T. parts, except for bearings. Those of 
us who still have leftover G-15’s from 
the pre-Rossi era will appreciate this 
information. . .they're still excellent F/F 
engines.
MODEL OF THE MONTH:
Dick Covalt’s “ Sweet Daddy”
Class C/D Gas
(From CIA Informer, by Harry Murphy)

"Dick Covalt’s 808 sq. in. leisurely 
gliding Sweet Daddy is one of the most 
consistent flying large gas jobs that we 
have observed in these parts for some 
time and it is our featured design for this 
issue. Its competitiveness is evident by 
its recent new AMA Category III Class C 
Gas record of 12 consecutive maxes.

“ Dick states, ‘This design has the most 
consistent power pattern of any ship I 
have ever built. A good recovery can be 
attained on any length engine run by 
adjusting the rudder tab (this ship does 
not have auto-rudder), if wash-in and 
wash-out are maintained as shown. The 
Sweet Daddy is flown right/right using 
the hottest C/D engine available with a 
9 x 4  wood prop and all the nitro the 
engine will tolerate.

"I have found the rear drum rotor O.S. 
Max .40SR to be one of the finest free 
flight engines available for Class C and 
Class D as well, using a home-brewed .42 
conversion. Its advantages are ease of 
starting, ease of needle valve adjustment

i^ C h ristm as  
Cards

PLANES, SHIPS, CARS 
COPTERS, FREE FLIGHT 

•  free Brochure ·

’ W RITE L e i s u r e  T i m e  
G r a p h ic s
P.O. BOX 108 M 

STATEN ISLAND. N.Y. 10306

when using a bladder fuel system, 
remote needle valve location (so im
portant in protecting your digits), and 
high power output when properly 
propped. This mill will turn a 9x4 REV-UP 
prop at 22-23,000 rpm on 35% nitro, 
depending on atmospheric conditions, 
and this translates to more than two hp.

"Should you desire a matched pair of 
engines to interchange for class C and D 
competition, you can begin with a pair 
of .40SR’s and then you will require the 
following O.S. Max .45RSR (Marine) 
engine parts to convert one of them to 
a .42:

No. 24803120, Cylinder Liner 
No. 24803224, Piston 
No. 24803421, Piston Ring 
No. 24806208, Piston Pin 
No. 24814503, Gasket Set 
"Then, since you must have a new 

head to match the new cylinder and you 
surely do not want to use the marine 
head, we use a No. 24904103 head from 
the Helicopter version, the .45FSR.

"Unfortunately, at current retail prices 
these parts will probably total about $50 
(I made no guarantees that this project 
was cheap!), so maybe you could do 
better by picking up a used .45RSR from 
which you could cannibalize the neces
sary parts.

"The obvious question at this point is: 
‘Why not use a stock .45RSR with a 
chopper (FSR) head and forget the 
conversion stuff altogether?' Well, I felt 
the stock .45 to be considerably heavier 
and the power differential to the .40 to 
be too great to permit identical model 
trim when switching engines on the 
fie ld . Anyway, the philosophy has 
seemed to work quite well for me.

"Next, the .40SR crankcase must be 
bored out about .040 larger to give a slip 
fit to the O .D . of the .45 liner. In 
addition, the head mounting surface of 
the liner must be ground off until the lip 
of the liner is .045 thick. When assem
bling the liner, a .013 shim washer must 
be inserted under the head mounting lip 
of the liner to raise it in the case. This is 
necessary to attempt to match the timing 
of the stock .40.

"All dimensions that I have given are 
relative to the parts that I used, and 
consideration should be given to possi
ble variations in factory tolerances. As I 
have made up only one engine to date, I 
do not know how extensive these toler
ances, if any, might be.

"My .42 turns within 200 rpm of my 
stock .40, with the only apparent opera
tional differences being that the .42 
seems to require more fuel for floodoff 
and tends to have a longer run-down.” 
NFFS WORLD CHAMPS REPORT 

An important sidelight to the recent 
Taft World Champs was the NFFS effort 
to document and report on technical 
developments at the contest. Under the 
direction of Fred Pearce, altitude mea
surements were made (I inadvertently 
jumped the gun by printing some of the 
preliminary results in the July issue), 
teams of observers followed specific 
national teams during the contest, 
rubber tests were made, and observa-
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WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE / UNITED 
STATES, IN ORDER TO i FORM 

A  MORE PERFECT
D E A LE R  IN Q U IR IES  INVITED

//L ■ = ,
PACER TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH 

1600 Dell Avenue 
Campbell, California 95008

(408) 379-9701

Z A P
REVOLUTIONARY SUPER GLUE

SUPER STRONG . . . SUPER FAST. . .
SUPER CLEAN AND EASY TO USE!

The precision adhesive for
Modelers 
RC Aircraft 
RC Boats

RC Automobiles
Miniatures
Hobbies

Get revolutionary SUPER ZAP at your hobby dealer's.

_Ä_ Here’s 
W j How 
I I I  Balsarite 
J  L  Works...

Iron-on coverings tend to stick only to 
the surface of balsa, often leaving trap
ped air, then sagging and coming 
unglued. Balsarite sinks deep into the 
wood, then melts and intermixes with 
the adhesive of the covering as it is 
ironed on. No trapped air, only deep 
permanent adhesion. Eliminates sag
ging, fuelcreep, warping due to mois
ture, and makes hard-to-reach fillets 
easy to cover. If you use Monokote, 
Solarfilm and Coverite, you must use 
Balsarite. It takes the gamble out of 
covering with iron-ons.

IRON-ON
CO VERIN G II BA LSA

CO V ER ITE
420 Babylon Road. Horsham. Pennsylvania

tions from contest officials were gath
ered. Now, a comprehensive report on 
the contest is available from NFFS Plans 
and Publications, 4858 Moorpark Ave., 
San Jose, CA 95129, with all of these 
details, plus dozens of photographs and 
some 30 drawings of the top models and 
their features. The price is $7.50for NFFS 
members and non-residents of the U.S., 
$8.50 for others. Handling and postage is 
$2 for 4th class shipping anywhere in the 
world, and a couple of dollars higher for 
air shipping outside the U.S. This should 
be a worthy companion volume to the 
World Champs Plansbook ($10 from 
same source), both for those who were 
there and those who’d like to know how 
it was last October at Taft.
DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL:
Benedek 7457/6356

A noticeable trend among the top
placing Nordics at the last World Champs 
was the thickening of airfoils to provide 
strength for catapult launches. This 
reduces the theoretical glide duration, 
but right now, the “ in ”  thing is to 
achieve maximum altitude on launch. 
This month’s DGA is a combination of 
two old favorites: the top camber is from 
a Benedek 7457 d/2, and the under
camber from the currently fashionable 
Benedek 6356. This yields a slightly 
thicker airfoil that looks "right.” Such a 
combination of different top and bot
tom cambers has been used by several 
top European glider fliers, so it might 
work for you, too.

Several readers have passed on a hint 
for scaling airfoils up or down. It’s hard

to plot thin, undercambered airfoils 
precisely for small chord lengths, so the 
suggestion is to draw the airfoil as large 
as possible (a ten-inch chord length is 
convenient), then to use a Xerox ma
chine with a reducing scale to drop the 
chord down to the desired size. A 
couple of iterations may be necessary. 
(You can even use the DGA drawing that 
appears with this column, about 6-1/2 
inches chord length, and not have to do 
any plotting yourself!) You should also 
know that most non-reducing office 
copiers enlarge the original about 5 to 10 
percent, so be warned, unless you want 
to use this method to enlarge an airfoil. 
MYSTERY MODEL

Too modern to qualify as an Old 
Timer, this design was probably more 
popular overseas than in this country. 
The sharply tapered flying surfaces and 
distinctive appearance should make it 
an easy one to spot. Send your guess to 
the RCMB office to see if you’re this 
month’s winner of the free subscription. ·

C/L..............Continued from page 49

popular Northwest Sport Race. A suc
cessful event, to be sure. But where 
competition and competition-minded 
modelers are involved there often has to 
be rules changes made, and NWSR is no 
exception. Before we get into the latest 
happenings with NWSR let me assure 
youthat the event hasremained healthy; 
the changes are not being made to 
"save” a dying event. It’s just that Mike 
Hazel and John Thompson are very
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kits THAT MAKE model builders! for kids of all ages
STER LIN G  M ODELS ·  J620 G ST PH ILA PA 19134

Three beautiful new designs kitted to the needs o f those who never built 
a model. Learn to build and fly all three models . . . An absolute pleasure 
for the experienced model builder . . .  Be the pro in your neighborhood 
. . . Teach someone to he a model builder!

Kits contain: Die-cut Balsa Parts, Prop, Wheels, Rubber Motor, Colored 
Tissue, Clear Celluloid for windows, colorful Decal, Plan and separate 
Teaching Instruction Sheet.

□  Catalog of entire line of airplane control line model kits R C scale and 
Trainer kits, boat model kits, accessories etc 50* enclosed

□  Secrets of Model Airplane Building Includwgdesign. construction cover 
mg. finishing, flying adjusting, control systems, etc 50* enclosed

□  Secrets of Control Line and Carrier Flying Including preflight soloing 
stunting Carrier rules and regulations Carner flying hints and control line 
installation instructions 50 enclosed
No checks Only U S money orders or currency accepted

Name____________________________________________________ ___ —

Address----------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------

City -S ta te . -Z 'P -
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Owning The 

RADIO CONTROL 
BUYERS GUIDE 

Is Like Having The 
Information in 260 

Manufacturers’ 
Catalogs

The Guide has illustrations, descrip
tions and prices for more than 2,400 
radio control items. The information in 
this industry master catalog is organized, 
indexed and cross-indexed for easy 
reference.

Included are the latest model cars, 
sailboats, power boats, aircraft, radio 
systems, tools, books, building materials, 
engines, and accessories.

The New 6th Edition has 280 8V2” x 
11” pages of information. It is a must for 
every serious modeler.

Suggested Retail $9.95

At Better 
Hobby 
Shops or 
Direct.

Yes, rush me my copy of the new 6th edition 
of The Radio Control Buyers Guide.
P le ase  ch e c k  one:
(U E n c lo se d  is  $ 1 1 .0 0  ($ 9 .9 5  re ta il p lus $ 1 .0 5  postage)

(U .S . and Canada Only — Canadians send U .S . Funds)

□  C h a rg e  m y O  M aste rch a rg e  D V is a

C h a rg e  n o ._ 

N a m e :______

E x p . D a te ._

S t re e t : .

C ity , S ta te , Z ip :______________________________________________________
Return to: R/C Buyers Guide, 6 Clifton House, Clifton, VA 22024

much in tune with what is going on in 
this area and want the events and rules 
to provide what the modelers want, 
almost before they know they want it. 
That is one of the nice features of local 
events, watched over by concientious 
and fair-minded leaders in the modeling 
community. No win-through-rules- 
legislation going on here.

As many other clubs in various areas 
of the country have picked upon events 
closely resembling NWSR, it seems 
appropriate to let Flying Lines editor 
John Thompson give the rationale for 
the changes, and with that I quote from 
the most recent issue of FL:

Alter a year of taking polls, thinking, 
examining, exploring pitfalls and eye
balling other regions' successes and

failures, some decisions have been 
made about firm proposals for 1981 
sport racing in the Northwest.

It became clear within the past year or 
two that NWSR. our beloved event that 
pits beginners against pros on a more or 
less equal basis, was beginning to suffer 
some problems. Among all concerns, 
probably the most paramount was the 
unavailability of a couple of engines 
which had em erged as dominant. 
Secondarily, it became clear there were 
some who wanted to go a little faster, 
use a few more technological tricks and 
gadgetry, while some wanted to slow 
down and get back to a basic beginner's 
off-the-workshop-wall racing.

Though it took awhile to sort out the 
various op in ions, a consensus did

emerge. To call unanimity would be an 
overstatement, but the response coming 
in to FL "Racing Central" has been clear 
enough to draw some conclusions.

The answer, most felt, was to split 
NWSR down the middle. What resulted 
was two events that meet both the 
emerging needs; one event returns 
NWSR to the slow er, more low-key 
event it used to be, while promising to 
bunch the com petitors much closer 
together. Best of all, that event requires 
the use of the most inexpensive and 
most readily available control line en
gine there is, and shouldn’t obsolete any 
current airplanes.

The other event answers the need for 
a racing event that features faster 
models, allows "intermediate" fliers to 
play with some of the more advanced 
technology, and still does not obsolete 
any current NWSR equipment.

Event number 1 will still be called 
Northwest Sport Race. If you examine 
the rules, you'll see that they are almost 
identical to current NWSR rules. The 
single major exception is that the only 
allowable engine will be the Fox .35 
Stunt engine. The new rules also clarify 
somewhat the kit specifications, with 
wording intended to outlaw sheet wing 
or competition designed high-perfor
mance kits (very few of these have 
shown up, but the old rules did not 
guard against "cheater" kits).

Event number 2 will be called North
west Super Sport Race. This event is 
designed to allow direct transition of all 
current NWSR airplanes and engines. 
However, the new event relaxes air
plane and engine rules slightly to open 
the door for individual experimenta
tion. It is anticipated that current NWSR 
equipment will be used initially, with a 
gradual shift toward equipment tailored 
closer to the event's ultimate potential. 
At the same time the rules guard against 
an escalation into an AM A Slow Rat type 
of high technology grind.

Key differences from NWSR are that 
the aircraft may be original designs to 
Slow Rat specifications and engine 
rework is not prohibited. However, the 
Super Sport rules specifically prohibit 
Slow Rat type carbs and tanks in the 
interest of keeping the event from being 
a machine shop derby. On the engine 
matter, reworking is no longer pro
hibited provided the original manufac
turer’s parts are used. Intake modifi
cations not involving variable carbs are 
permitted. Since this event is moving 
slightly beyond the beg inner’s base 
level, the availability problem is not 
seen as a large a problem as in NWSR, 
since several options . . . including  
reworking and spending a few more 
bucks in the search (or powerplants . . . 
are open to the competitors. Finally, the 
Super Sport event opens up the use of 
shutoffs, fast fills, and hot gloves, long 
taboo in NWSR.

It is anticipated that the new rules for 
NWSR and NWSSR will take effect in 
December of 1980, to coincide with the 
1983 Drizzle Circuit opener. However, 
Flying Lines is planning to sponsor a
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"New Events Day" later this year as a 
k icko ff for these events, along with 
Gene Pape's Northwest Sport Combat 
event.

It will be a year or so before the most 
important results are in . .  . how the 
events were accepted on the contest 
trail. After a year of working on this 
project, we at EL are optimistic, and 
indeed hopeful, that the right decisions 
were made.

The rules for both events are below. 
The final drafts were written by Mike 
Hazel, author o f the original NWSR 
event rules. Mike is the region's repre
sentative on the AM A Racing Advisory 
Committee, the 1979 Drizzle Circuit 
Sport Race Grand Champion, and is an 
active participant in Rat, Goodyear, 
Sport, Mouse, and Slow Rat.
1981 RULES FOR 
NORTHWEST SPORT RACE

1) Purpose. It is the intent that this 
event will provide the novice competi
tor a beginning racing event, racing with 
other com petitors using similar and 
designated equipment which is readily 
obtainable and operates in a basic 
fashion.

2) A ll pertinent rules from AM A  
unified racing rules shall apply in regard 
to safety and conduct of races, except as 
follows.

3) Engine. The only allowed engine 
shall be the Fox Stunt .35 and it shall 
operate on suction feed. No exhaust 
extensions are allowed except bonafide 
mufflers which do not increase engine 
performance.

★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

PROPELLORS *
25029 S .  Vermont Ave.. Harbor City. CA 90710 (213) 539-2313 *

*  
*

NEW S IZE 
Z IN G ER PROPS

1 0 -  6XW
1 0 -  8W
10.5-7

10.5-7.5
1 1 -  7.5W
11-  8W 
1 3 -5  
1 3 -6  
1 3 -8  
1 5 -6  
15 -8  
15-10

OUR O TH ER  POPULAR PROPS 
A R E  S T IL L  A V A IL A B L E  

IN TH E FOLLOW ING S IZ ES :

+ 
*  
*  
*  
+ 
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
+ 
*  
*  
*  
*  
*  
+ 
*  
*  
*  
*  
♦ 
*

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ♦ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * * * w * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

OIA. PITCH D IA . PITCH DIA. PITCH

7" 4 5 * 7 10" 4 5 6  7 16" 5 * 8

7 .5" 4 5 *  7 11" 6W-7W 18" 5 * 8

8" 4 5 * 7 11" 5 * 7 - 7 .5 8 20" * 8 1 0

8.5" 4 5 * 7 12" 4 5 6 22" 6 8 10

9" 4 - 5 * 7 14" 4 5 6 24- * 8  10

4) Aircraft. The model shall be built 
from a commercially manufactured kit. 
It must a similar to one of the following 
examples. Sig: Banshee, Fokker D-7. 
Goldberg: Shoestring. Buster. Cosmic 
Wind. M&P: M ongoose. Cherokee. 
Cardinal. Bonanza. Midwest: Magician. 
Top Elite: Flite Streak, Tutor. Sterling: 
Ringmaster, Yak-9. The kits listed are .35 
size and of the profile fuselage type, 
with full built-up wing.

Modifications. Major changes to the 
kit design, such as clipped wings, short
ened fuselage, partial omission of tail 
assembly, etc. are not allowed. Rein
forcement of the nose and engine areas 
is permissible. Landing gear location and 
construction is entirely optional from 
what may be included in the kit. The 
only requirement for landing gear is that 
it shall have a minimum of one wheel, 
two-inch diameter or larger, and that 
the plane shall rise off ground.

5) Fuel tank. The fuel tank shall be 
fully external and forward of the wing 
leading edge and located on the out
board side of the fuselage. The tank may 
not be designed  so as to cow l the 
engine. All tank vents are limited to a 
maximum size of 1/8 inch outside dia
meter. The tank may not be pressurized, 
but the vents may be directed forward 
into the airstream.

6) Prohibited equipment. Equipment 
and devices standard to full race aircraft 
are p ro h ib ited . These in c lud e  fuel 
shutoffs, pressure refuelers, fast fill 
systems, and hot glove electric contact

systems.
7) Pull test. The plane and entire  

control system shall undergo a pull test 
of 35 pounds.

8) Lines. The minimum diameter of 
lines shall be .018 inches and shall be of 
the stranded type with a length of 60 feet 
measured from the grip to the fuselage, 
plus or minus 6 inches.

9) Races. Preliminary heats shall be of 
70-lap duration, with one pit stop mini
mum required. The final or feature races 
shall be of 140 laps duration with two pit 
stops required. All races shall be flown 
with at least two entrants and not more 
than four entrants. At contests where 
entrants fly preliminary heats to deter
mine finalists, at least three entries shall 
proceed to the final race(s). The deci
sion on number of finals entrants shall 
be made by the event director and be 
made before the start of any preliminary 
heats.

10) It is assumed that the usual sports
man ship conduct of Northwest modelers 
will prevail in the running of this event. 
The event director may disqualify any 
entrant who he feels is not keeping with 
the spirit or intent of this racing event. 
1981 RULES FOR NORTHWEST 
SUPER SPORT RACE

1) Purpose. It is the intent that this 
event w ill serve as an interm ediate 
racing class between Northwest Sport 
Race and the AMA racing events.

2) All pertinent rules from the AMA 
control line racing rules shall apply in 
regard to safety and the conduct of

races, except as follows.
3) Engine. The engine shall be of .36 

cu. in. maximum displacement and shall 
operate on suction feed. The engine 
shall be of the plain sleeve bearing type, 
with single bypass intake port. No 
variable or in-flight adjusting carbure
tors are allowed as used in AMA Slow 
Rat; however, any other modification 
of the intake is permissible. There is also 
no restriction regarding engine rework, 
although all major components shall be 
as produced by the original manufac
turer. No exhaust extensions areaUowed 
except bonafide mufflers which do not 
increase engine performance.

4) Aircraft. The model shall conform 
to the AMA Slow Rat specifications:

A . J . F IS H E R  IN C .
M a n u f a c t u r e r s  o f  o u a l i t y  

S c a l e  B r a s s  S h i p  a n o  Y a c h t  

F i t t i n g s  S i n c e  I 0 2 S  
P l a n ·  - F i t t i n g s  ·  K i t s  - B o o k s

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG. $2.00

ZIP - A SOS 7
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FLY EL CTR/C
VL-101 Electric propulsion system 
shown—using Hytork 48 motor and 
planetary gear box, SJ-3 switch & 
charging jack, and B-33L fast charge 
ni-cad flight battery—total weight 
ZV2 oz.—will power models 25 to 
50" wingspan weighing up to 10 oz. 
Send 50c for latest catalog showing 
full line equipment & accessories. 
Hobby dealers send for information.

V L PRODUCTS
Division o l V ista Labs

7023-D Canoga Avenue 
Canoga Park, California 91303

KITS 9 H L G L ID ER S  
3 S A T E L L IT E  K ITS  
7 OLD TIM E GAS 

Send 25V lor 5 RU BBER  3 NORDIC 
1980 catalog 9 COM PETITION GAS 

F U E L  and DT TIM ERS $1025 each 
F . A . I .  M o d e l S u p p ly

Í * P O  B O * 39 V  TQ RRANCt C A 9U5 I 0

Models must be of profile (uselagetype. 
and must conform to the general profile 
definition. The model must have a 
fuselage length of 24 inches minimum 
when measured from the p ropeller  
thrust washer face to the leading edge of 
the movable elevator surface. The mini
mum wing area shall be 300 square 
inches. The wing must have a minimum 
thickness of one inch when measured at 
any point along the span, with the 
exception of the last two inches before 
each wing tip. All models must have a 
canopy, horizontal stabilizer, elevator, 
and vertical fin. Models must have a 
fixed landing gear with a minimum of 
one wheel.

Rules concerning fuel tank, pull test, 
lines, and race procedures are the same 
as outlined for NWSR.

Sorry the rules took up so much room 
in this month’s column, but I know that a 
lot of you are interested in this type of

racing and will be able to use one or 
both sets of rules in your own area. And 
whether you can use them or not, do 
please take note of the fact that these 
new rules weren’t just the result of an 
afternoon or short evening of tossing 
ideas around. John and Mike worked 
very hard at determining what changes 
would suit the involved competitors, as 
well as those who will be soon getting 
involved. Something about caring 
enough to do it right, an attitude that 
will be of great benefit to Northwest 
modelers for years to come.

Must speak to Mike about the fact that 
in the new NWSR rules there is no 
mention made as to whether or not the 
Fox .35’s can be modified internally, 
however. I am sure they meant to stick 
something in there about that, so will 
hold off Dremeling a Fox .35 to death, at 
least for a little while . . .

As long as I used a lot of material from 
the Flying Lines newsletter, I'll leave you 
with the suggestion to subscribe. Send 
$7.00, which will get you 12 issues, to: 
Flying Lines, 1411 Bryant Avenue, Cot
tage Grove, OR 97424. ·

J. A llen ...........Continued from page 60

over thirteen major radio stations in 
their marketing areas. They were: KNX, 
Los Angeles: KFOX, Long Beach; KFSD, 
San Diego; KXO, El Centro; KFXM, San 
Bernardino; KGO, San Francisco; KFJI, 
Klamath Falls; KMED, Medford; KORE, 
Eugene; KOIN, Portland; KJR, Seattle; 
KPQ, Wenatchee; and KFPY, Spokane.

Richfield used the same general mar
keting package as Skelly, including the 
flying lessons, bronze cadet wings and a 
letter from Jimmie Allen, the Comman
der in Chief of The Jimmie Allen Flying 
Club. A letter was also sent to the 
parents of all cadets from William C. 
McDuffie of Richfield, which contained 
the Cadet Code. Dudley M. Steele, the 
head of Richfield’s aviation department, 
was the Flying Club’s Chief of Staff and 
was assisted during personal appear
ances by Ralph Hall and Tommy Fowler. 
Ralph Hall flew the Northrop “ Richfield 
Eagle’’ while Tommy Fowler piloted the 
Stinson “ Little Eagle.”  The Jimmie Allen 
Air Races on the West Coast were a joint 
effort of the Los Angeles Times and 
Richfield. Cadets could receive their 
model kits from the Times by securing 
one new Times reader. Like Skelly’s 
Spartan C4and C5,Richfieldalsopainted 
one of its company airplanes, a Stearman 
4E, to exploit the show and merchan
dising plan. The blue and yellow ship 
was always on hand at the Jimmie Allen 
Air Races.

The program was never syndicated. 
Instead, it was sold to individual spon
sors or to radio stations who picked up 
their own sponsors locally. Russell 
Comer was shrewd and figured that if it 
was sold to a network and they dropped 
it, that would be the end. Many local 
sponsors used Jimmie Allen and the 
promotional package. Among these 
were dairies, bakeries, soft drink com
panies, and even a bicycle shop in 
Phoenix.

Skelly, Richfield and others continued 
the broadcast with great success. The

Windward is 
a high-perfor

mance sailplane that 
has been successfully 

built and flown by Modelers/ 
Sportsmen with little or no 

experience in radio control. With this 
airplane, the expert can win contests 

or the beginner can teach himself how to 
fly . Windward can be launched with a hand-held 

tow line just like any free-flight model glider. 
Catapult launch, airplane tow, power pod, 

power winch and slope soaring have all 
been successfully performed. Regardless 

of where you live or the size of your 
flying field, there are no problems 

Wing Span ................................................. 72 in. flying Windward.

W eight™ (With s'channel radiof.32 24 £  | ^ 4 Ε ! £ ί _
1578 Osage St., San Marcos, CA 92069
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1/4 SCALE

All balsa construction. To be 
available late 1979.

$129.95

REARWIN SPEEDSTER
96VÍ" wing span, .90 -1.25 engine 
Classic beauty, all balsa construction 

SI 34.95

BRIDIKITS

81" wing span, 1.5 - 2.4 engine 
Epoxy glass fuse, foam wing 
Scale: 354" = 1 ft. $214.95

COSMIC WIND
64" wing span, .60 -.90 engine 
Epoxy-glass fuselage, foam wing 

S147.95
SEN D $1.00 FO R  A  C O M PLETE S E T  O F B R ID IK IT  CATALO G  S H E ET S

KlUDI HOBBY I'.M F.Hl’KISI S
1611 E. Sandison St., Wilmington, Calif. 90744 Telephone: (213) 834-0801

model airplane contests were held with 
additional Jimmie Allen models such as 
the Thunderbolt, Yellow Jacket, Silver 
Streak, and the Sky Raider. Many other 
promotional items were given away, 
such as the silver pilot wings bracelet for 
completing the Thunderbolt model, 
Ch inese luck pieces and a map of 
Jimmie’s Far East trip, a photograph of 
Jimmie Allen on a "speedwing" wind
shield sticker, and a secret signal whistle 
with a secret signal code card. The Club 
Newspaper attained a circulation of 
600,000 weekly and the magazine Air 
Battles went to an amazing high of

1,750,000 copies. The most popular 
keepsake for Jimmie Allen fans was the 
Jimmie Allen Album of 1935 and 1936, 
for which thousands of subscriptions 
were sold at a nominal cost through 
Skel ly service stations. Cadets first 
received a looseleaf cover and the first 
two pages. Additional pages were made 
available weekly. As the album grew, it 
completed a running story in photo
graphs of the Jimmie Allen series, in
cluding Jimmie’s experiences as a Na
tional Airways pilot; the mysterious 
murder of Quackenbush, Jimmie's lone 
passenger; and the search of Ezra Whit-

combe, who held the secret to the 
location of a fabulous fortune. Also 
featured were the encounters of Jimmie, 
Speed and Flash with Black Pete and 
Digger Dawson, the two villains who 
were trying to steal Ezra's fortune. An 
unusual addition to the album was four 
pages of air unit insignia of the Army and 
Navy. Among them were the famous 
94th Pursuit Squadron’s "H at in the 
Ring," "Krazy Kat” of the Navy’s Fight
ing Squadron 6, the 11th Bombardment 
Squadron’s "Jiggs," and many others.

To be continued next month.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society of Antique Modelers. 

NAME _______________________________________________________________ B IRTH  D A TE ____________

D ATE R E C O .

NO. ______________________________________
DO NOT W RITE IN TH IS  SPACE

_____  Y E A R S  M ODELING _____________

AD D RESS ______________________________________________  C IT Y

Please check if you belong to any of the following:

A. M. A NO

M. E C A NO

S A M  CHAPTER NO.

_________________________  STA TE  _________________________ Z IP _________________

Note: Membership includes 15% discount on one year MODEL B U ILD ER  
Magazine subscription. Give S. A . M. No. when subscribing.

Enclose Membership Dues of $10 .00and send to:
Society of Antique Modelers 
1947 Superior Avenue 
Whiting, Indiana 46394

In making this application for membership to the Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to abide by the rules set by the Society 
and realize that the goals of S. A. M. and the Old Timers movement are to encourage participation above competition and is 
dedicated to the preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.

Smned
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HERE S THE NEWEST! 
MISS CIRCUS CIRCUS
40 Class R/C Sport Scale 
Fiberglass Hydroplane ^

• Hand Lay-up Gel-cote Finish
• Comes with Joined or Unjoined Deck
• Includes Radio Bo* Compartment Material
• Detailed Step By Step Photo Instruction Manual
• Length 36". Width 17"
• Engine Size 6.5 to 7.5 cc. .
• Uses Marine Specialty or Dumas Hardware ^
• Kit #73

O RD ER D IR EC T  TODAY! 
F R E E  CATALOG

Steve Muck's R/C Boats ·  6003 DavenOaks ·  Dallas. TX 75248 ·  (214) 661-1572

G E T O R G A N IZ E D !
Here s a set of 4 sturdy fit·« that bolds over 4 years ο» youi favorite βν» « 11 magazines

4 M AG F IL E S  $ 4 .95
Send $4 95 plus $1 00 

tor postage and handing to: 
DOM INDUSTRIES 

P.O. BOX 388-G 
DOVER. N.H. 03820

Peanut..............Continued from page 51

thin coat of clear dope (2partsthinnerto 
1 part of dope). The wings and tail 
should have only a single coat applied, 
whereas the fuselage may have two

coats with perhaps a third coat on the 
balsa parts at the nose.

Flying adjustments are noted on the
Clan. The power for outdoor flying can 

e slightly heavier for a more snappy 
climb. Experiment but don’t overdo it. 
Remember that adding more rubber will 
move the balance point aft, so if you do, 
be sure to rebalance accordingly.

Sand or file the point off the rear 
motor-holding pin if you want to keep 
your winding helpers happy! ·

Indoor W/C . . Continued from page 57

evaluate. For instance, where everybody 
else’s wing leading edge spars are made 
from carefully selected wood and cut 
into rectangular or square cross-sec
tions, the Swiss had made these spars of 
the proper shape to match up to their 
airfoils, “ lust think of the difficulty in 
properly giving shape to a 1/32-inch 
strip?" we asked, and got back a very 
detailed answer, showing the steps and 
describing the jigs! From here on we 
carefully watched each Swiss flier wind
up, launch and fly. Their modelsseemed 
definitely more stable. They were able to 
climb through the low altitude turbu
lence, and handled the initial power

bursts with ease, where most other ships 
wallowed around precariously until they 
climbed past the first ten or twelve feet. 
One of the Swiss team members was also 
experimenting with a variable pitch 
prop, possibly not yet as developed as 
the English, but I suggest we look again 
during the next competition.

Finally, in reporting the first competi
tion day we must comment on the 
performance of the Reigning World 
Champion, Jim Richmond. First, let me 
point out that each country is allowed 
three competitors, and in addition, as in 
this case, the previous individual cham
pion is also allowed to compete whether 
he is a member of his country's team or 
not. Jim had emerged as individual 
champ at Cardington, England two years 
ago and was competing as the defending 
champion, while the U.S. team was 
formed by Andrew s, H arlan , and 
Rodemsky.

On the first round, Jim had one 
disastrous first flight, in which the 
rubber slipped out of the front hook just 
as the model reached ceiling height, 
cutting his time to a mere 7:29. On his 
second round flight, Jim demonstrated 
he was at Westbaden to win by turning 
in a flight of 32:54. Jim seems to work up 
to the top time slowly, with his best time 
usually his last. With this opener, atten
tion focused on him and the pressure 
was on.

A number of models locked into 
mortal mid-air combat in spite of the 
attempts of Bud Tenny to regulate 
traffic and the use of steering balloons. It 
is worth mentioning one more device 
being exploited by our highly competi
tive British friends. This device is known 
as a shark's tooth, and is installed to 
allow more reliable balloon steering of a 
model which is about to collide with the 
building structure or other models. 
Steering by balloon is a difficult art, and 
in many cases it is preferable to risk the 
collision rather than steer. Too often the 
model ends up with the propeller

‘HOT STUFF
O RIG INAL C L E A R  FO RM U LA  

LOW VISCOSITY-DEEP PENETRATION 
INSTANT BOND RATE (3 to 10 sec.)

THIS IS THE ONE THAT STARTED IT ALL
% , Vi and 2 oz.

BEGINNER TO PRO — THERE’S A
JUST RIGHT FOR YOU!

_ STUFF

“HOT STU FF”
HOT STUFF

L I N E  =

EXCLUSIVE “ V IS IB L E ”  FORMULA 
LOW VISCOSITY-DEEP PENETRATION 
INSTANT BOND RATE (3 to 10 sec.) 

Vi oz.

GAP FILLING 
FILLETING 

POSITION ABLE
HIGH VISCOSITY-TIMED BOND (10 to 25 sec.) 

Use like regular glue without the wait 
% , Vi and 2 oz.“HOT STUFF ” g e t s  y o u  o u t  o f  t h e  b u il d in g

ROOM AND INTO THE ACTION FAST! 
HI-PERFORMANCE ADHESIVES FOR MODELERS AROUND THE WORLD

S a ie M f e  G t f y  P.O. BOX 836, SIMI, CA 93062 ·  (805) 522-0062
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NEW 1/8 GAS CAR 
NEW WHEELS  
NEW FRONT END  
NEW REAR END  
NEW GEARS  
& MORE!

A S S O C I A T E D  R C  3 0 0

R O A R  CH AM PIO N  
E F R A  CH AM PIO N  
W O RLD CH AM PIO N

A S S O C I A T E D
1928 E a s t  E d in g e r · Sa n ta  A n a , CA  92705 U SA

R C  300  P E R FO R M A N C E S  A T  
1979 M A JO R  W ORLD R A C E S .
W IN T ER N A T IO N A LS , FLO R ID A  

1 st , 2n d , 3 rd  & TQ
W O RLD ’S  C H A M P IO N SH IP S , 

G EN EV A  2nd , 3 rd
G RA N D  P R IX , G ER M A N Y  

1 st, 2nd  & TQ

tangled in the steering string or is 
otherwise damaged. The shark’s tooth is 
used to avoid such problems and con
sists of a short boom extending from the 
wing leading edge near the center 
section. The balsa boom is tipped with a 
sawtooth on which the steering string 
will catch, allowing the model to be 
pulled forward without pulling on the 
prop blades. Although devices such as 
variable pitch props, shark’s teeth, etc., 
are not new, and we have seen publica
tions on the subject before, I feel that 
this is the first time we have seen them 
put to practice effectively.

Each team was assigned a pair of 
official timers for the duration of the 
contest to time the models and monitor 
processing. Your R C M B  reporter was 
assigned to the Italianteam, whoshowed 
their great diplomacy by acting like they 
understood the remains of my fossilized 
Italian language. Carlo Cotugno and 
Germano Masciullo, both from Rome, 
were really great sports. They told us of 
the indoor problems in their country, 
where they have to rent their flying site 
at the equivalent of three hundred U.S. 
dollars for one day, if they call for no 
lights or water. If the lights and water are 
required, an employee is added, and so 
the fee goes up to five hundred dollars! ! 
The real rub comes when you discover 
that there are only six indoor fliers in the 
Rome area and they must share the fee!

The team installed next door to our 
Italians was the Polish team, who are 
nothing like their famous jokes. I already

mentioned their impeccable attire; add 
to that their beautiful model transport 
cases, orderly tool boxes, and scientific 
instrumentation. The very best rubber 
strippers in the world are fabricated by 
Ryszard Czechowski, of the Polish team. 
The instrument made by Czechowski isa 
work of art and is used by the top 
indoor modelers of all nations. I was 
anxious to meet Ryszard, the craftsman 
who turned out to be a most friendly and 
jovial modeler. As I congratulated him 
on his workmanship, he introduced me 
to his co-team member, Sylwester 
Kujawa, who had developed a gem 
quality torque meter. He had built a few 
meters to sell to help defray the Warsaw- 
Westbaden travel expenses, and a lucky

few of us latched on to these instantly. 
The Polish team captain, Kazim iers 
Lapinski, was carrying a camera made in 
Russia, a dead copy of a Hasselblad, and 
could not get the right size film in 
Westbaden. I was lucky enough to have 
an ample supply and was happy to make 
a gift to Kazim iers, who gracefully 
responded by presenting me with a copy 
of a book he has authored. The book is 
an excellent treatise on rubber-powered 
models from indoor to W akefield, 
treated like an engineering text. It is a 
beautiful hardbound book, well illus
trated; I am most happytohaveacquired 
it. Incidentally, if any readers are inter
ested in any of these items, drop me a 
card care of R C M B  and I will be happy to

MOVING TO SO U TH ERN  C A L IF O R N IA ?
MAKE SURE YOU GET A HOME 
WITH A MODEL WORKSHOP ! !
FOR A LL  YOUR R EA L EST A TE  NEEDS. 
CONTACT:

ANITA NORTHROP

NORTHROP 
Rea! Esta te

MLS
03

621 West 19th St„ Costa Mesa, California 92627 (714) 642-5062
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The AE RON CA CHIEF . . .  Scaled from factory drawings, one o f the most 
accurate quarter-scale models available. K it Features: 108.5-inch span -Scale 
structure and rib placement -Quality spruce and plywood construction ·  Pre-welded 
scale oleo-type landing gear -Formed nose-bowl, aluminum cowling - Formed wind
shield -Full-size drawings -Designed

i l i i ä ' J I Ä "  0.00 anion »tott Zeppelin Worts, « Μ
Dealer inquiries invited. POST O FFICE BOX ««7 ·  UNION C IT Y , CALIFORNIA MM7 ·  1415) «71-5» 10

pass on the add resses of these fine gents.
One interesting technical tip I heard 

second-hand, and which was attributed 
to the Polish team, deals with covering 
with recently fabricated microfilm. Nor
mally, microfilm is left to age for several 
weeks before covering, to avoid its 
shrinking and causing the structure to 
warp. During a contest, it may become 
necessary to use a shortcut, and I was 
•told that, after drying the film for 
several hours (preferably 24 hours), it 
can be sprayed with a solution of one 
part acetone to 20 parts water. The 
solution must be well agitated to ensure 
a uniform concentration. This process 
relaxes the film and keeps it from 
tightening on the model.

The second contest day started with 
ominous weather forecasts. Thunder
storms, rain, and wind were to assail us, 
and the air was cool and definitely moist 
in the building. One would think that 
indoor flying would be safe from the 
whims of the weather. Not so! In the 
damp air, the models pick up weight and 
occasionally balsa loses strength or 
rigidity. With all the bad weather vibes, 
contestants tried to get their flights in 
early, but rain and thunder started 
pelting the dome of the atrium. The air 
became turbulent under the dome, and 
an inversion layer formed which seemed 
to limit the climb to about half the 
ceiling height. All the early fliers 
bombed their flights, including some

rather experienced fliers like Jim Rich
mond, the reigning champ. The weather 
front was moving fast and passed through 
with thunder and lightning. Soon the 
sun started sneaking through and warm
ing up the Westbaden atrium. With the 
weather change, the times started in
creasing significantly, and the Swiss fliers 
posted the high time for the day, with 
the U.K. in close pursuit.

As your reporter faded out that 
evening at 10:00 p.m., models were still 
cruising about the ceiling like ghosts in 
dim light. Symposiums on indoor. Pea
nut, and associated classes were taking 
place that evening in the theater, and 
the candlelight bar had been officially 
set up in one of the offices! What a 
meet.. .

The third and last day dawned with 
decent weather forecasts and all hands 
ready to wind up to the break point. As 
per the previous two days, the West 
German team was the first to fly off all of 
their required attempts in a very orderly 
sequence. Although their times were 
respectable, they were unfortunately 
not in the winning category. Richmond, 
the world champ, launched and for 
round five turned in one of his out
standing flights: 36:17, just six seconds 
behind Rodemsky’s second round 36:23, 
which was at that point the high time for 
the meet. Rodemsky countered with a 
disappointing 11:37 which gave the 
champ a distinct lead at that point of the 
meet. The focus was now on the Swiss, 
British, and U.S. teams. Butty and Sieber- 
mann, from Switzerland, flying their long 
models, were posting flights that drew 
applause from all the observers. Hunt 
and Pymm from the U .K. were also 
applauded by the public for their flaw
less flights and top times. Late that 
evening, it seemed clear that all but the 
shouting was over. I was sure that 
Richmond, as expected atthe start of the 
contest, would walk away with the high 
time. It seemed clear that U.S., Switzer
land, and U.K. would share the first 
three places. I left the flying area to clean 
up for the awards banquet, scheduled to 
take place that very evening. Upon 
returning, much to my surprise, I found 
that our AA captain, Erv Rodemsky, had 
sneaked in a last flight just before the 
end of the contest, accumulating 35:36, 
which, added to his second round 36:23, 
gave him a total score of 71:59, thus 
beating Jim Richmond by 30 seconds 
and giving him the world champion
ship! The U.S. took first place as a team, 
with Switzerland a well-deserved second 
and the U.K. a close third. High time for 
the meet and highest score for the 
meet of course go to Erv Rodemsky, to 
whom we offer hearty congratulations.

Before closing, I would like to make a 
few summary observations.
• The Site is hard to beat anywhere in 
the w o rld ; although there may be 
higher ceilings available, nowhere can 
all facilities be found at the flying site as 
at Westbaden.
• The Contestants are a super group; 
though flying aggressively, we saw no 
lack of friendship or willingness to share.

SMOOTH (R) SLICKS (S) TREAD (T)

These low bounce, shock 
absorbing wheels feature our 
new nylon metalic finish 
wheel hubs. All wheel pairs 

ore matched for 
firmness, quolity 

*  1 and balance.

1 75  T or R W heels 1 -3/4 $2 40 Pair
2 0 0  T or R W heels 2" $2 60 Pair
2 2 5  T R or S W heels 2 1 4 $2 80 Pair
2  5 0  T R or S W heels 2 -1 /2 " $3 00 Pair
2  7 5  T R or S W heels 2-3/4 $3 20 Pair
3 0 0  T R or S W heels 3" $3 40 Pan
3 2 5  T or R W heels 3 1 4 S3 60 Pair
3 5 0  T or R W heels 3 1 2 " $3 80 Pair

d u -b r o  PRODUCTS. INC.
480 BONNER RD.. WAUCONDA. ILL. 60084 Λ
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NEWEST WINNER!

POWER TO START 
ALMOST ANYTHING!

This may look like the world-fa
mous Sullivan Starter but it’s actual
ly the new Sullivan Super Starter... 
with tons of power in reserve. Hook 
up to your 12-Volt battery and it’ll 
start most any engine. Incredible 
power. And this same starter can 
even be used with powersuppliesup 
to 24-Volts tostart balky enginesand 
'A-scale monsters.

GRAB HOLD
Sullivan Insta-Just Plastic Con- 

troline Handles feel good in the 
hand and can be adjusted quick and 
easy. IJ-2 is especially suitable for 
V2-A but will fit most sizes. Grab hold 
of one and shake hands with the 
clouds.

Only $2.49

Tanks —  We’re #1
Over half of the winning contestants in 

the 1979 National Model Airplane Cham
pionships held in Lincoln. Nebraska who 
specified what tank was installed on their 
en tries said  they were using S u llivan  
Brand. Over half. No other brand could 
even come close.

Champion modelers agree that, with the 
FU LL  TANK SYSTEM . Sullivan has really 
put it all together. With a built-in bubble 
space for the air and the tubing, you can fill 
it all the way to the top and enjoy extra- 
long flights. Just like the other champions

C U V
WARNING To All Modelers: 

Do Not Fly Near Overhead 
Power Lines

P R O D U C T S ,  I N C  .  S3S OAVISVILLE ROAD ·  WILLOW GROVE, PA. 19090 ·  USA (215) 659-3900

řLI d? 9HIRT9
5132 DEL REY ·  LAS VECAS, NEVADA 

(702) 876-1624 89102

H.I df 9HIRT9

ME AND MY AC
4 COLOR

(E X C L U S IV E  R IG H TS  
FROM  R O Y A L CROW N CO LA)

Your choice p l a n e  
8 0 A T  CA R on poly 
ester/ cotton T-shirt

AMA WINGS
4 COLOR

(P ER M IS S IO N  FROM  AMA)

Size S, M, L, XL

m

FLI CAP 
With

AMA Wings

$6.50
+ 50c Postage

We do custom work for clubs, 
special events, businesses 
Information sent on request.

Ä  PA CESÆ TTOV dfä&n,
Garner Valley Box 257 P R O D U C T S

•g* Mountain Center, C a lifo rn ia92361 (714)659-2318

ii mi—

■ H i

•Length 34-1/2" »Width 16" 
•Wheelbase 22" »Weight 22 lbs.

Send  $ 1 .0 0  for brochure.

QUARTER-SCALE R/C SPRINT CAR
Ever wish you could drive one of those 

methanol-burning Sprint cars, but never had 
the $10,000 to get one? Well, here's your 
chance to enjoy all the excitement associated 
with the full size Sprint car at a fraction of 
the cost . . . PACESETTER'S quarter-scale 
radio controlled sprint car. Not some plastic 
toy, but a ,61-powered aluminum, steel, and 
fiberglass hunk of racing machine that drives 
and handles with a sense of realism never be
fore attainable with 1/12 or 1/8-scale cars.

Complete kit, less engine and radio, factory direct
only, plus shipping.......................................$699.
N O T E : When ordering, specify  engine to be used.
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f o r  »'BABY C Y K E *  E N G I N E S .

PUT "NEW L IF E " BACK INTO YOUR AGED "BABY CYCLONE"
WITH OUR NEW ZINIUM CASTINGS, WHICH INCLUDES: TIMER 
FRAME, CRANKCASE* BACK-COVER, EXHAUST STACK, CON-ROD, 
BY-PASS COVER, DRIVE WASHER/CAM & PROP WASHER.

"SPE CIAL" f o r  8 FINISHED CASTINGS-- $ 59 .95 p o s tp a id

send S .A .S .E . f o r  p r ic e s  on in d iv id u a l  p a r t s .
*  s h a f t  bo re  n o t f in is h e d  on c a s e . C a l i f .  R es . add 67. 

REPLICA ENGINES*14600 RAMSTAD DR*SAN JOSE.CALIF. 95127

The young Swiss team was the most 
technically interesting, with Dieter 
Siebermann the engineering team 
leader, but with Andreas Vogel, another 
engineer, close behind and with Rene 
Butty their best flier. The U.K. team no 
doubt was abounding in enthusiasm, 
wit, and experience, having mastered 
to their advantage the voodoo of the 
variable-pitch props. Both of these 
teams were willing to spend hours giving 
away all of their secrets, in detail. The 
Polish team’s friendliness was only 
restricted by language, but thanks to 
Ron Ganser (holder of several U.S. 
records) who interpreted, wealsoshared 
in their expert experience. They are 
unquestionably the master craftsmen in

instrumentation. The Netherlands team 
had probably the youngest flier: Ed
mund Liem, who did an outstanding job 
with four flights of over half an hour. The 
Japanese team had bad luck in their 
flying, but won our respect and friend
ship, aided in interpretation by a friend
ly Californian, George Honda. Italy had 
only two fliers in the team and they were 
both super people, highly motivated 
fliers who should become a threat at the 
next championships; towards the end of 
this meet they were reaching the half- 
hour mark. The West German team for 
unknown reasons was not hitting high 
times, but tried hard and were the 
model for team order and organization. 
Finland appeared to have a happy and

disjointed group who surprised us with 
extremely good flying, and should soon 
be a team to watch out for. The team 
from Canada seemed consistent and 
experienced, but needs to lean a little on 
the winder to increase their current 
midway position. Australia sent two 
representatives, and we admire their 
effort, having traveled probably the 
longest distance to the meet, along with 
Japan; the experience gained at this 
event will probably serve to make them 
competitive in future meets. We must 
mention Argentina as a group who 
deserves an A in Effort; they were there 
to learn and even with their limited 
English were all over the floor talking to 
the experts and making friends. At the 
close of the contest, the Argentine 
group awarded their club bannerto Bud 
Tenny for his officiating efforts during 
the meet. Your reporter was also 
awarded a banner for assisting them in 
language interpretation. For the U.S., 
what can we say? They won, they de
served the win, and we are proud of 
them.
• The Airplanes: Long moment arms, 
variable-pitch props, shaped leading 
edge spars, steering booms, and extra 
light tail assemblies were the features 
that impressed me during the meet. I 
predict that we will see these features 
combined in future competitions.
• Other Technicalities: As important as 
the models in an international competi
tion are the transport cases which allow 
these de licate  creatures to survive 
several thousand miles of travel. The 
Swiss team had the smallest and most 
beautiful cases, engineered by Dieter 
Siebermann of course. Also seen at this 
contest, courtesy of the Dutch team, was 
the “ processing transport case.’’ This is a 
box which houses a fully assembled 
model and allows its safe transport to the 
processing station and back to its pit. In a 
crowded environment, it was a very 
practical and useful item. At the awards 
banquet, the Dutch case was auto
graphed by all contestants and then 
donated to AMA president Earl Witt for 
his efforts.
• The Sponsors did a fine job, the total 
AMA staff as well as the supporting 
volunteers, and we must give special 
credit to Dr. John Martin, who had the 
guts and foresight to work towards 
bringing this event to Westbaden. 
INDOOR PEANUT GRAND PRIX

The Peanut contest alone was worth 
the trip to Westbaden, and although 
Doc Martin deserves the credit for 
creating and organizing this event, the 
seventeen hours of continuous running 
of the contest, from 9:00 a.m. until 
2:00 a.m. the next morning, must be 
credited to John Adams. During this 
period, fifty-eight entries were pro
cessed and fifty were flown. There was 
an outstanding array of Peanut Scale 
aircraft, and what amazed me is how 
well most of them performed and how 
few of them were damaged in flight.

The outstanding effort in persever
ance came from Chuck Marcos (HLG 
and indoor editor for NFFS). Chuck

ANNOUNCING!
THE THIRD ANNUAL

“111. s*.
INDOOR R/C COMPETITION 

FOR HELIUM -FILLED  R/C BLIMPS
AND FO R THE F IR S T  TIME E V E R _____

INDOOR R/C SCAl£
A LL  Q U ALIFIED  A IR C R A F T  W ILL B E  FLOWN DURING THE 
INTERNATIONAL MODELER SHOW'S 4th ANNUAL

CONSUMER TRADE SHOW
JANUARY 10 & 11, 1981 at the PASADENA CONVENTION 

CEN TER, PASADENA, CALIFO RN IA
TROPHIES AND MERCHANDISE W ILL BE AWARDED TO THE F IR S T  
TH REE PLACES IN TH REE CATEGO RIES . . . SC A LE  MONOPLANE. 

SC A LE MULTI-WING. AND BLIMP.

WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE CONTEST RULES AND ENTRY FORM TO:

IN TE R N A TIO N A L MODELER SHOW. BOX 127. C O S TA  MESA. CA 92627
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The Zingali P rop e lle r
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THE ULTIMATE IN FIBER FILLED  PROPSI

Jo-2 products is introducing the most efficient fiber filled 
propeller ever manufactured. Its quality and price exceeds 
any prop of its kind.
Here are just some of the outstanding features.

•  TOTALLY BALANCED

• TRUE HELICAL PITCH

• NO TIP CAVATING OR FLUTTER

• EXTREM ELY TOUGH AND DURABLE

• TESTED FOR HI-RPM 

Jo-2 PRODUCTS, Inc. 25029 S. VERMONT AVE., HARBOR CITY, CA 90710 (213)539-2313

A VAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING SIZES: 

11-7 

11-7%

10-6
9-6

spent four days building a Peanut P-51, 
while watching the world champion
ship. On its first fifty test flights, it was a 
disaster. No adjustment known to man
kind would make that '51 behave. As 
soon as it was off the ground it would go 
crazy. Finally, late in the evening, after 
miraculously surviving all test flights. 
Chuck decided that this beast, true to 
scale, needed power. With heavy rubber 
and a good windup, the beast turned 
into a bird and the crowd burst into 
applause for a well-deserved effort. It 
was a beautiful, fast,smoothflier, once it 
was finally trimmed.

The Pioneer category with Demoi
selles, Farmans, Bleriots, and others was 
both the most difficult class to trim and 
the most pleasing to watch. Jovial Butch 
FHadland, the team manager for the U.K. 
indoor FAI team, took a well-deserved 
first place flying a Moraine. Another 
British cohort, Paul Briggs, took third 
place in Pioneer with a 1910 Farman. 
Paul had a whole fleet with him, includ
ing a beautiful Siemens D-VIII which 
took a third in World War I.

The contest was relaxed and it was a 
pleasure to help process and time these 
little gems and be able to talk to their 
builders. I shot lots of film, recording for 
posterity some of these gems; I have 
selected a few examples for your en
joyment.
THE FIFTH NIMAS RECORD 
TRIALS, OR VNART

The Record Trials is an opportunity for 
each flier to excel in his own class and 
category, by comparing his best flights 
(per AMA or FAI rules) against the 
existing records in that particular class 
and category. From this comparison, an 
index is derived and used to determine 
the overall winner of the meet. In this 
way, a Junior flying Indoor HLC can fly 
against an Open competitor flying 
Autogiro. The flier who fares best aga inst 
the existing record will have higher 
points and becomes the winner.

By the time the NIMAS Trials got 
going, AMA and many of the helpers 
had parted and those helpers remaining 
were now relaxing after a concentrated 
effort to run a successful world cham
pionship and an equally successful 
Peanut contest. Some took to the golf 
course; others were just not as eager as 
they had been over the previous five 
days. As a result of the diminished 
support, the VNART did not run quiteas 
smoothly as previous record trials; 
nonetheless, everyone had a good time 
and a number of new records must 
now be processed by AMA.

In closing, we alert you now . . .  one 
year in advance . .  . that the last week in 
June of 1981 has been reserved at 
Westbaden to hold the Sixth Record 
Trials session. If you are an indoor flier, 
or just an interested observer, this is the

Hannan...........Continued from page 50

that on any subject two experts can 
always be found to contradict one 
another." That motion is seconded by 
Niels Bohr: "An expert is a person who, 
through his own bitter experience, has 
found out all the mistakes that he can in 
a very narrow field."
CLIFF HANGAR

Once again the fabled Howard Hughes 
flying boat seems to have escaped the 
axe, and may survive after all, to be 
displayed in one piece in the city of Long 
Beach. According to several local tele
vision stations, the Wrather Corpora
tion, owners of the Disneyland Hotel 
among others assets, advanced the 
money to save the bird. One fortunate 
benefit of the protracted haggling over 
the fate of this magnificent bird has been 
the unbelievable amount of free pub
licity that has been generated in all 
forms of media, which will virtually 
ensure the general public will flock to 
see it, regardless of the admission 
charge.
AND SPEAKING OF SEAPLANES.. .

Lake Elsinore has traditionally been 
the site for R.O.W. meets in Southern 
California, however last year’s torrential 
rains raised the lake level, flooding the 
surrounding countryside. Sub com
mander John Pond has confidently 
predicted that things will be back to 
normal, given about three years of 
evaporation! Meanwhile, the Flight-

masters flying scale model organization 
took matters into their own hands, by 
conducting an R.O.W. contest at land
locked Mile Square Park in Fountain 
Valley. Seems they built a large wooden 
frame, covered it with plastic sheet, and 
asked every entrant to bring a gallon or 
two of water w ith w hich to fill it! 
Although a few problems were encoun
tered, most were surmounted and 
everyone agreed the experiment was a 
success. Another such meet is antici
pated later in the year.
HOWZAT AGAIN?

According to Alex Toth, an inventor 
in Washington, D.C. (where else?) has 
patented a bladeless propeller. Any 
reader care to submit sketches? Ought

FLYING SCALE MODELS

SPARROW HAWK F9C-2 (3 she««)..................  S11.50
1-3/4" scale C/L. 44-1/2 "  span

CURTISS HAWK P6E (3 sheets)........................  S14.50
2" scale R/C. 63" span

GRUMMAN J2F-6 "DUCK" (4 sheets)................ S19.50
1-1/2" scale R/C. 58" span

VOUGHT OS2U-1 & 3 KINGFISHER................  $19.50
(4 sheets) 1-3/4*' scale. 63" span

A d d  S I .  5 0  handling & postage  
Brochure  50<i 

SMITH PLANS
9422 N. Fairway Blvd., Sun Lakes. A2 85224
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PATENT
PENDING

$59.95

WE GET LETTERS

STARTED USING IT AND USED 
NOTHING ELSE SINCE - USED IT 
EXCLUSIVELY AT WORLD CHAMPS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA WITH MANY 
NICE COMMENTS.

MARK RADCLIFF C&D G LO - DRIVER
1979 U.S.A. AEROBATIC TEAM

AVAILABLE AT YOUR
SURE STARTS UNDER ALL CONDITIONS. HOBBY DEALER 

JOE BRIDI
C&D ENTERPRISES (714)968-6474 

10042 Merrimac D r., Huntington Beach, CA 92646

to be just the ticket to eliminate crash 
breakage and free-wheeling drag! 
COLLECTOR’S ITEM

World War 1 Aeroplanes, a publica
tion originally intended for builders and 
restorers of fu ll-s ize  a irc ra ft, has 
gradually grown from a thin newsletter 
to almost a full-blown magazine. Its 
coverage has expanded also to include 
pre-WW-1 (P ioneer) m achinesand 
models. Co-Editor Wally Batter, of 
Canada, has announced plans for a 
special issue which will be primarily 
devoted to scale models. It is expected 
to feature subjects that will make it a 
classic for scale modelers and collectors, 
covering the entire spectrum of model
ing aircraft of the 1903-1919 era. In

cluded will be information relating to 
methods, tools, and techniques as well 
as to camouflage, coloration, and mark
ings. World War Ί Aeroplanes isfinanced 
through voluntary contributions rather 
than subscriptions, so it is printed in very 
limited quantities, and in the case of this 
special issue, non-members are able to 
obtain copies only through advance 
payment. The cost is $3.50 per issue in 
advance of March 1981. We think you 
will find this item to be an invaluable 
reference tool, even if antiques are 
outside your usual area. Orders for this 
special issue (or current numbers, which 
are also fascinating) should be sent to 
Leonard E. Opdycke, 15 Crescent Road, 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601. Incidentally,

the modeling section of the current 
(July) issue features operating scale 
model engines, including a 7-cylinder 
Gnome rotary, a 9-cylinder Mono rotary, 
and a 3-cylinder Anzani fan-type. 
MORE LIGHT READING

Our mention of hot-air ballooning 
brought a delightful response from 
model builder/historian Tom Nallen, 
who recently went for a balloon ride 
with Dr. Clayton L. Thomas:

He operates a balloonport in Brim- 
fie ld , a rural, heavily w ooded town 
located in west-central Massachusetts. 
My sister-in-law made arrangements for 
me to hitch a ride with the Doc, and at 
7 a. m. I drove to his balloonport. As I 
arrived, the balloon I was to ride in was 
being wheeled to the flight area, still in 
its bag. I helped unfurl it on the grass and 
go through the steps necessary. . . along 
with several of Doc's friends . . .  to get 
the balloon inflated and ready to fly.

In a few minutes Doc appeared with 
Rich, a ballooning student working 
toward his license. Introductions were 
made, the bag inflated and tethered, 
and Rich ran through several liftoffs and 
landings.

I then climbed into the wicker basket 
and went through several more ascents 
fo llow ed by touchdowns. Now Doc 
jo in e d  us and we ran through the 
preflight checklist.

We rose to the limit of the restraining 
ropes, and when Doc was satisfied that 
all was well, we cast off the tethers and 
floated straight up into a windless sky. 
The immediate area is heavily wooded 
and as we drifted slowly, the gas burner 
was fired as needed to keep us flying 
scant yards above the treetops. We 
moved toward a nearby hill of several 
hundred feet in height. Our balloon 
followed the contour on the hill upward, 
until near the top we began to fly 
sideways around the hillside.

The Doctor spoke about his prefer
ence for low altitude flying as he 
coached Rich in burner-firing tech
nique. We traversed the treetops and 
headed toward another, lower hill 
nearby. Skimming above this crest, we 
found ourselves looking into a farmyard. 
We prepared to make a practice landing 
within its confines. Each time we de
scended. though, we began to drift back 
toward the wooded lee of the hill.

We did get close enough, however, to 
thoroughly alarm a tethered cow. The 
skipper mooed consolingly from our 
basket, hoping to calm the beast. He 
seemed to be effective, and I marveled 
at the skills one acquires practicing this 
sport.

Finally drifting away from the farm
yard, we approached a small clearing 
circled by trees. Here Doc announced 
that we would learn the art of slowing a 
balloon’s forward speed in preparation 
for landing. The basket would be allowed 
to drift into the treetops, and by clutch
ing at branches, we would set up for an 
easy drop into the clearing below.

We swung into the trees and, grabbing 
furiously, admirably slowedthe progress 
of our flight. Having succeeded  in

TH IS VIS E IS 
CATCHING.
Catch PanaVise. It tilts, turns and 
rotates your work exactly where 
you want. Add our new Tray!
It catches small parts you drop, 
separates tools, and keeps parts 
sorted. The Tray's wide δ'Α" diameter 
of cast metal gives 'no-tip' 
stability, and has 6 slip 
resistant neoprene feet. Catch 
all the PanaVise combinations 
at your dealers now. Write for 
FREE brochure and 
dealer list.

Dept. CH 16 
2850 29th St.
Long Beach. CA 90806
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JO IN S  T H E  T E A M !

A TLA S  SERVO

Size:.937" X 1.09" X 1.75" 
Weight: 1.82 oz.
Thrust: 8 lbs.
14G20A Atlas K it, S28.95 
14G20AC Atlas Assy., S36.45 
81K22 Atlas Ball Bearing S3 
81K21 Atlas "O " Rings $1

BANTAM SERVO

Size: .75" X 1.375" X 1 .5" 
Weight: 1.25 oz.
Thrust: 4 lbs.
14G20 Bantam K it. S23.95 
14G20C Bantam Assy, S28.95

BANTAM M IDGET SERVO

Size: .7 "  X 1.125" X 1.43" 
Weight: .85 oz.
Thrust: 4 lbs.
14G20R Midget Kit $26.95 
14G20RC Midget Assy, S31.95

MICRO SERVO

Size: .625" X 1.25" X 1.28" 
Weight: .75 oz.
Thrust: 3 1/2 lbs.
14G20M Micro K it, $27.95 
14G20MC Micro Assy, $32.95

NOTE: A ll servos come less connectors.

BOX 51 ID , H IG G IN SV ILLE  , MO. 64037 816 584 7121

Ace R/C has added the Atlas to its team of servos!
Whether it's a hot pattern job or a Quarter Scale 

monster model, you now have all the muscle you need 
for those heavy duty jobs. Eight pounds of honest 
thrust from the Atlas rounds out the reliable, low cost 
line of American made Ace servos. Ball bearing 
supported output or " 0 "  ring waterproofing seals are 
available as options. A completely redesigned amp 
using the NE544 1C gives maximum power in ex
change for minimal current drain.

As with all of Ace's servos, the Atlas w ill work with 
any positive pulse output system. The Pulse Inverter 
(14G18) is required to use these servos with negative 
pulse systems.

In addition to individual servos, completely com- 
patable flight packs and whole systems are available 
including our revolutionary Silver Seven. For more 
information send $2 for our 1980/81 Catalog.

setting up (or any easy touchdown, Doc 
ordered Rich to pour on the coal, and 
we shot upwards and away from the 
clearing. Wow!

Next we set out to satisfy the student’s 
altitude requirement. Doc directed him 
to apply the flame and establish a 500 
per foot minute rate of climb that would 
take us to 5,000 feet.

The balloon we flew was black with a 
silvered lining and several times Doc 
pointed out the effect of the sun on our 
v e h ic le ’s perfo rm ance . Increased  
buoyancy was apparent without the use 
of our fire. The rate of climb indicator 
illustrated the solar heating graphically. 
Shortly we topped out at 5.600 feet. 
From the site of our encounter with the 
cow we had flown several miles in an 
almost perfectly straight line. Clouds 
were now below us.

Here the talking stopped and each of 
us turned to his own thoughts. We had 
lifted off at 8:03 and now at 8:55, we 
hung a mile high in the sky. “Purity”  is 
the word that comes to mind.

After the first minutes of the flight, 
while going up the hillside, I felt no 
apprehension, and up until this mo
ment we had been so busy discussing 
the mechanics of our flight that we 
hadn’t been able to indulge in just plain 
sightseeing. Occasional blasts from our 
burner interrupted the Phineas Fogg 
interlude. What fun it would be to 
launch a model here! Doc wondered if a 
Frisbee flipped out here would be seen 
(o cease its spin and finally tumble

and flop to earth . . . he will try it, he says.
Too soon it was back to flying our 

aerostat, and Doc began to explain the 
terminal velocity descent that he was 
about to demonstrate to us. His ter
minology caused me momentary an
xiety, but all that followed was a two- 
minute period where we watched our 
altimeter unwind as the air within our 
balloon was allowed to cool and we slid 
toward the ground below.

There was no sensation of dropping, 
as in an elevator, but as our descent 
speed built up, the balloon began to 
slowly spin because of aerodynamic 
irregularities in the bag overhead. I 
guess it was what we call “ turn in the 
glide. ”

Our attention now turned to looking 
(or a suitable landing site. We hoped 
that our ground crew followed . . . Doc 
doesn't go (or radio . . .  he feels it’s 
cheating a little. Our major concern 
became power lines, and as we leveled 
off at about 300 feet, we floated toward a 
string of fields that looked good.

At low forward speed we slid over the 
first. Doc going over the touchdown 
procedure again. A swamp passed be
neath us, and if necessary would have 
served nicely. Burning periodically (now 
on our second fuel tank) we drifted 
toward a freshly mown meadow. It was 
ringed with trees 20-25 feet high and 
looked perfect. We would attempt to 
put down here.

The pilot described how we would 
come i n . .  . at just that height that would

allow us to do our treetop grabbing 
again. Rich would dump our heated air 
by pulling on a rope that would open a 
so-ca lled  m aneuvering vent in the  
balloon's side, and then at touchdown 
he would yank at another lanyard, 
opening the Velcro-sealed balloon 
crown. . . killing off our buoyancy. Keep 
knees bent when we hit.

As we approached the trees Rich 
dumped air on cue and Doc and I pulled 
at the treelops. Through the trees, we 
slipped down toward the meadow and 
as we touched down, surprisingly softly, 
the student opened up the top of our 
balloon. My watch read 9:38. ·

Sport Scene . .  Continued from page 28

was that old demon “ oil” in the form of 
mold release that was doing the dirty 
deed.

Anyhow, the glue can be applied and 
used in a variety of ways. I like the fact 
that you can either coat the parts and 
attach them to each other, or put them 
together and then put a bit of glue on 
the outside of the joint. It sets up slowly 
enough that you can bond large areas 
such as doublers, sheeting, and spars. 
On the other hand, when putting in the 
stringers on the fuselages of the rubber 
models, the glue seemed to set up 
almost instantly, so the work required 
no pinning. I remember when as a youth 
I split a multitude of formers trying to get 
the stringers to stay stuck in their 
notches by pinning around them.
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Belt tightener of 
fers easy adjust 
ment for opt· 
mum perform 
ance and extend 
ed helt life

BELGIUM
Touring Accessories 
1150 Woluwe-Saint-Pierre 
Tel 02/770.29.59

CANADA
Hobby Den 
North Bay. Ontario 
Tel. 705 472 7393

B & P Transport Ltd.
Bawlf. Alberta 
Tel. 403-373-2522

Carl's Hobby Shops Ltd 
Montreal. Quebec 
Tel. 514 273 3446

Norburn Model Supply 
Burnaby 2. B.C.
Tel. 604 294 4114

ENGLAND
Henry J. Nicholls & Sons Ltd 
London
Tel 01-607-4272

Watford Model Center 
Watford. Herlordshire 
Tel. 45038

Jim Davis Models 
Erdington, Birmingham 23 
Tel. 021 373-3535

FRANCE
CRE/ACTION 
59000 Lille 
Tel. (20)51.23.44

Pitts Special
Wing Span - 6 8 "  
Wing Area: 1400 
sq. in.
Length · 6 2 "

Factory
Price

$212.95
(plus $ 12.00  shipping)

HOLLAND
Hobby-In
Waalwijk
Tel. 04160 34573

ITALY
Rossi
CELLATICA (Brescia) 
Tel. 2.770.212

NORWAY
ROTOR WING 
Rena. Norway

SWEDEN
ROFFES MODELLFLYG
Stockholm
Tel. 8-333-044

SW ITZERLAND
BLUE MAX 
Thalwil
Tel 1-720-7676

VENEZUELA
JMJ Hobbies sr.I.
Caracas
Tel. 751-2424

SINGAPORE
Echo-Stiques Co.
Singapore
Tel. 2205179 & 2220282

SOUTH AFRICA
Radio Control World
Capetown
Tel. 41 8455

Foreign order* alto contact: 
Exportation Unlimited 
17835 Skypark Circle 
Suite E
Inline. CA 92714
Tet (7141 957 1331
Telex 6*1490 EXTRONIC IRIN

Wing Span - 5 7 "
Length - 5 5 "
Wing Area - 600  sq. in. 
Ready-to-fly weight - 8 Vi lbs.

Authentic Scale
MiG-15 

Factory Price 
$136.55

plus $8 .00  shipping

Precision

BYRO-DRIVE II For Quadras
Extra speed and thrust —at flying speeds! That's what 

combining the new Byro-Drive II and the well known 
Quadra can do. This winning combination will effectively 

turn 2 2 "  props with double the normal pitch, resulting in 
dramatic power increases during power maneuvers and steep 

climbs. The Byro-Drive II is designed to accept any Quadras built 
after 1 968  that utilize the 4 bolt rear mounting flange. Units are 

available either with or without the C .D . ignition Quadra engine. Byro- 
Drive II also accommodates magneto Quadra engines.

Byro-Jet— The first practical and 
proven ducted fan!
The MiG-1 5 and F-1 6 both employ the new Byro- 
Je t propulsion system . Byro-Jet's exclusive 
"pusher”  design provides an unmatched degree 
of thrust efficiency. Experience the thrill of 
realistic jet flight without the prohibitive ex
penses and hassles of tempermental racing 
engines, high nitro fuels and complicated fan 
system s.

COMPLETE KIT CONCEPT
The deluxe caliber of Byron Originals kits and accessorie: 
exemplifies not only our concern for high quality anc 
functional design, but also our commitment to providí 
modelers the world over with the most complete kits 
available. This "complete kit concept", including the fines' 
state-of-the art construction methods and materials, is ou 
w ay of making sure you enjoy your hobby to the fullest.

Prop Reduction Systems

BYRO-DRIVE For .60 Glow Engines
Double the thrust of your .6 0  size engine with tf 
proven Byro-Drive from Byron Originals. Th 
widely acclaimed prop drive unit, with its superk 
design, performance, and dependability record, he 
satisfied the growing needs of quarter scalei 
round the world. Unit is fully assembled. Belt: 
3 '/s" spinner, 20  x 8 maple prop, tensiometer an 
9/64 ball driver included.

Unique engine 
mount offers 
wide range of 
p o s itio n s  fo r 
locating engine 
and exhaust 
equipment be 
nealh cowl

engine
offers Pf e c is io n  4 I 

driven pulley e n l 
s ,o r  sures v ib ratio n l 
engine Ufífí service Ě

r : : :  r j

Complete Byro 
Drlvr? w prop £ 
spinner only 2 'i 
lbs

Factory Price 
$138.95

t
2 2 "x  14 Prop $

OU a _  i-.jt $ 2 2 .0 0
’XU* :. = — (plus $ 1 00  shipping

Complete with special exhaust header 
and pipe, 3 V i"  spinner, drive pulley, 
idler. Poly-flex v-belts. tensiometer for 
determining belt tension, aluminum 
engine mounting brackets, center 
support tube, machined precision 
pulleys, firewall and bulkhead mounting 
brackets, ball end driver and necessary 
fasteners Adds only 18 oz. to weight 
of Quadra engine.

$243.00
Order Byro-Drive model 

I number for matching engine.

Factory
Direct Price

$98.50
Plus $ 2 .5 0 Shipping

Prop. & Spinner Inc.

[MFR 10 60 & 65 OS 1 
Max. frt. a n a ly s .  |

RR 11 61 & 65 Rossi. I

RF 12 61 & 65 Rossi. I 
front valve

WFR 14 61 speed Webra. I 
frt & r, valve______I

TFR 13- X 60 Supertigre. I 
f r t .  va lve . r. I 
exhaust_________

I k F· 1 5- 61 Kraft
IHPFR 16- Silver Star or Gold I 

Cud. frt & r .valve |
lOPSR 1 7 OPS .60 Speed, I

rear valve._______  |

20  X 8 maple 
prop and 3 ’Λ 
spinner Included 
with Byio Duve I

Tensiometer indi 
cates exact re ; 
commended bell ! 
tension for peak ' 
performance and 
bell longevity

Poly Flex V 
belts proven after 
years of tool 
shop applications 
requiring up to 
2 0 .000  rpms

Byron Originals, P.O. Box 279,

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS

& DEALERS
A U STRALIA
Kraft Systems Australia 
Belmont. Victoria 3216 
Tel. (052)43  4800

W. GERMANY
World Hobby 
Herne
Tel. 0 23 25/3 16 88



Authentic Scale Modeling at Its Finest
F-1 6

Factory Price
$196.55

Sold
Separately!
Factory

Price
$49.95

plus $2 .00  
shipping 

(Tuned Pipe 
not included) 4

Items included in kit: "Wheels. ·Η ίηΒο» 
•Landing gear · Control horns »Special tools ·1 2  
oz. fuel tank »Nose wheel fairing »Necessary 
linkage »All required fasteners »Three complete 
decal sets »Balsa and plywood die cut parts »Scale 
flying stab assembly »Shock absorbing nose wheel 
assembly »Hand-layed fiberglass fuse (epoxy) 
•Detailed canopy and cockpit assembly »Detailed 

'and fully illustrated assembly book »Pre-shapq^ 
control surfaces (injection molded polystryene) · 
Three-view with detailed decal and painting in
structions »Injection molded wings with aluminum 
extruded wing spars already molded in end ready to 
plug into fuselage.

plus $ 10.00  shipping
(fan & starter extension not in
eluded)

Wing Span 47”
Length 74 Vi"
Effective wing area - 750 sq. in. 
Ready-to-fly weight 9% lbs 
(less opt. tanks & rockets)

Wings easily 
removed for 
transport.

The proven Byro-Jet is 
specifically designed for 
today’s  Schnuerle .60s  
and low nitro fuel. This 
simple yet highly efficient 
fan system  is constructed 
entirely of rugged glass- 
filled nylon. Total weight, 
less engine & pipe, only 
1 1 ounces.

Model shown with optional rockets and fuel tanks.
Included in Kit
Exact scale landing 
gear, with func
tional Oleo strut, 
serves as a good 
example of the 
authentic details 
evident throughout 
the P-51 D.

Authentic 1/5 Scale P-51 D Mustang
Now you can recreate m accurate 1/5 scale one of the most 
famous fighter aircraft of WWII the P-51D Mustang After 
more than three years of testing and development, this classic 
fighter ol 36 years past has finally been judged ready for the 
modeling world Experience the thrill of realistic sound and 
unbelievable flight performance plus standard features never 
before offered.

All things considered, the P-5 ID  from Byron Originals 
represents the ultimate in authentic scale modeling. Call or 
write for details.

Complete Power 
Package Included in 
Kit Price!
‘ Complete drive 
unit & mounting 

‘ 2 4 ’ ’ nylon four- 
bladed prop 

* C .D .  ig n it io n  
Quadra engine k 

‘  5'/»”  Spinner »

Wing Span - 8 5 ”
Length - 7 6 ”
Ready-to-fly weight - 23  lbs.

Factory Price 
$499.95

plus $9.00 shipping
Iretract system optional)

Exclusive Q uick-start Capabilities!

B y ro Je t's  exclusive quick-start capabilities 
makes starting a fast, easy and safe operation 
No complicated belt-start procedures and no 
hatches to remove and reassemble Simply at 
tach starter extension to your Sullivan star
ter, insert into tail pipe until contact is made with 
the fan...and hit the starter.

Byro-Jet Tuned Pipe 
System Complete
$48.95

Plus $ 1.50

%  Exclusive 
Tuned Pipe

In addition to increasing power output by 
^  15%. this unique Byro Jet Tuned Pipe

System provides the necessary noise 
suppression plus a means to completely conceal 

muffler within fuselage Available for both rear and 
side exhaust 60 engines

IMPORTANT: You must check an engine below (B) to receive proper Byro Jet Pipe and/or Fan Unit 
Send me:

Pitts Special Kit(s) (a) $21 2.95 plus $ 12.00 shipping and handling 
Pitts & P-51 Fiberglassing kit (® $39.00 ea. plus $2.50 shipping 
Byro Drive(s) Model No. (See model listing) at $98.50 ea plus $2.50 shipping
Byro-Drive II (Quadra engine included) at $243.00 plus $3.50 shipping 
Byro Drive II (Quadra not included) at $138.95 plus $2.50 shipping 
P 51D Mustang Kit(s) at $499.95 plus $ 10.00 shipping. (Quadra and drive unit included)
P-51D retract system at $135.95 plus $2.50 shipping (Gear not included)
MiG-15 Kit(s) (a) $ 136.55 ea. plus $8.00 Shipping & Handling (Choice of four decals see below)
F 16 Kit(s) <S> $ 196.55 ea. plus $ 10.00 Shipping & Handling (Three decal kits included)
F-16 Tank & Rocket option @ $26.95 (includes shipping and handling)
Byro-Jet Fan Unit (5) $49.95 ea. plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling 
Sullivan Starter Extension @ $ 11.50 ea. (includes Shipping & Handling)
Custom Byro-Jet Pipe System (© $48.95 ea. plus $ 1.50 Shipping & Handling 
Epoxy/fiberglass Kit (S> $22.50 plus $ 1.50 Shipping. (MiG-15 & F 16)

A. Check one MiG-15 Decal Kit:
1. Chinese 2. Russian Aero. Team 3. Russian 4 Czech Aero Team 

B Determine engine to be used and check accordingly.
Webra .61 Speed * 1030 Front Valve, rear exhaust. H.P. .61 Gold Cup Rear Valve. S. Exh.
Webra .61 Speed *10 3 0  Front valve, side exhaust O P S 60 & .65 Speed. R Valve. R Exh
O S. Max 60 & 61 FSR. Front Valve. S Exh O S Max 61 VF Front Valve. R Exh
Rossi .61 & .65 ABC Rear Valve. Rear Exh. O.S. Max 65 RSR Rear Valve. S Exh.
Webra .61 Speed t> 1024 F. & R Valve. S. Exh. Undrilled Mount Also Available

Name _________________________________________ Phone _____________________________________
Street or RFD ____________________________________Apt. ft ______________________________ _
City____________________________ State____________________________ Zip________________________
_________ I have enclosed check or money order for $__________
__________Please charge to M C . t t __________ ___________________________ Exp .___________

V I S A # ________________________________________________ ______Exp------------
__________ C .O .D . ($ 1 .2 5  Additional Fee Per Order)
Iowa Residents Add 3%  Sales Tax. Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Send to: BYRON ORIGINALS. P 0  Box 279. Ida Grove. Iowa 51445 Ph 712-364 3165

Ida Grove, Iowa 51445



«Røm
E l e c t r o n i c

D e v i c e s

» f i f / *

Flashing Navigation Lights . $24.95
Strobe Light............................ $19.95
Landing Lights ...................... $39.95
Mars Rotating Beacon........$19.95
Marine Navigation Lights .. $10.95 
Maxi Electronic Throttle . . .  $44.95 
Mini Electronic Throttle . . .  $39.95
Electronic Sw itcher.............. $34.95

CONTROLLED«R a m ODELS INC.
3631 N KEDVALE AVE CHICAGO IL 60641 USA 

.11 unavailable locally, add S1.00 for direct order. No C.O.D______________

: W E ’ V E  E X P A N D E D !  -
SCALE DRAWINGS j PHOTQS BOOKLETS

A - T E C H
’ in t e r n a t io n a i

CATALOGS Í2  00

The manufacturer provides a very 
informative instruction sheet for users of 
Super Jet, and the suggestions are so 
numerous that I can only suggest you get 
a copy for yourself.

* * *
No sooner did I grumble in the last 

issue that I was in need of new catalogs, 
than two showed up in the mail. That is 
extraordinary service, since the issue 
had not yet even been assembled, let 
alone printed. ESP. maybe?

Ace reached me first. Scanning the 
catalog for goodies. I noted that Master 
Airscrew propellers, made by the Wind- 
dor Propeller Co., are available in 1/2A 
size now. Ace has its own 1/2A racing 
wheel, and is still in a tizzy over the new 
Silver Seven transmitter. Considering

the options you can select for the unit, 
they have good reason to be proud. 
Even the standard features are really 
special. The Silver Seven is available 
individually or in conjunction with your 
choice of several flight packs. Happily, at 
the other end of the complexity spec
trum, Ace still supports its line of Pulse 
Commander single-channel radio sys
tems. For the do-it-yourselfer, there is a 
wide variety of batteries and other 
electronic components that Ace sells. 
Who else would offer you the choice 
between seven different chargers for 
your ni-cd transmitter and/or receiver 
batteries?

Ace has a total of twelve kits of their 
own for flying with engines from .010 to 
.10, and a couple of larger kits too. You 
can start out as a raw beginner with a 
single-channel trainer, and proceed to a 
sport biplane, scale twin engine, racing, 
or aerobatic aircraft. In addition to its 
own line of kits and products, Ace acts as 
a mail order house for a wide variety of 
products for the R/C flier, especially 
with emphasis on the small size models. 
One product I just noted which escaped

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

C a n n o n  F l i t e  P a c k s  °
-Your Low-Cost Second R /C  System! °

Flite Packs include Receiver (or Block), Receiver Nicod 
Battery ond Servo(s) desired. Pack is designed to operate 
with transmitters of correct frequency and channels.

CANNON Flite Packs are compatible with all 
CANNON Transmitters and others such as Cirrus,
EK , Futaba, Heath, Kraft, Proline, Sanwa, etc.

Factory will tune Rx to your Tx (no charge), or 
tuning instructions will be supplied if desired.

Flite Packs are available with a variety of Servos,
Receivers, sizes, weights, prices, e tc ., starting 
at S 119.95. Listed in Complete Brochure.

Separate Receivers, Servos & Batteries available 
ADD S3.00 FOR FLITE 
PACK SHIPPING COST.

C4/V/V0/V
R/C S Y S T E M S

1

TYPICAL 4-CHANNEL 
FLITE PACK PRICE

MODEL 810 
MINI-SPORT 
4-CHANNEL 
FLITE PACK

28-PAGE BROCHURE 
50ς (SI .50 Foreign) $174.95

13400-26 Saticoy Street 
q North Hollywood, Colif. 91605 
0 (213) 764-1488

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

MADE 
IN

U .S .A .
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ”
C A LIF . RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX o 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

my observation in the past is the House 
of Balsa 1/2A size Pietenpol. I had seen it 
as a prototype many years ago, but 
didn't realize that it had finally appeared 
as a kit.

The second catalog I got was the one 
from Flyline Models. Herb Clukey and 
Hurst Bowers have been putting out 
their line of classic stick-and-tissue 
models for seven years now, and their 
operation has grown into quite a good 
size and has very wide distribution. Their 
line, when I had last looked in detail, was 
eight kits ranging from .010 to .049 
power. They now have added an exten
sive line of rubber and C 0 2 power 
models, plus some non-scale and Old 
Timers. The count is now up to twenty 
kits with three new ones planned for the 
coming year. The ones to look for are 
the Spirit of St. Louis, the Waco 10, and 
the Laird Speedwing. The models will be 
for a variety of engine sizes, the Ryan 
being the smallest, for rubber or .020.

I came across a copy of the Sterling 
Models catalog today and they have a 
surprisingly large number of 1/2A 
models. For R/C there are the Mambo 
trainer, J-3 Piper Cub, Minnie Mambo, 
Cosmic Wind, Li'l Roughneck (.020 low- 
winger for single-channel!), Mini- 
Fledgling, Corsair, Piper Tri-Pacer, and 
the Space Squirt land vehicle. There are 
17 .049 size control liners and 39 stick- 
and-tissue models just itching to be free- 
flighted with anything from an .010 to a 
Mills ,75cc diesel. In addition, there are 
two boats in our size, one an airprop 
type, the other an inboard. Somehow, 
Sterling is a company I have tended to 
overlook, but they sure haven't over
looked us! That is a total of 65 models, 
practically as many as the rest of the 
industry combined. (W ell, there are 
Cuillow and Comet models in the con
vertible stick-and-tissue area. I’ll have to 
do a little research to find out what all is 
there.)

By the way. those lightweight stick- 
and-tissue models make outstanding 
sport R/C and control line models for 
the more advanced fliers. This is not to 
say that they are hard to fly, it’s just that 
there isn’t much left in case of a pilot 
error. But if you want to build a really 
inexpensive model (a 20-inch F4U-1 
Corsair kit from Comet cost me a rous
ing $4 at full list price), these kits are the 
way to go. I think I’ll stuff my Ace Pulse 
Commander system in it and a muffled 
.020 for some casual local park flying. 
Hmmm, I just remembered that I haven’t 
used my new C-Mark .03 yet. Anyhow, I 
have seen a Sterling Great Lakes Special 
completely MonoKoted without any 
structural problems, so if you are leeryof 
tissuing, you can resort to good old 
plastic iron-ons. Some of the designs 
may need a few extra braces here and 
there, but generally the structure is OK. 
One area which I suspect could almost 
universally be beefed up is the wing-to- 
fuselage joint. Another change which 
may be helpful is to reduce the angular 
difference between wing and stabilizer 
in models which will be flying faster than 
they would under rubber power.
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THE FOURTH A N N U A L
CONSUMER TRADE SHOW

JANUARY 10 & 11,1981

Pasadena Center, Pasadena, California
H O M E  OF T H E  F A M O U S  R O S E  P A R A D E  & R O S E  B O W L

SEE THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND VISIT 
WITH MAJOR MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF:

MODEL AIRCRAFT 
MODEL BOATS 
MODEL CARS i

MODEL ENGINES 
RADIO CONTROL SYSTEMS 
MODELING ACCESSORIES

INDOOR DEMONSTRATIONS 
STATIC DISPLAY COMPETITION IN MANY CATEGORIES

SEE INDOOR R/C SCALE AIRCRAFT AND BUMP FLYING COMPETITION
OVERSEAS EXHIBITORS CORDIALLY INVITED

IN TE R N A TIO N A L MODELER SHOW. BOX 127. C O S TA  MESA. CA 92627. (714| 548-4700

Moving on to the models in the 
photographs for this month, the first is 
an Aeronca Champion. This model is 
borderline for Schoolyard Scale, as it is 
powered by a .15 and has four channels 
of R/C. John Preston built this model, 
and it has a 48-inch span. Somehow, 
those fat fuselage, high-wing light 
aircraft always struck me as having been 
designed to be lovable by a cartoonist. 
All it needs are eyes and a smile to have a 
complete personality.

Next is one of those Sterling boats, 
their latest being the “ Kris Kraf.” Seems 
there was this cute kid named Kris who 
wanted a boat. . .  Anyhow, it’s a really 
nice job of pseudo-scaling, a good- 
looking model without excessive com
plexity.

Third, is the latest in engine starting 
aids from Testors. Only available on 
their ready-to-fly models, they use a 
rack and pinion combined with a ratchet 
to pull start the engines. One pull kicks 
the engine over several revolutions. 
That will get it going in a hurry! Can’t 
beat the cost compared to an electric 
starter, that’s for sure.

Next is another Sterling model, and 
the very latest of control liners for 1/2A, 
the “ Viper.” This model is intended as a 
stunter, and I expect that if you sand like 
crazy and cover with clear doped Japa
nese tissue, you could be competitive in 
the Junior or Senior events in 1/2A 
Aerobatics even at the Nationals. The 
model uses a triangular airfoil which

should work quite well on such a small, 
light model. If I were going to compete 
with this airplane, I might make the flaps 
movable, say with half the angular 
movement of the elevator. You will have 
to play with the balance point if you 
make that modification, as the control 
becomes less sensitive, even though the 
absolute maneuverability of the model 
improves.

For our grand finale this month, we 
have Cuillow's new entry to the 1/2A 
Scene, the R/C Piper Tomahawk. They 
have broken away from the lightweight 
rubber model here with a model pur
posely designed to be flown with engine 
power and R/C control. I looked at a kit 
at a recent trade show and was favorably 
impressed with the wood quality and the 
sizes of the pieces selected. This model 
might be a bit fragile for the rank 
beginner to use as a trainer, but it is 
much sturdier than the conversions that 
I was discussing above. I would place it 
as a highly competitive Schoolyard Scale 
aircraft. There is, by the way, a com
panion model in the series, the Bellanca 
Cruisemaster.

Oh, yes, before I close, The Midwest 
A4D Skyhawk is definitely out, I have 
one in my hot little hands, and I have 
seen them on the shelves of several 
hobby shops. I’ll be doing a review for 
good old RCMB unless someone beats 
me to it. (Is ten years too long to wait?) 
See you next month. ·

The New, Amazing 

AERO-KITE

The free-flight AERO-KITE with 
125 sq. ft. of 100% nylon wing area 
is powered by a small .049 gasoline 
airplane engine (not included).
All parts are preformed for easy 
assembly.
AERO-KITE is also collapsible for 
easy carrying.
ORDER YOURS TODAY!
UN ITED IM PER IA L SYSTEM S 
P.O. Box 206 
Cortland, Ohio 44410

Please send me_____ A ER O -K ITE (S ).
I have enclosed $16.95* for each kite and 
have checked the color of my kite(s).
Royal B lue______ Sun Yellow________
Fluorescent Orange---------
'postage and handling included.

Name___________________________________________

Addi ess________________________________________

C ity_____________________ State_________ Zip____
Ohio residents add 4% sales tax.
A llo w  3-4 weeks delivery.
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R C  A c c e s s o r i e s

THE NEW MINI STARTER 
STARTS THE SMALL ONES 
FAST. Specially designed for 
quick sure starts for ViA glow en
gines, the mini starter features a 12 
volt high speed permanent magnet 
motor with ball bearing front end. 
The drive cup is designed to fit the 
COX T.D. prop nut or a small spin
ner, a grove for a marine o ring is 
provided, and a rubber boot for 
starting jerobee cars. Replace
ment rubber cups and boots avail
able. (4013)

12 VOLT BATTERY 
CHARGER. Designs to 
charge all 12 volt gel 
cells and motorcycle 
batteries overnight from 
a 110 volt wail outlet. 
Carry this mini charger 
in your flight box and 
don't be caught with a 
dead battery. (4006)

SUPER POWER STARTING BAT
TERY. Super high power light weight 
starting battery uses new G.E. Gates 
Cells. This 12 volt 2.5 amp hr battery 
weighs only 2 lbs but has more starting 
power than most batteries three times 
its size. (4014A)

DRILL CHUCK. This nifty drill 
chuck plugs directly into your mini 
starter converting it into a high 
speed drill or grinder. High quality 
Jacobs chuck accepts up to Ά  inch 
urills. (4022)

POWER PANEL. This 
nifty power panel is spe
cially designed to provide 
proper power forms to 
your starter, glow plug and 
fuel pump. It features high 
and low glow plug outputs 
and a center off reversing 
switch for your fuel pump. 
(4015)

RSTRO FLIGHT inc
P IO N EER S  IN S ILEN T  FLIG H T  

13377 Beach Avenue 
Venice, California 90291

Muck.............  Continued from page 43
gives all the necessary locations for the 
strut and shaft log. A Dumas 40 strut was 
used on my boat along with Dumas flex- 
cable and tubing. The most interesting 
thing about the hardware I used on this 
model is the variety. I basically went 
through my leftover hardware and used 
whatever would do the job. However, I 
would suggest that anyone interested in 
a high quality hardware kit for this boat 
send a self-addressed, stamped en
velope to Wardcraft Marine, P.O. Box 
2579. Lynnwood. WA 98036, for a price 
quote. Frank Ward will have the follow
ing items available in a hardware kit: 
flex-cable and teflon tubing, needle 
bearing strut and mount, turn fin, and 
mounting bracket. At the time this 
article was being prepared, Frank was 
having to reprice this kit, so he couldn’t 
give me a cost figure. A rudder assembly 
that will work very well is the 40 Hydro

Rudder available from K&B Marine 
Specialties. I ’m using one of these 
rudders with the sheer pin that will 
prevent breaking the rudder if the boat 
runs over something. The extra fiber
glass decking in front of the engine was 
cut away to allow a 12-ounce Sullivan 
fuel tank to be mounted in that area. The 
front cowling has plenty of room to 
accommodate a fuel tank that might 
extend a bit above the deck.

I elected to use a removable C&M 
Models radio box rather than a radio 
compartment built into the boat. This 
box is available from C&M Models, P.O. 
Box 342, Broadview, IL 60153, for $22.50. 
It is complete with all the needed items 
such as seals, pushrods, and gasket 
material for the top of the box. A DuBro 
Kwik Switch Mount works great for the 
receiver on/off switch. A simple frame
work can be built into the hull to hold 
the radio box. Of course, there is noth
ing wrong with build ing the radio

compartment and installing the radio 
equipment permanently in the boat. 
WHAT DID YOU DO 
TO THE COWLING?

The cowling that is provided with the 
boat is scaled after the cowling used on 
the Circus Circus and the Squire Shop. 
On the full-scale boats, the cowlings end 
ahead of the rear horizontal stabilizer. 
The problem I saw with using the stock 
cowling was that it allowed the tuned 
pipe to protrude quite a distance 
through the cowl. This just wasn’t very 
pleasing, in my opinion. To modify this 
situation, I elected to add a four-inch 
section to the cowling right in back of 
the driver's cockpit. The cowl was cut 
with a Dremel Tool circular saw. A piece 
of 1/4-inch plywood was used to make 
partial frames that fitted into the two 
cowling sections. The partial frame on 
the aft cowling became the gluing 
surface for the 1/2-inch balsa used to 
extend the cowling. Since the cowling is

Designed by 
JOHN CHAPIS

Produced by: J. W. MARSHALL, In c . 

FEATURES:
• R e in fo rced  F0AI/IC0RE con s tru c tion  
•No c o v e r in g  requ ired  
•Undercambered wing f o r  s t a b i l i t y  
•Fast assembly tim e -  4 hours 
•S ca le  appeal in  a t r a in e r

To o rd er  send check o r  money o rd e r  to·:

ME-109 -  SPAN 50" 
SPITFIRE -  SPAN 54

ENG. .19 -  .25 
-  ENG. .19 -  .25 

2 - 3  CHANNEL TRAINERS

CHAPALL Je te rs
BOX 441. RIDGELY, MD. 21660. Ph. ,1501-634-2288

o n ly  § 2 9 .”
Add S2.50 sh ip p in g  & h an d ling
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NEW! THE M.E.N.“BIG JOHN”
BY BILL NORTHRUP

"Big John." a big easy building biplane from the 
“workbench" of Bill Northrop Designed back in 
1963 Big John is a proven design and proven 
performer with over 2 thousand sets of plans 
having been sold since its introduction M E N s 
kit simply updates this classic, with modern 
building and construction techniques, designed 
to create a stronger, lighter, easier to build model 
Weighing in at only 8% to 9 lbs. complete this is 
one big model that really can perform on only a 
60! Quoting Bill Northrop. This biplane will do 
just about any maneuver if you don't mind wait
ing a little while for them to get completed"!! 
A great exhibition airplane "

M E N s  kit engineering was specifically 
planned for fast, easy building Our "THRU-CUT" 
die cutting combined with TRI-SOU ARE-LOC" 
construction of lite plywood and balsa makes 
construction fast and simple. The inherent 
strength of lite plywood construction provides 
durability and lasting performance 

TRI-SOU ARE-LOC enables us to bring to you 
the best in lite plywood construction, this method

of squaring, straightening, and holding parts in 
relation to one another revolutionizes construc
tion in lite plywood

BIG JOHN is designed for four channel radio 
control operation with 60 to 90 model engines 
The 76%" wing span combined with 8% lbs flying 
weight gives a wing loading of 13 ounces per 
square foot

The kit features THRU-CUT die cutting, quality 
materials, rolled plans, building instructions, wing 
jig building fixtures, complete hardware package, 
pre-bent landing gear and cabane strut wires 
Building time for the BIG JOHN is 25 to 45 hours 

The following items are needed to finish the 
model: 2-4 wheels. 1-1 % wheel. wheel col
lars. %, wheel collars, a 12-16 oz fuel tank, fuel 
line, throttle cable, elevator and rudder pushrods. 
glue and covering material

M.É.N. 4iV
Model Engineering of Norwalk
54 Chestnut Hill · Norwalk Connecticut 06851

^  5 3
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REVOLUTIONARY NEW CHARGER
C-50/4 M.E.N. 
AUTOMATIC R/C 
SYSTEM CHARGER
•  Extends the lile o l any nicad!
•  Extends the capacity of any 

nicad!
•  Adds reliability to nicads never 

before achieved by any charger1
•  Restores marginal batteries to full 

power potential!
•  Batteries can be left on charge 

indefinitely without damaging 
cells

•  Fast charges— automatically!
•  Renders all other chargers 

obsolete!

Now alter I Vi years of development and 
testing. M E N  Inc confidently intro
duces its revolutionary C-50/4 Auto
matic Pulse R/C System Charger! It is 
unlike any other charger you have ever 
used It is not a D C charger but a 
pulsed charger and therefore operates 
differently giving different results By 
suitable control o f pulse height and 
pulse rate, charging ot your batteries is 
accomplished In addition to the out
standing battery reliability produced by 
the charger, several side benefits occur 

First, batteries can be left on the 
charger indefinitely That simply means 
that after a flight session you can put 
your R/C system on charge and leave it 
there until jrauTe ready to fly again; next 
day, next week or even next ye a r-n o  
need to ever wonder about when to

charge or how long to charge Just plug 
the system in and leave it on till you're 
ready to fly again

Second, many battery tests can be 
done with the charger For example, you 
can test for open battery cells, shorted 
battery cells, hi-leakage cells, low ca
pacity cells and hi-impedance celts All 
conditions that can. it not detected early, 
lead to disaster

The new M E N C-50/4 charger is 
available in 3 models to cover all R/C 
needs; 4 8  volts/9.6 volts. 4 8 volts/6.0 
volts, and 4 8 volls/12 volts All are ca
pable of charging systems ot 240 
M.A.H through 4 amps hour capacity

The new M E N C-50/4 Charger rep
resents the latest state of the art in 
battery chargers No serious R/C en
thusiast should be without one!

ife, c, ^

very flat, it is easy to add the extension 
and fair it into the fiberglass cowl. The 
balsa wood was painted with K&B sand
ing resin prior to painting. Some photos 
showing this modification can be found 
in the article.

To hold thecowlingontothehull,two 
different fastening methods were em
ployed. The front part of the cowling is 
attached by the use of cap head 6-32 
bolts running through the hull into blind 
nuts. This makes the process of remov
ing the front cowling a little more time 
consuming than some latching methods, 
but it’s doubtful that it will ever come 
loose in a race. The back part of the 
cowling is pinned into the front cowl 
with doweling, and Kwik-Klips are used 
to hold the cowling to the transom. The 
method works very well, and the cowl
ing has never come loose from the boat 
while it was running. It has even survived 
several flips and severe spinouts. There 
are other methods for attaching the 
cowling and these are described in the 
instruction booklet.
THE FINISHING TOUCHES

Once all the systems have been in
stalled, the boat is ready for painting. I 
would make one suggestion before 
painting the boat, and that is to rein
force the front part of the boat at the 
picklefork by wrapping a piece of one- 
inch fiberglass cloth over the radius 
where the deck and bottom are pieced 
together. This seam cracked on my boat

and had to be reinforced after the boat 
was painted. Either fiberglass resin or 
epoxy glue can be used along with the 
glass cloth. This can be smoothed out to 
where it blends right into the hull.

Anyone who regularly reads my col
umn is probably asking, “ Did Dunlap 
paint this boat?” Well, I have to be 
honest and say I didn't. While showing 
off the unpainted boat at the hobby 
shop one afternoon, the question of 
how I was going to paint the boat was 
asked. I stated it would be painted a solid 
color and maybe some accent stripes. 
Paul Bracích, a Tacoma area R/C model 
airplane flier and an excellent model 
painter, happened to overhear the

VINTAEE R E PLANS

SUPER C R U ISER ’I/4 SCALE
9 FT . WING SPAN 
4 la r g e  p l a n  s h t s . -  PLANS $ 20.00

ADD t 2.00 POSTAGE0UA0RA OR GLO ENGINES

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS 50 i  DEALERS WRITE

SID  M ORGAN
I3I57 Ormond, Belleville,Mich.48III us a

conversation and offered to paint the 
boat. Knowing how capable Paul was in 
this area, I gladly accepted.

Prior to Paul’s painting the hull. I did 
the preparation work. This included 
filling all cracks with automobile body 
putty, sanding the entire hull with 300 
grit sandpaper, and applying K&B Super 
Poxy primer. It is very important to sand 
the gelcoat prior to applying the primer. 
The primer needs a slightly sanded 
surface to really adhere to the gelcoat. 
With the preparation work completed, 
Paul picked up the hull and proceeded 
to work his master touch with an air
brush. The black-and-white photos just 
don’t do justice to the beautiful paint

ATTENTION 1/4-SCALERS!

E P O X Y  G L A S S  CO W LS fo r: 
IMOSEN -S ID  MORGAN -  PICA -  
BALSA U.S.A. -  PLATT -  CONCEPT 
F L E E T  -  HOSTETLER -  RCM 
TAYLO C RA FT -  BYRON/SHEBER 
PITTS -  FO KKER D-7 -  BOEING 
P-26 & F4B-4 -  GEE BEE MOD. *Y — 
KR A FT  SUPER FL I 1/3 8. 1/4-Scale 

AND OTHERS.
Send S .A .S .E . for complete list.

T & D F IBERG LA SS SPEC IA LTIES 
30925 Block, Garden City, Ml 48I35 

Phone (313) 421-6358
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PROBLEM
FINO A FAST AND ACCURATE WAY 
TO LOCATE AND MARK ENGINE 
MOUNT AND WING DOWEL HOLES

SOLUTION
tø j

Vortac’s exclusive
HOLE CENTERS

•SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCATE AND MARK ALL
FOUR BOLT HOLES FOR ANY ENGINE THAT 
MOUNTS USING 6/32 BOLTS.(MOST ENGINES 
WITH SMALL BOLT HOLESCAN BE ORILLEO 
OUT FOR 6/32 BOLTS.)

•SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCATE AND MARK ALL 
FOUR HOLES FOR FIREWALL MOTOR MOUNTS

•SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCATE AND MARK BOTH 
V  (AND LARGER) WING DOWEL HOLES FROM 
THE BULKHEAD OR THE WING 

• SAVE TIME AND MISTAKES

SET OF SIX PRECISION STEEL HOLE CENTERS & 
4 RETAINERS

$ 2 9 8

Sit VOUflOMLER

VORTACMFG. CO.
PO  BOX 469 OAK LAWN. ILL 60453

scheme, based on the Circus Circus 
hydroplane, that Paul applied to the 
boat. Without question, this is the best 
looking boat I’ve ever raced.
RUNNING THE BOAT 

As might well be expected, I was really 
looking forward to seeing how this boat 
was going to run. Unlike deep-vee 
designs that will at least run even if not 
trimmed out correctly, a hydroplane 
often will not even get on step (get on 
top of the water) if improperly trimmed. 
The initial running of the boat was a 
complete failure. I was not able to get 
the boat up on the sponsons and it just 
plowed around the pond. I called Steve 
Muck and after some discussion we 
decided that the sponsons needed to

P R E C I S I O N  
T O O L S  .

ACCURATE

TOUGH

Made of f in e s t  
q u a lity  s te e l to 
strict controls

SET OF 6— Packed 
in see thru box

BU D E SIZES: 
1/32 - 5/32

Stock No.
426 $ 6 .9 5

ONE HANDLE 
5 DIFFERENT TIPS 

INTERCHANGEABLE

Firmly held by non-slip 
chucking handle.
Heat treated for hard & 
long use.

B LA D E  S IZ E S : 1/32, 
3/32 & 1/8. Also Phil
lips type 4  layout scribe

Stock No. 425 $4.95
SEND 25( FOR CATALOG

have shims added to increase the attack 
angle. I tried two different shim angles 
and still could not get the boat upon the 
sponsons. As often happens when I can’t 
figure out what's wrong with a boat, I 
called my friend Ed Fisher. Ed came 
down for a boat race one Sunday after
noon shortly thereafter and went back 
to Seattle with the boat. He felt there was 
need of a major revision to the sponson 
bottoms and proceeded to cut off the 
original sponson bottoms and rebuild 
them, adding more angle of attack and 
changing the front entry. We tested the 
boat the following Saturday, and what a 
difference! The boat ran like a hydro
plane is supposed to run. It looked very 
scale-like on the water, the straightaway

DON’T BE FUELISH! 
CHECK OUR PRICES!

WE CARRY ONE OF THE FINEST FUELS 
AVAILABLE, FEATURING -

• New high film strength lubricant for 
increased power and engine life.

• Highest quality ingredients.
• Detergent action to cut varnish.

COM PLETE LIN E O F:
•  BOATS

•H A R D W A R E  
•  EN GIN ES

•  A C CESSO RIES

Π)
■■ - Í 4 J

T h e  P i p e l i n e
Ι ·Μ «  I *  p*M«4 t h ·  · * · · · ·  ml * / C

CATALOG $1.00

P.O. Box 1868 
Fremont. CA 94538 
(415) 656-7072 N O T E : Above prices are 

Per gallon, p lus shipping.

speed was acceptable, and the corner
ing was very good. The prop that worked 
best was a J.G. Products I-27X. The strut 
was set parallel with the bottom and one 
inch deep. I thanked Ed for his efforts 
and stated that all I needed now was a 
little racing luck. Steve Muck has made 
the changes to the sponsons to reflect 
what Ed did to make my boat run.

Since Ed reworked the sponsons, the 
boat has entered four races and the 
results have been most rewarding. I 
placed first in two of the races, second in 
another, and have one third place finish. 
One of the wins was worth a new Futaba 
radio, and that was a very pleasing 
victory. The boat isn't always the fastest 
boat in every heat. I would estimate it is 
probably hitting about 45 mph down the 
straightaways. It does turn very well and 
handles race condition water easily. The 
boat weighs 12 pounds ready to run, and 
I think this accounts for part of the 
reason for its good riding characteristics 
on rough water. However, the weight is 
also part of the reason the boat isn’t 
super fast. Because of the weight, I 
would have some amount of reserva
tions recommending a non-racing en
gine for power. The boat would defi
nitely be underpowered with a front 
induction engine like those used in the 
Sport 40 class in California. A racing 
engine like the OPS 6.5 or the K&B 7.5 
will definitely be needed to get this boat 
to operate satisfactorily.
SUMMARY

Although I was initially rather upset 
with the problems encountered when 
attempting to run this boat, I am now 
more than satisfied with the boat’s 
performance. Steve Muck's assurances 
that the sponson problem has been 
corrected is acceptable to me. I ’ve 
known Steve for many years and he is 
concerned about marketing boats that 
don't have to be modified to make them 
run properly. I think the Sport 40 class 
has the potential to grow into a viable 
racing class in many areas. I'm now 
having a very good time racing my Steve 
Muck Sport 40 Hydro. It isn’t quite as fast 
as my 3.5 outrigger but it sure looks neat 
out there on the water. There is a great 
deal of satisfaction in driving a model 
hydroplane that looks like a real boat. It 
could well be that the Sport 40 class is 
going to eventually become as popular 
as the R/C Unlimited class. ·

Electric........Continued from page 45

motor rpm starts to drop, so the radio 
control is always solid. The total weight 
of the electronic on-off switch is 2-1/2 
ounces, a substantial weight savings 
compared to the weight of an on-off 
servo plus a receiver battery.

The electronic speed control does not 
have a regulator, but does replace a 
servo plus rheostat, with much better 
speed control and reliability as a result. I 
have been quite pleased with its perfor
mance in my Astro 15 powered float
plane, where speed control is important 
in choppy water. It can handle up to 24 
volts and 20 amperes, which makes it
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Authorized-[Radio 
C o n t r o l  

s e r v i c e

FA CTOR Y A U TH O m ZED  S E R  VICE
FOR A LL  OF THE FOLLOWING BRANDS

Ace·
Aero Sport
Cannon
Cirrus

Kraft*
World Engines 
EK  Logictrol 
Micro Avionics

Pro Line* RS Systems" 
Orbit Royal
Mathes* Simprop* 
D&D Jerobee

*ALSO  W ARRAN TY S ER V IC E

EX PER  T S E R  V ICE FO R A L L  BRAN D S

Don McCarthy Factory trained technicians with over 
15 years in Radio Control Electronics.

HOURS:
Closed Sun& Mon -  Tues: 10am-8pm; W ed-Fri: 10am-6pm; Sat: 10am-2pm 

(714) 639-8886 941 N. MAIN ST., ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667

quite a husky unit, yet it too is designed 
for easy installation. It retails for $60; the 
on-off switch is $40.00. For more infor
mation, contact Astro Flight, 13377 
Beach Ave., Venice, CA 90291; phone 
(213) 821-6242.

W ell, Christmas is coming up, so 
maybe the items described will give 
someone some neat ideas for gifts. Give
electrics! ·

Pylon............. Continued from page 27

prior to the test flight I only looked to 
see that all the controls worked, not how 
much they moved.)

Races are starting by now so out 
comes the backup model, another new 
airplane. This time it’s an Estrelitta, 
which has been test flown but not 
trimmed to the utmost, so heat six is 
used to fine tune the aircraft. Not bad, 
just needs a little more elevator to turn 
No. 1 sharper.

In heat seven I ran into Anthony 
Schroder, son of our Publisher, Walt 
Schroder. I mean I really ran into him. 
Cutting pylon three a little close (actually 
I was inside of it) I ran right over and 
through Anthony’s plane, totally wiping 
out his and mine both. Back in the pits, I 
went over to apologize, as it was my 
fault, even though these things happen. 
I was feeling pretty badlyabout hisplane 
until I found out he'd bought it off 
somebody for twenty bucks! Mine still 
had my sweat and tears in it, so I turned 
my grief inward, saving some for Yeager.

Speaking of Wayne, he’d taken an
other zero in his sixth heat and was now 
going out for his seventh round. This 
time he got a good needle setting and 
was burning up the course and actually 
redeemed himself by completing the 
heat, and even coming in second. Un
fortunately, his radio crapped out as he 
crossed the finish line and he proceeded 
to splatter that new (and very pretty) 
Polecat all along the nice asphalt run
way.

With that, we packed up our gear 
(what was left) and started the 500-mile 
trip home, happy that at least this had to 
be a one-in-a-million weekend. Well, 
the weekend wasn’t over yet. On one of 
the pit stops coming home, the van 
decided it needed a new starter motor 
and this was as good a place as any. . .

At least Howard Cosell didn’t pull us 
aside at the service station for a 20- 
minute interview on "The Agony of 
Defeat."
D&L MODELS’ “ RIVETS”

The full-scale "Rivets” was developed 
by Bill Falck, originally entering the 
racing scene way back in 1948. When 
new, it exhibited the normal teething 
problems of new things and took several 
years to develop into what then became 
the winningest Formula One ever, until 
both Bill and the Rivets were lost in Lake 
Erie during the 1977 Cleveland Air 
Races.

As far as we know, the first competi
tive Rivets in R/C pylon racing belonged 
to Joe Foster, and he used it to win the 
Nats pylon event (called Goodyear then)

back in 1967. Joe claimed in the article 
on the airplane (published in the Febru
ary 1968 issue of Flying Models) that his 
plane had won every 1967 race entered 
except one. Drawing a conclusion from 
those facts, it seems that this must be a 
competitive basic planform.

Next to appear in print was a Q-M 
Rivets design by Chuck Cunningham. 
This airplane probably did more to 
develop Rivets' reputation as a snap
rolling, poor flying aircraft than any
thing else. Not that the design was bad, it 
was just very lightly built and really only 
suitable for flying off smoothly paved 
strips. If you built it lightly as per the 
plans, any miscue on takeoff or landing

was sure to rip the landing gear out, 
taking much of the lower wing sheeting 
with it. Or, if you cartwheeled or nosed 
over you were sure to knock off the 
T-tail.

Beefing up the structure increased the 
weight enough to make the then under
powered planes very prone to snap
rolling in the No. 1 pylon turn.

So the Rivets disappeared from the 
R/C pylon scene, even though it ’s 
acknowledged by many to have the 
ideal planform for racing.

Well, the Rivets is back, and in a very 
big way. And, as mentioned in our lead 
paragraphs, it’s a honkin’ machine. I'd 
seen Dave Latsha and some others fly

It’s What’s Up Front!
PUT AN H.B. ENGINE UP FRONT!

H.B. 40 P.D.P.
H .B .15 H.B. 12

H.B 20 H.B. 21 P.D.P.·

H.B. 61 P.D.P.·

•Perry D irectional Porting

TOP PERFORMANCE on F.A.I. FUEL!
H.B. Engines offer a full line of model engines, a complete 

choice of accessories and replacement parts.
Write for FREE COLOR CATALOG

HB-ENGINES
hlede κι W. Germany

BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. ·  P.0 Box 6. Dept C. New Canaan, Connecticut 06840
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NEW!! ZEN AIR TRI-Z

ONE QUARTER SCALE OF THE ZENAIR TRI-Z CH 300 
CANADIAN E.A.A. HOME BUILT

• FIBERGLASS WING SKINS · STABILATOR · FUSELAGE
• DESIGNED FOR QUADRA ·  OTHER 2 CYCLE ENGINES CAN 

BE USED ·  1/2 PLY MOTOR MOUNT ·  1/8 MAHOGANY PLY 
RIBS ·  79.5” 1-PC. WING ·  67.5” LONG

We pay shipping in U S. and Canada 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Ontario Residents add 7% P

J - 5 ENTERPRISES
P.0 Box 82 Belmont, Ontario NOL 1B0 

Phone 1-519-644-0375
1 * 1

their Rivets at various contests and, 
having always liked the plane and having 
built both Q-M and F-1 versions from 
the aforementioned plans (that was 
experience speaking), I had to have a 
couple for myself. Unfortunately, Dave 
had some delivery problems on the 
epoxyglass fuselages, which took over a 
year to get straightened out. But that's all 
over and the kits are now readily avail
able, direct only, from:

D&L Models 
1141 Columbus Ave.
Le Moyne, PA 17043

For the price of $75, delivered UPS. 
you get a kit complete with:

1) Lightweight epoxyglass fuselage, 
removable cheek cowl and wing belly 
pan. and full rudder fin with thestabilizer 
platform molded in.

2) Foam wing cores in separate blocks 
(the best and only way to go as far as I'm 
concerned).

3) Prebent landing gear.
4) Wheels.
5) Preformed T-tail pushrod and snap 

link.

6) Precut elevator and 1/64 plywood 
inserts.

7) Full-size patterns.
8) All other miscellaneous parts such 

as wing bolts, Dzus cowl fasteners, 
firewall, elevator horn . . . really every
thing you need. (Except there’s no wing 
wood, to allow you to select your own 
wood to your own preferences.)

Normally at this point I’d go into a 
step-by-step account of how to build it, 
but the instructions, plans, and full-size 
drawings make my efforts superfluous. 
As Dave points out at the beginning of 
his instructions, this should not be 
considered a beginner’s model. But if 
you already have a racer or two under 
your belt, and can read and follow 
directions, you should be able to build 
this kit into a very competitive racer.

We elected to build the first of our kits 
into the traditional Rivets shown in the 
photos of our kit. The flying characteris
tics of this plane are very good; takeoffs 
are straight and true; full elevator pylon 
turns show no tendency to drop its nose 
or snap-roll (watch that C.G .); and if you

build it with the Hoerner tip plates you 
can slow it way down for landing.

Our kit, with Monokoted wing and 
painted fuse and tail surfaces, and with 
Rossi power and a Novak airborne 
system with fixed rudder, weighed in at 
exactly 2-1/2 lbs., less fuel.

We like this one so much we’ll be 
building another. Our next version will 
be a conventional low-tailed craft known 
as the "Proud Bird.”

As a closing note, what with normal 
long article lead times and compound
ing that with only appearing in every 
other issue, I’m not quite sure when 
you’ll be reading this. So, just so I don’t 
miss it (and today’s July 24) . . .  Merry 
Christmas!

See you at the races. ·

Soaring...........Continued from page 39

The 54-inch fuselage is molded of 
polyester fiberglass (light and strong), 
and includes a servo-controlled canopy 
that serves as an airbrake. I asked, "Why 
so long a fuselage?” According to Sean, 
the extra length increases pitch stability 
at negligible cost in terms of drag. And I 
believe him.

A bellcrank drives the T-tail flying stab 
(8% of the wing area). I noted that the 
airfoil of the stab is NOT symmetrical. 
"Nor should it be,” Sean told me. “ Its 
purpose is to counteract the pitching 
moment of thew ing .. .and that changes 
with speed.”  In point of fact, the ele
vator should really have been called a 
"depressor.” His stab has a slight camber 
and is mounted so that greater speed 
produces a greater downward force. As 
a result, the Algebra wants to climb just 
when you need it most. This elevator 
setup helps you pull really tight pylon 
turns.

Sean is a designer and a flie r . .  . not a 
"builder." Certainly, he puts his planes 
together with great care and finesse, but 
as far as he’s concerned, building is only 
a necessary evil. He’s not interested in 
scale. He maintains, "Why copy some
thing someone else has done when you 
can design your own sailplane?” And 
Sean is more than willing to share his 
unique concepts. All in all, I found him 
to be a modest person of extraordinary 
talent and ability.

David Woods also put on an impres
sive performance at Ivinghoe Peak. He 
designed and built the Aeolus (named 
after the Greek god of wind). Here’s a 
scant 60-inch span stylized aerobatic 
soarer. The elevator is 15% of the wing 
area. It weighs 2 pounds 5 ounces dry 
and can hold 2-1/2 pounds of additional 
ballast. The NACA 641A012 airfoil is 11% 
at the root, changing to a 10% NACA 
63A010 at the tip (reference page 239 of 
Radio Control Soaring, edited by David 
Hughes, Radio Control Publishing Co., 
Ltd., 64 Wellington Road, Hampton Hill, 
Middlesex, England. 1974). The chord 
goes from 9-1/2 inches at the root to 8 
inches at the tip. The fuselage is very 
narrow, only 1-1/2 inches at the widest 
point. The servos are tandem-mounted

YES-SIB, YES-SIR, THREE BAGS FULL! ^

WALT MOONEY NOW OFFERS 3 BAGS OF PEANUT SCALE PLANS 
ALL WELL TESTED DESIGNS, AT ONLY f5 .0 0  EACH 

EACH BAG FEATURES FOURTEEN PEANUT PLANS,
ONE OTHER, PLUS PHOTOS ΑΝ0 INFORMATION 

SEND ♦l.OO FOR COMPLETE LISTING AND SAMPLE PLAN TO: 
WALT MOONEY, 29 I2  CABRILLO MESA DR 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92 I23
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2+2=1ΡΡΡ NEW MATH? NO/.'
It's CASS ENGINEERING'S new 2 + 2

Super Drive that equals one Potent Power Package!
Available for most engines .25 through .91. Twin, horizont
ally opposed, alternate firing smooths out power impulses 
for low vibration and long belt life. Reduction o f 2:1 for 
large, high pitch props. Ball-bearing output shaft, tempered 

aluminum casting.
DIMENSIONS OF 
UNIT SHOWN, USING 
O.S. MAX .40 FSR 
EN GIN ES:
L = 4-3/4"
W = 6-3/4"
H = 4-3/4"
Wt. less engines 

13-1/4 oz.

The CASS 2+2 Super Drive will fit 
ANY power NEED!!
Price: .25 thru .4 5 .............S99.50

.50 thru .91 . . .  . S I 09.50
(Engines not included)

If your dealer cannot supply, order direct

CASS ENGINEERING, Box 420, Rutherford, N.J. 07070 (201) 438-2897 939-7766

under the wing. Four pencells in tandem 
are used to power the airborne pack, 
and an electronic mixer drives the 
flaperons, which are coupled to the 
elevator. The full-length ailerons are 
2-1/4 inches wide.

Fine fiberglass cloth in epoxy resin 
strengthens the wings. Each wing con
tains its own servo to ensure crisp 
control. The fuselage is covered with 
nylon in epoxy resin. Here is a plane of 
formidable potential for both aerobatics 
and pylon racing. I watched it go 
through patterns ordinarily reserved for 
power planes. It is fast enough to carry 
through long maneuvers, yet slow 
enough not to require a large area of lift. 
The Aeolus is catching on; several 
copies are already flying, and others are 
being built.

David has enjoyed R/C soaring for five 
years and will now share his enjoyment 
with others through his designs and 
expert piloting. Perhaps we can en
courage him to offer plans, and if there is 
sufficient demand, perhaps even a kit.

There's a lot more to R/C soaring in 
England, but next month it’s on to West 
Germany.

See you then. ·

Doldrums.. .  Continued from page 38

have to go back to the field for a 
relaunch: longest flight of the day wins.

Full-scale soarers fly a similar event, so 
you can pull a lot of valuable tips (about 
teamwork and how to "use” your oppo
nents) from George Moffat’s little paper
back called Winning on the Wind. It’s 
available by mail from a number of 
bookstores that advertise in Soaring, the 
monthly publication of the Soaring 
Society of America.
INVERTED FLIGHT

This makes an exciting fun-fly event. 
The timer simply records the number of 
seconds (minutes?) that your thermal 
ship remains upside-down in thesky. All 
the models in this event must be reason

ably well matched; no fair flying a Todi 
or Maestro against polyhedral designs!

As in the ‘‘hands-off’’ event, you need 
to establish some sort of landing re
quirement, otherwise some oaf will fly 
his bird clear to the ground upside- 
down, just to win! It’s a good idea. also, 
to require pilots to begin their inverted 
flight within 30 seconds after tow re
lease. This keeps loophole-seekers from 
hunting up a big hat-sucker and riding it 
clear up to cloudbase before beginning 
their inverted flight time.
MOST SPINS

This little jewel is borrowed right from 
the R/C power flie rs’ fun-fly rules. 
Again, you have 30 seconds after tow 
release to begin the task, and you must 
make a conventional (as opposed to a 
pancake) landing.

Because of their long wingspans, no 
sailplane will ever spin quite as nicely as 
a powerplane, but you’ll also find that 
no two sailplanes spin quite alike. Most 
have too much vertical fin area to spin 
well; the best you can hope for is a nice 
spiral dive. (Incidentally, beware of 
speed buildup in these spirals . . .  it's 
really easy to re-kit a model in this 
fashion.)

You can improve the average sail
plane’s “ sp inab ility” by doing two 
things, one risky and the other positively 
dangerous. The risky thing is to double 
or triple your rudder throw: set it up so it 
moves absolutely as far to the left and 
right as possible.

The dangerous trick is to move your 
center of gravity rearward. A ship with a 
CG at around 50% of the wing chord will 
flat-spin like a falling leaf! But I don’t 
guarantee that the spin won’t begin 
sometime during the launch, when 
you’re least expecting it. And I don’t 
guarantee you’ll be able to break that 
spin once you get into it! So proceed 
with caution.
RUDDER ONLY

This event will separate the sheep 
from the goats, and quickly! Rules are

about the same as in a conventional 
precision-duration event, but vou must 
disconnect your elevator servo before 
launching! As in the “ hands-off” event 
described earlier, you need a forward 
CG and a super-stable ship to do well in 
this event, especially if you use scored 
landings. People my age or worse may 
well remember when rudder-only was 
quite literally “ the only way to fly”  . . .  a 
person would have to be a little bit crazy

ř u f

A M A Z IN G  d u r a -p ^

f 0 R THE EN T IR E  / ? .  ^

•  Ready-To-Fly Glider
•  4-Ft Wingspan
•  Polystyrene Construction
•  Soars Hundreds of Feet
•  Stunt Flying
•  For the R/C Enthusiast

Easily Converted to R/C

Plans and Instructions
Available Separately - S1.00 

Only $6.95, plus $1.50 shipping, 
per plane.

Indiana residents add 4% Sales Tax 

PLANE - FUN
P.O. Box 660, Greenwood, IN 46142
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Direct Selee Only

$325.95 LIMITED OFFER
S.C. MODELER
1999 Lerkln Avenue, Elgin, lllln o li 60120

AUTUMN SALE

STD 1980 Series

-Heli-Boy- 2-B  la d e d

R'C Helicopter Experts 
Schluter Distributor for Central USA 

Call (312) 697-3737

to go back to it voluntarily. Neverthe
less, it’s a fun event, especially for light, 
docile two-meter ships. You won’t 
believe the skill and foresight it requires 
to hit a landing circle using only the 
rudder! I credit Mike Regan out in 
California's San Fernando Valley with 
originating this event.
SAILPLANE LIMBO

Here’s a challenge. It’s a duration 
event, but time doesn’t start until you 
pass under those phone wires that line 
the edges of almost every flying field. 
Your timer, instead of following you 
about the field likeaspaniel.standsover 
there under the wires and sights across 
two of the poles, starting the watch as 
soon as you come whistling through.

u wHobby Horn
* ·  Aobtn ipruj/t/ti

01.1) ΙΊΜΚΗ KITS, U'ull ..ml Pnrll.il K,(s)
P l  ÍV Šcmt-Klts (A ll Machine Cut Purls)

1941 Playboy S r.. 80" Span (Plnn Extra) $14.00
1941 Playboy Jr.. 54" Spun ( Pluti Extru) $10.SO
1940 Hunger. 46" Spun (Plan Included) $13.00
1940 So Long. 50" Spun (Plan Extra) $10.50
(Companion Stripwood "Kit" for So Long $9.58)
1938 Trenton Terror. 72" Span. (Plan Extru)$l2.Q0 
(Companion Stripwood "Kit" for Trenton $13.72) 
(Plans: Playboy Sr.. $3.00. Pluyboy Jr.. $2.50;
So Long. $3.00, Trenton Terror. $3.50. |

J i  R Models 020 Replica Old Timers -Full Kits
1940 So Long. 32" Span. .020 Tee Dee $12.95
1941 Struto Streak. 33" Spun, .020 Tee Dec $12.95 

4Κ'λ Models - -Full K il«. .25 (o .40 engines
1940 Biizzurd Bombshell. 72" Span $49.95
1937 Denny Plane (Denny J r . ). 73" Span $79.95 

Midway Model Cox--Full and Partial Kits, FFlR/C
.020 Keplicn Full Kits

1940 Sailplane (Comet/Goldberg). 36" Span $14.95 
1940 Now Ruler (H .Struck). 31" Span $13.95
1940 Playboy Sr (Cleveland), 38" Span $12.95
1940 Buzzard Bombshell (Knofes). 30" Spun $11.95

Scries "50"- Full Kits. .10 .15 K/C
1938 Powerhouse (Taib i), 50" Span $35.96
1941 Air Trulls Sportster. 50" Spun $35.96
Partial Kit--Rib. Tip. Former--All Machine Cut

1937 Long Cabin. 78" Span (Plan Included) $20.00 
(Coming soon--84“ Flying Quakerk67" Quaker Flash) 
ELECTRIC SYSTEMS AND KITS
Astro 05 System (Wired) $59.05 (SPECIAL ·*·$44.961 
Astro 05 Prop reduction Drive Unit $17.96
Velie Monocoupe (For 05)$34.95 (SPECIAL ··"$26.21 
Drifter II . 72" Glider (Elect 05 install inst.) $20.65 
FREE FLIGHT KITS (Sport /Contest t Scale)
Sutellite 450 (4K’s ). 56" Span. 15 .30 eng. $25.95 
Panda P-30 (R/N). 30" pun. Rubber $8.06
1911 Caudron Monoplane (R/N). 31". .020's $9.86
Witch Doctor 800 (sq. in .) (S ig ). .29-.40 $20.95
Easy Bee (Miero-X) Indoor Rubber $3.75
One Nile 28 (Peck). P 30 Rubber $4.46
Okie Bird (J.CIem). 45". .049/.051 Tee Dee $13 95 
Thermic 50X (Jctco). Towbne Glider (50") $8.95
Vclie Monocoupe (F lylm e). 22)". Kubbor/CO·» $8.96

Shipping and Handling.
Up to $8.00 add $1.50.
$8.01 to $20.00 add $2.25. 
$20.01 to $45.00 add $3.00, 
$45.01 to $70.00 add $3.50, 
and over $70.00 add $4.00. 
CA. Addressees, add 6t for 
State sales tax. Send MO. 
Check or Visa/MC (•♦EXP.) 
^COC^xac^h^$M$^tdl^

Send $1.00 for latest 
catalogue, (a copy 
will be sent free, 
upon request. with 

>nl«·
HÓRd 

P.O. Box 3004 
Seal Bouch. Ca 90740 

714) 894 6223 |morning;
best or recorder-- uctivatê iftiM̂ r̂ingŝ

No, it isn’t a speed event, but fast,clean 
ships that can hold enough momentum 
through the dive and limbo pass to 
return to thermal-seeking altitude are 
going to have an advantage. Two or 
three events like this and the FAI speed 
course will seem like child’s play!

* ·  *
Any combination of these events 

would make a nice, low-pressure fun-fly 
for an autumn afternoon. Combined 
with a pot-luck barbecue and airplane 
roast, they could give your club a nice 
break from the usual contest routine. 
And maybe give a few of the wallflowers 
a shot a whomping the "experts” for a 
change! ·

Plug Sparks . . Continued from page 36

St., Levin, New Zealand, has taken over 
as President of the New Zealand Vintage 
Society.

Ivan reports vintage flying has been 
fairly quiet of late, but on the other hand 
points out that a record number of 
entries turned out for the New Zealand 
Nationals featuring O.T. events. Treen 
did note that the very popular .020 
Replica event suffered a decline of 
entries. (Same situation here in the 
USA. A few designs dominate the com
petition, so after awhile it’s ho-hum, 
what else is new?)

Recently a two-day meet was held 
during their winter, but the weather 
failed to cooperate. Then too, with 
gasoline at the price of $2.20 per gallon, 
it took a pretty keen enthusiast to travel 
down from Auckland.

At present, Treen says the rules are 
pretty stable but cleverly discerns that 
the reason for lack of rules changes or 
proposals to modify the rules is because 
there simply aren’t enough modelers 
flying these events. Given a large mem
bership (as SAM is discovering) there 
will be a multiplicity of ideas about what 
should be flown and how. This is some
times called (mistakenly) “ progress.” 
NORTHWEST NOISES

Of late this columnist has been in
cluding in the column reports of how 
SAM 8 is doing, particularly with Dave 
Knight (from Northern California) now 
pushing the Old Timer activity very

energetically.
SAM 8 has a rather loose working 

agreement with the U.S. Army for the 
use of the Harts Lake Prairie (Washing
ton) area for flying. Unfortunately, more 
than once, the Army has usurped their 
date for some Army maneuver or war- 
game. According to reports, SAM 8 is 
gradually overcoming the Army apathy 
by securing firm dates; dates which the 
Army personnel say can be regarded as 
theirs for club activity.

Picture No. 9 , sent in by Frank Macy 
(the guy holding the Comet Clipper), 
shows pretty clearly the type of field the 
Washington boys have and the sur
rounding trees that provide the hazards. 
For the benefit of the Northwest mod
elers, here is what the balance of the 
1980 schedule looks like:

Sept. 27,28: WMC O.T. Champs (Bob 
Stalick & Co.)

Oct. 4,5: Power Bash by Tom Cope. 
Also AMA events by the Boeing Hawks.

The SAM 8 boys are to be congratu
lated for maintaining an active schedule 
despite loss of fields, weather, and the 
economic situation.
KUNKLETOWN NEEDS HELP!

That may not be the most likely name 
for a city, but Ike Kerschner of that town 
says he is going out of his wits trying to 
find someone in the northeast area of 
Pennsylvania who is interested in Old 
Timers.

Ike would like to start up a SAM 
Chapter in his area, but you need bodies 
to make a club. If you are in the same 
boat as Ike and are interested in some 
form of Old Timer activity, write to Ike 
Kerschner, Rd. 1, Box 181A, Kunkle- 
town, PA 18058. He will answer all 
inquiries!
ANOTHER QUICKIE NOTICE

Ron Sharpton (you know him, the 
FOO-2-U-2 man) writes to say that 
things are slow in the construction game 
in Florida. With no dough, Ron had to 
skip the SAM Champs at Wright-Patter- 
son AFB this year. However, Ron sez the 
big Old Timer contest (called the Gath
ering of Turkeys) to be held at Pensa
cola, Florida, will feature both R/C and 
F/F. Prizes will be original ignition 
engines (no junk!) for O .T . Hand 
Launched Glider and O .T . Towline. 
Didn’t get any date, but you all come
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anyway!
In this column we try to run a picture 

of little-known Old Timer models. This is 
to assist those fellows who didn’t build 
gas jobs during those golden days (1935- 
42). Such a model is shown in Picture No. 
10. This is a "Wasp," an English design 
built by an Englishman, Dave Baker. 
Baker has been extremely active in the 
Old Timer movement, organizing SAM 
35, the English SAM Chapter. He has 
been so outstandingly successful that he 
has recruited over 735 members for the 
club.

Dave is a prolific builder, turning out 
practically a model a week when he puts 
his mind to it. When visited in England, 
he modestly said it was just his way of 
spreading the word on Old Timers. As 
he so appropriately pointed out, you 
can’t get them interested in Old Timers 
unless they see the action!

In that same line of thought, Bruce 
Lester of Toronto, Canada, is doing his 
darndest to get the Canadian boys 
converted to Old Timer flying. Bruce 
himself is a real avid fan, dating back to 
1936 where he took numerous photos of 
models at the Detroit Nationals. Such is 
Picture No. 11, showing Harold Coo- 
vert’s Berryloid Finish Winner. Harold’s 
win was no fluke, as modelers in those 
days took the finish of a model quite 
seriously.

Coovert attracted considerable atten
tion by his win of this highly coveted 
beauty award, including that of the 
Peerless Model Airplane Co. The Peer
less people employed Coovert to design 
several models and Harold did come up 
with some beautiful models, the “ Black- 
haw k,’’ a six-foot swept-wing cabin 
model and a beautiful inverted engine 
pylon model called the “ Pippin." This 
was described in the advertisements as 
"the apple of your eye."

Although the models were extremely 
eye-catching, they failed to sell big, 
perhaps because of the emphasis on 
good-performing competition models. 
Without any important contest wins to 
their credit, sales did not keep up and 
the model designs were discontinued.
BROWN BULL TROPHY

That title is a rather fastidious way of 
introducing the permanent trophy that 
Clarence Bull is building and sponsor
ing. This “ new" event is quite similar to 
the one proposed and held by Bud 
McNorgan of the SCAMPS. The Bull 
event, featuring Brown )r. powered 
models, will feature a two-minute time 
target as compared to McNorgan’s 
unlimited three-flight total event. This 
trophy will be presented at the Willa
mette Model Club O .T . Annual. Of 
course, the trophy will feature a 1938 
Brown Jr. motor on it. Bull sez the 
engine won't run, so as to try and 
preserve the trophy from cannibaliza
tion of parts. We need a few more like 
Bull! SAM 8 is a lucky chapter!

Several months ago, we carried a 
write-up on the West Coast SAM 
Champs held over the Memorial Day 
holiday at the fabulous dichondra farm 
known as the Merwin Ranch. Quite a

A wooden boat is a wondrous object whose beauty is inseperable from its function . The 
models featured represent the unpretentious small boats used by hundreds of lobstermen 
along the coast of New England. Evolved over the years to meet the demands of local 
conditions, each small boat in its beauty and sim plicity reflects the skill and ingenuity of 
the men who created and used them. Each model is the result of careful research and 
is authentic in detail. Complete K its for these models are priced as fo llows:

Friendship Sloop 
Lobster Boat 
Cat Boat 
Dory

S80.00
569.50
559.50
521.50

New full color catalog for these and other Kits $2.50

THE LAUGHING WHALE J
Box 191, Wiscassef. Maine 04578 207-882-6870

few new models showed up at this meet. 
One of the more interesting was a 
Chuck H ollinger design called the 
"Nomad.”  Picture No. 12 shows the 
model as built by Ron Kiel of SAM 27, 
which turned out to be a remarkably 
good performer.

When first viewed, a considerable 
number of fellows were willing to bet 
the tail boom was not strong enough. 
Most everyone had to eat crow, as the 
model proved to be more than rugged 
enough even with a powerful Schnuerle 
type glow engine. In short, it flew great! 
We hope to see this model in future 
meets.
TECH TIP

The latest newsletter from SAM 8 has

all sorts of newsy items. The latest report 
from Tom Alden indicates something 
this writer and Tom Cope have run into 
themselves. Worth passing on!

Alden reports he had been having all 
sorts of trouble with his Ohlsson .60, as 
the motor was very hard starting and 
inconsistent on needle valve settings. 
Tom tried everything . . . fuel feed 
problems (dirt, constrictions, and possi
ble incorrect assembly of the needle 
valve), wiring, and even the batteries. 
Then Tom noticed a piece of copper 
protruding from under the moving 
point at the junction with the moving 
arm. He didn’t realize what that meant 
until he had the engine on the test stand. 
Then and there, the ignition point fell
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EINDECKER 
$13.50

. R/C

ALL BALSA

86" SPAN 
ALL HARDWARE

These Competition Models 
are now

RAVAN MODEL PRODUCTS
B-70 $14.95 ~

SST 2£ " ·  $22.50
F/F

SPORT F/F 
.020-.049 

ALL BALSA

ADO $2.50 SHIPPING 
C A L IF . R E S ID E N T S  ADD 6% S A L E S  T A X

35" SPAN 
45" LONG 

ALL BALSA

TAUBE

F/F
2-CH. R/C

$15.50

.  A  r n    U A L I r .  n c b l U c r i l  I  b  A U U  Ο λ  c y A L c b  Ι Α Λ

»AvAN MODEL PRODUCTS P.O. BOX 59513 NORWALK, CA 90650

For Precision Sanding on Large, True Surfaces

• W on’t 
w e a r out
• M akes 

sanding easy
1 inch No. 142—22 inch

99 $299
For best results use
RUFF STUFF

Adhesive Sheet Sandpaper". No glue. No 
time. Ideal for special sanding shapes 
s to most m aterials 9 "χ 1 Γ ' sheets Choice 

of Medium. Fine, or Super F ine.56c ea.

APPLIED DESIGN CORP. ·  738 Penn S tre e t  ·  El S eg und o , CA 9 0 2 4 5

off. A cold braze joint! If the point had 
been properly brazed, thecopper would 
have flowed to the point instead of the 
edge. A quick silver brazing job fixed it 
for good.

Tom Cope also reports in that same 
line that many engines use Super Cy
clone type points, and that the moving 
point that is riveted to the arm can work 
loose. Tom sez a few careful taps to reset 
the point does it right.

JIM WALKER MUSEUM
While talking about the Great North

west, the latest information from Frank 
Macy on the Jim Walker Museum is that 
definite progress is being made in 
collecting Jim Walker's artifacts, among

the most prominent being the radio 
controlled lawnmower. Frank is also 
working up the drawings, building 
instruction sheet, original decals, and 
other historical data to form a packet on 
the Jim Walker Fireball.

Price will be in the neighborhood of 
$15. If you think this is high, it is because 
the monies accrued from the sale of the 
Fireball packets will go to support the 
Jim Walker Museum. Couldn't go for a 
better cause!

Picture No. 13 is more or less a follow- 
on to the lead article we did on South 
African Old Timer activities. In this 
photo, Bob Abbott is shown with his 
Comet Gull rubber model. This model is 
flown at the R/C field. Needless to say, 
the rubber-powered model causes quite

this TRAINING MACHINE from our kit and instruct- 
ions There is nothing easier to fly.

For additional Info. & our Catalogue send 
SI. 00 to l.OU PROCTOR, P.O. Box 9641. San Diego. 
Calif 92109.
Kit mfgd. by Proctor Corp. 6821 Convoy Ct. S. D Ca.

a stir among the R/C boys. With good 
rubber again becoming available, the 
interest in rubber-powered flying has 
been steadily on the increase in all 
countries.
SAM 41 & CYANOACRYLATES

In the latest San Diego Aeroneers 
newsletter, Editor George Wagner takes 
the new cyanoacrylate glues to task 
about how the glue will plug up the 
teflon tube dispenser. While this is true, 
poor old George has not tried Satellite 
City’s latest, “ Super T.”

This stuff, in this columnist’s opinion, 
is the best thing to come out on the 
market yet. With the slower drying time, 
blocks, sheets, etc. can be laminated 
with speed and ease. Best part of it all is 
the larger diameter dispensing tube that 
is a cinch to keep clear. This beats the 
attendant frustration so commonly 
encountered in the use of standard 
"thin” cyanoacrylates that George was 
complaining about.

Actually, the editorial written by 
Wagner was rather hilarious, especially 
when he gets the tubing cleared out 
only to find his fingers glued to the 
bottle. After a half hour of frustration, he 
reflects he could have had it glued with 
epoxy quicker, or even possibly white 
glue!
THE WRAP-UP

Generally, this writer likes to end the 
column with a humorous ending, some
thing like a good cup of coffee after a 
satisfying meal. This time, we are going 
to be a bit serious.

It remained for Ken Sýkora, the news
letter editor of the SCIFS Flightplug to 
remind us that Bill Winter has retired 
from active editorship of Model Avia
tion. Bill will always have a soft spot in 
this writer’s esteem. Anyone who claims 
to be an Old Timer will recall all those 
beautiful pre-WW-ll flying scale draw
ings Bill produced for all the magazines 
then devoted to model airplanes; Model 
Airplane News, Air Trails, and Flying 
Aces. Certainly was great work.

The postwar gas jobs designed by Bill 
for the various companies were many 
. . . Wog for Megow, Vagabond for 
Eagle, and a few designs for the various 
magazines. The Vagabond went on to 
become one of the best R/C trainer 
models ever developed.
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Not many of the modern modelers 
(the fellows in the last 20 years) realize 
just what Winter was responsible for. 
One of his biggest talents was to build up 
a model to be one of the best. Despite 
the barrage of criticism, even the com
petitors had to admit Bill was a first-class 
threat in all departments. As they say in 
football, a real triple threat (designer, 
writer, and editor).

Now that Bill has indicated he is going 
back to enjoying and building models, it 
won’t be long before you will be seeing 
some of his creations. Welcome back to 
the fun. Bill! ·

Pattern.............  Continued from page 9
and not change heading or altitude. The 
next step requires some preliminary 
thought. Start a full 360° roll, but slowly 
relax the rudder to neutral at about the 
135° position and start to apply a little 
down elevator. As you reach the in
verted position (180°), you should have 
gained or lost no altitude. The last half of 
the roll is done by continuing to hold a 
little down elevator during the roll to the 
225° position, then gradually adding 
rudder (positive rudder this time) while 
releasing down elevator input. We're 
now at the 270° position (knife edge) 
and coming around to the final upright 
position. You may find that the positive 
rudder input speeds up the roll rate. As 
you reach the 360° point, gradually 
release the rudder or you will get a 
noticeable wiggle. If all went well, you 
probably didn't need any up elevator 
during the final 45° roll.

Now then, that’s the manual skill 
sequence for a straight, level slow roll. 
The easy way is to kick the nose up 
momentarily while distracting the judges 
with a sudden sneeze, then quickly 
arching through the entire sequence 
using ailerons only.

Don't forget to practice centering the 
slow roll each time you practice. Also, 
from time to time try the maneuver 
upwind to get a good view of any 
possible deterioration of your tech
nique.
THE 3-TURN SPIN

The rulebook calls out this maneuver 
very explicitly; read the rule plus the 
footnote.

The easiest mistake to make seems to 
be the spin entry. Ideally you should 
pick an altitude which will allow a safe 
recovery (say 200 feet), while still keep
ing the model clearly visible. Slowing 
the model down to permit a stalled entry 
is the trick, so here’s a good way to 
practice it. Set your motor control for a 
predictable slow idle and note the trim 
position. Now, flying upwind at about 
3/4 throttle, back off the power smooth
ly and fairly rapidly to the low trim 
position. As the plane starts to slow 
down, start adding up elevator to quick
ly reduce forward speed, but don’t 
change altitude. Keep adding up ele
vator as fast as possible without climb
ing. The idea is to rapidly gain a nose-up 
altitude without climbing, so that the 
plane will stall cleanly and fairly abruptly

as you hold in full up elevator. Practice 
this until you get the hang of it.

Now let’s do it with a spin entry. Do 
this by holding your heading using 
rudder (and aileron, if necessary), then 
as the nose abruptly drops, swing the 
rudder hard full left and the spin should 
start. It may be necessary to momen
tarily add ailerons to start the spin, but 
don’t throw theplaneintothespin using 
the ailerons while the model is still nose 
high. That's a downgrade.

A common problem is to reduce 
speed and add elevator so slowly that

the plane assumes a slightly nose high 
attitude and simply mushes along with
out stalling cleanly and falling. This is 
where you will see fliers using a snap roll 
to gain spin entry. Again, that's a down
grade.

The spin recovery normally consists of 
simply letting go of the sticks and the 
flying surfaces will again resume flying 
speed as soon as the fuselage can align 
itself with the downward flight path.

There are many different types of 
spins because there are different designs 
being flown. Check your mode! for right

Cm  CURACAO M0DELB0UW
*  ^  P R E SE N T S  FO R TH E  U .S .A . M A R K E T  

M O D ELBO A TS & -  SH IPS , oldtimers as well as modern.

i All highest quality hobby kits.

•  Over 90 models to chose from
e A ll features complete «with english instructions incl. 

•  Precision fittings and details
e Wide range of propulsion systems available 

e Suitable for R/C.

SLAVER
A G IL IS '

* * * * *
Complete catalog showing a number of other interesting kits will be sent to 
you on receipt of US$4.- to cover airmail charges (refundable with first order).

C U RA C AO  M ODELBOUW  -  P.O . BOX 470 
Curasao. Neth. Antilles

mail orders retail · wholesale import and export design custombuild
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A LL  NEW No.
HOO

FROM  HOO
A H A L F -A  S P O R T  T R A IN E R  FO R  

2 O R 3-C H A N N EL R A D IO  
C O N T R O L  (R U D D E R  AN D 

E L E V A T O R , T H R O T T L E  
O P T IO N A L) . 

A L L  M A C H IN E 
C U T  W OOD, 

S T Y R O FO A M  W IN G . 
E A S Y  TO  FO LLO W  

IN S T R U C T IO N S .

29.95

HOO

Designed by 
Craig Wagner

SB-2 SCOUT A NEW CO N CEPT ,N */2A  s p o r t  t r a i n e r
o o - t  O lr U U I T Y P E  A IR C R A F T  F E A T U R IN G

[-CHAN N EL R A D IO  C O N TR O L 
A IL E R O N  AN D E L E V A T O R  
► W ITH  E A S Y  TO  FO LLO W  

IN STR U C TIO N S AND 
A L L  M ACHIN E 

C U T  WOOD. D ES IG N ED  
FO R  N O V ICE AND 

E X P E R T S  A L IK E .

HOO Inc., 12 Mac Alva Dr„ Hampton, VA 23669 / (804) 826-3400

3 4 . 9 5

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

and left entry and recovery, but be 
careful. Some types will wind up into a 
tight spin when spun in one particular 
direction. Other types will flat spin if you 
add power as the spin starts. If you feel 
you must play with spin techniques, 
keep plenty of altitude available for 
recovery.

After you’re reasonably certain you 
understand the spin characteristics of 
your model, practice calling the spin 
and starting it exactly atthecenterof the 
frame. The entry doesn’t have to start 
exactly one second after calling the 
maneuver, so we simply announce "spin 
starts at stall,” then we concentrate on 
maintaining the head ingas we set up the 
stall as previously described. After you 
have recovered from the spin, correct 
heading if necessary, then pull the nose 
to level flight and after approximately 
one second, announce “ maneuver 
complete.”

Next month we start on the Expert 
maneuvers. If you have any particular 
problems with the maneuvers described 
up to this point, we will be happy to hear 
from you and provide any possible help. 
Please write in care of R/C Model 
Builder. ·

Scale W/C . . .  Continued from page 15

and the presentation of a box for a 
collection of funds to be donated to the 
Glen Sig Memorial Scholarship Fund. 
For the team, supporters, and all friends, 
may I express our sincere thanks to the 
Canadian hosts for this moving tribute to 
Glen.
Tuesday, July 22

Stand-Off was delayed several times 
due to a low ceiling. It was obvious to all 
that they couldn’t get the two remaining 
rounds in, so Stand-Off was scheduled 
to be completed Thursday after the F4C 
round.

The air was very calm when the flying 
began and things proceeded nicely. At 
the conclusion of round two, the 
Swedish team of Helmbro, Carlson, and 
Elofsson were running 1-2-3. Coulson is 
4th and Parenti, with a 3074.9 flight, is in 
5th. Bob Karlsson is 7th and Ralph 
Jackson 12th. Ralph was having engine 
trouble, and the Windecker didn’t seem 
like it was feeling up to par.

Karel Solnička of Canada lost his 
beautiful twin, and because of radio 
problems in his Cessna crop duster, Don

Hatch was flying a radio that I had 
brought along as a spare. The frequency 
control and monitoring was excep
tionally good. Very sophisticated equip
ment was used to check out all radios. 
The transmitters were checked in at 8:30 
a.m. and returned only after the com
pletion of the day’s flying. In addition, 
when in the ready box, you were told to 
turn on your transmitter; then using 
Hew lett-Packard equ ipm ent, they 
checked your signal and the air for 
"cleanliness.”  If everything checked 
okay, they ran up a green flag and it was 
on with the show.
Wednesday, July 23

Gone was the dead calm. Gone was 
the fog. The members of Sail ’80, the R/C 
sailboat competition in another section 
of the city, were jubilant, for this was the 
first day they’d had something to move 
their models. The F4C fliers shook their 
heads and bemoaned the fact that the 
darn wind was at it again. The organizers 
shook their heads when they noted the 
direction, since it was across the runway, 
blowing from the judges. Hmm!

Frank Knowles of Canada was the first 
off and he set a very nice standard to 
achieve. His Moth biplane handled the 
wind nicely and F4C was officially un
derway.

The Hiperbipe was the first U.S. plane 
in the air. The flight was interesting 
(note: this doesn’t necessarily mean 
good). The model was never up on step, 
with an engine run something less than 
good. Bob Wischer and George both put 
in complete flights, with George having 
the second highest score for the day. 
The flight scores combined with the 
static left the U.S. team in excellent 
shape, with George in 1st, Bob Wischer 
in 4th, and myself in 5th. But a huge 
question mark hung over the proceed
ings because Rousseau of France, with 
the highest static score, Vaughan of 
Great Britain with second highest static, 
and Reeves of Great Britain with sixth 
highest static, had as yet no flight scores 
posted due to various problems. Mick 
Reeves, for instance, had the cowling on 
his Spitfire blow off during his flight and 
ultimately the flight was zeroed by the 
jury.

The judging seemed rather consistent 
among the judges with the exception of 
one judge, who appeared to be lower. 
As an exam ple, an inverted flight 
maneuver done by the Hiperbipe re
ceived 7.5, 7.5, 7.0, 6.5, and 3. The flap 
demo received 10, 10, 10, 9, and 2. In 
addition, there was some concern about 
0’s on nose-overs during the landing 
after a rollout had been established. In 
general, however, it would appear that 
the contestant received what he flew. 
Who could ask for more?

The official flying had been preceded 
with training flights for the judges, both 
in Stand-Off and F4C. These flights were 
flown by Bob Nelitz with his Cub and 
Don Paquette with a Sea Fury. These 
distinctly different types of aircraft 
enabled the judges to compare the 
styles inherent to the aircraft types.

T R E A T  Y O U R S E LF  TO A 

CUSTOM BUILT
Telephone:

NEW, 825 sq.in. TIPO 
A V A IL A B L E  NOW ! I

5269 Lucky Clover La. 
Murray, Utah 84107

TIPORARE
by DICK HANSON

Our custom  b u ilt a irfram es are used 
by  m any of the co u n try 's  top  pattern 
file rs . Fo r exam p le , we furn ished  
basic com ponents fo r 1/6 o f the m od
els f lo w n  In the  1979  M asters T o u rn 
am ent. Som e w ere T IP O R A R E S , 
some w ere not.
Build ing  pattern  b irds Is a business 
w ith  us, not a sideline . We can save 
you  considerable bu ild ing  tim e by 
providing you  w ith  good, basic 
co n stru ctio n .
W rite  or ca ll us concern ing  you r 
requ irem ents. We w ill be happy to 
review  them  w ith  you  and quote  
prices and d e live ry .
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We Hope You ’l l  N ever Need  
ou r In ve n to ry  

o f Spare P a rts !

THE 1980 FOX .40 RC
(B u sh in g  S ch n u e rle )

.40 Cu. In . Displacem ent

$64.95
FOX .40 RC Full Size 3-View available, 

»end Stamped/Addressed Envelop· THE 1980 FOX .45 BBRC
$79.95

(Boll Bearing Schnuerle)

.45 Cu. In . D isplacem ent
FL Y FOX . . .  THE WORLD'S FINEST MOTORS! f o x  .45 b b r c  f u.i Size 3-View available, »end Stamped'Addressed Envelope

Your Hot Line to the Source: (501) 646-1656

Vm&i Ijm ike Ptep M F ř í  m  5305 TOWSON AVE 
m r u ' o u · FORT SMITH. ARK 72901

x̂ ooooooooooooooooooooooooc

COVERUP!
Sturdy, dark green vinyl covered 
binders for your valued copies of 
MODEL BUILDER. Gold logo.

Only $4.95 each, two for $8.95, three 
for $12.95, four for $16.95, or five 
for $20.50, postpaid in the USA. Out
side the USA, add 90 cents per binder.
California residents add 6%  sales tax.

NOTE: One binder holds 1971 and 1972. 
Use one binder per year for 1973 to present.

(For UPS delivery, add $1.25 per binder.)

M O D E LS
BUILDER

621 W. 19th St., Costa Mesa, Ca. 92627 

Thursday, July 24
Sunny, hot, and breezy was the way 

we found day two of the F4C flying. It 
was obvious that this would be a long 
day, since the third round of Stand-Off 
would begin at 4:00 p.m.

The flying order was shifted 1/3 in 
F4C, and as is typically true, the flying on 
the second round improved. At this 
point only one model was out of the 
competition. Ross Woodcock from 
Australia crashed on the first round and 
was unable to continue. Gerry Fingler of 
Canada crashed in the first round but 
managed to rebuild his ship in time for a 
trim flight very early before the compe
tition. His model again sustained dam
age and was repaired in time for flying.

Duncan Hutson of Great Britain was 
able to demonstrate his homemade 
starter as a flight maneuver during this 
round. He killed the engine and as he 
glided across in front of the judges, he 
restarted. That makes a very impressive 
and chancy maneuver! Duncan demon
strated it beautifully, however.

Bob Wischer put in an excellent flight 
. . .  in fact, the second highest for the 
day. Both Rose and Underwood im
proved their scores, and at the end of 
the day we found Rousseau of France in 
1st, Wischer 2nd, Underwood 3rd, and 
Rose 4th. The U.S. team had a com
manding point lead of 1300 points over 
Canada, but there were some concerns 
still to be considered. For instance, 
Vaughan had yet to post an official flight, 
as he lost his cowl on the second round.

It was most regrettable to see such a fine 
model unable to be competitive be
cause of the little problems that crop up. 
As David put it Thursday, “ Bob, there’s 
only one more chance.’’

The Stand-Off competition got under
way on time and proceeded right up to 
dusk. The Swedish team posted consis
tently high flight scores, along with Mick 
Reeves and Graham Smith of Great 
Britain. Neither Hal Parenti nor Bob 
Karlsson bettered their second round 
scores, however. Ralph Jackson jumped 
some 380 points to help the team total 
greatly.

The final flight of the day by Lars 
Helmbro of Sweden seemed to sum up 
the Stand-Off competition. Lars flew last 
due to an earlier attempt. After putting 
in a virtually flawless flight, he turned 
onto final for landing in the gathering

dusk and as he did so, the landing light in 
the wing of the little Harvard winked on 
and guided him to an impressive win. 
Sweden came prepared and took the 
title in style, followed closely by a well- 
prepared British team 480 points behind. 
Third was the U.S. team 1570 points 
behind the British. And what will Friday 
bring?
Friday, July 25

Friday brought me a dead flight pack! 
It appeared that my flight would come 
about noon, but rather than charge the 
completely dead pack, I substituted the 
one from my Chipmunk, which at least 
had a partial charge.

George Rose was the first man off on 
the warm, windy day. The crosswind 
didn’t bother George and he put in a 
barn burner, putting him smack dab in 
the d river’s seat. His total of 5081.9

REPLICA OLD TIMERS

Goldberg's 1940 Sailplane 
6 13 Scale, 36" Span 

$14.95

AUTHENTIC SCALING “ DETAILED PLANS 
SELECT BALSA “ PR I NT ED PARTS 

FREE FLICHT OR RUDDER ONLY R/C 
.020 CAS OR ELECTRIC POWERED

Knofes' 1940 Buzzard Bombshell 
1:2.4 Scale. 30" Span 

$11.95

Struck's 1940 New Ruler 
1:2.4 Scale, 31" Span 

$13.95

Cleveland's 1940 Playboy Sr. 
1:2.1 Scale. 38" Span 

$12.95

Other Kite Coming Soon 36" Miss Americe, $12.95. 36- Clipper MK. It. 616.95, 36" Mercury. 513.95; 30.5" Ranger 
613.95; 36" Super Buccaneer. 619.95. 30- Request. S12.9S. 35" T«in Cyclone, 512.95, 36” Cavalier 513.95.

™  mssmm» m  « © s s e & s r j
8044 Loglon Place. No.6, Midway City, Ca 9265S

At your dealer, or add 
$2.00 for mail order. 

Calif, residents, 61 tax.
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SAIL CONTROL WINCHES

W-1 . . . $59.00 W-2 . . . $129.00
•  Custom R/C design for all boat sizes ·  Power - 40 in. lbs. »Travel 

time - 5 seconds «Voltage - 4.8-6 (W-1) »Size - 2 x 2 x 5  inches.

The Probar W-1 is mechanically operated by a separate, neutralizing 
servo. The Probar Propo W-2 is designed to plug directly into the receiver, 
and requires no extra batteries. Specify Kraft, Futaba, or no connector. 
Both winches are fully assembled and tested, ready to install. A l l  mounting 
hardware, switch pushrod (W-1 only), and winch arm blank are supplied.

STA IN LESS  S T E E L  HARDW ARE: M ISCELLA N EO U S ITEM S:
Turnbuckles, Chainplates, Goosenecks. Sheet exit guides, Bowsie,
Boom vang pivots. Pad eyes, Tangs. Rudder posts. Mast head 
Deck cleats. Boom cleats. Rigging wire, fitting. Dacron sheet line.

D**i*r inquires inntød.
PROBAR DESIGN P.O. BOX 639 ESCONDIDO, CA. 92025

looked good, especially since the wea
ther would not get any more favorable.

Rousseau flew early but took an 
attempt when his model experienced 
radio problems and landed just one 
second within the 60-second time limit 
for calling attempts. It retired to the 
hangar for a radio borrowed from a 
teammate.

)oe McCollum posted a good flight 
with his Volksplane and was in second 
place. The Hiperbipe put in a 2487.6 
flight and was sitting in third spot. Bob 
Wischer’s score was below that of the 
second round but maintained a good 
position.

As the day progressed, some move
ment took place. Reeves posted a 2607.5 
putting him in second and setting the 
stage for the flight of Rousseau in his 
second attempt on the next to last flight.

It happened! While it was not a barn 
burner, it was sufficiently high enough 
to take it all. The 2423.4 put him in first 
place just half a point ahead of George. 
What a fantastic finish! Consider, if you 
will, how close all this was. Only 65.3 
points separated fifth place and first 
place. In scoring considerations, that is

virtually nothing. For instance, one 
point higher on a landing in the circle 
from each judge results in a difference 
of 45 points in the final score, due to the 
9 K-factor. It was anyone’s ballgame.

The U.S. team returned the team 
trophy to this continent by finishing 
Rose 2nd, Underwood 5th, and Wischer 
6th, for a total of 14,967.6 points, about 
800 over Great Britain with 14,164.3. 
Canada just missed second with a total of 
14,157.4.

The award ceremony was held at the 
field and was nicely organized. Beautiful 
plaques and certificates were awarded 
the w inners from the Ottawa club 
sponsoring the event and the FAI medals 
and trophies were also presented. 
Cameras abounded and jean Rousseau 
was doused with a handy bottle of 
champagne. He even drank some! The 
competition was over, save the banquet 
on Saturday night.
Saturday, July 26

Sightseeing day. Members of many of 
the teams could be found at Parliament 
square and the changing of the guard. 
Shops, as well, felt the onslaught of 
visitors as souvenirs were purchased.

As evening came, all assembled for a 
reception combined with the Sail '80 
contestants and supporters. When the 
banquet began (on time, as virtually 
everything had during the week), we 
were greeted with a strolling violinist, 
candlelight, and an unreal array of food. 
Six lines formed the buffet lines and the 
food represented many area treats. Beef, 
duck, kitchener turnips, meat pie, salads 
profuse, wine at the table, and super 
service. Desserts of all descriptions 
abounded including fresh strawberry 
shortcake piled high with real whipped 
cream. Fantastic!

This was followed with some brief 
presentations for the Sail ’80 awards and 
some general comments by various 
organizers. Then fellowship! A Sail '80 
Australian leading a contingent of 
Swedish fliers in a rousing version of 
“ Waltzing Mathilda,” for instance . . .  or 
the French team manager pouring from 
a Perrier bottle, a clear liquid that 
definitely was not water of any kind! 
Everyone echoed the sad goodbyes that 
ultimately come. And it was over.

The Underwood diary continued for 
two more days in the drive home along 
with the Dave Abel family from St. Louis, 
who had been spectators all week. The 
1100 miles gave much time for reflec
tion, and it is fair to say that the compe
tition was an outstanding experience. I 
suspect the most notable thing (aside 
from the fact that the U.S. F4C team 
won) was that the organization of the 
meet was so well done. George White, 
the chairman, and all of his crew main
tained a very relaxed, friendly, but firmly 
run event. I never heard a cross word 
and every effort was made to see that 
you were comfortable and your needs 
were met. The Contest Director, Gerry 
Dale, fit the same efficient, friendly 
mold. Warren Hitchcox, as president of 
MAAC, can be exceptionally proud of 
these men, the Ottawa Remote Control 
C lub , President C liff Crow , and the 
many dozens of persons who gave up 
vacation time to devote to the event. 
The next country to host the champion
ships will be sorely pressed to provide as 
fine a job. Only one problem I can think 
of ensued as a result of the organizers of 
the event. Why in the heck does every 
third person in Canada have to be 
named Gerry?

And finally some generalizations to 
cap it off.

The U.S. team, in one of its several 
meetings, suggested several recom 
mendations be made to AMA concern
ing future team selection procedures 
and team preparation. At present, the 
method of selecting teams would seem 
to be an adequate procedure; however, 
because our AMA rules differ so drama
tically from FAI, we find that too often, 
team members selected are at a definite 
disadvantage in looking toward the 
competition. The suggestion made was 
that, in spite of whatever selection 
procedure used (now the Nats in the 
odd-numbered years), the models being 
considered for the team selection be 
required to meet FAI requirements of

two more classics -s e e  yo ur  lo c a l  h o b b y  d e a l e r ·
fr“m n >linc ^  „ „ I , · .

1- 1/2 Scale $24.95 single d i a n n ^  —

2- 4 Ch, R|C -.049 Power " ' « ht

39 Wingspan

FLYLINE MODELS, INC. 
Farman Moustique T T  ÍSZSV EZS2?

(703) 573-2038
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BARRONS SCALE CLASSICS
p l a n s  w i t h  c o n s t  m a n u a l

•Φ  s p o r t  s c a l e ~"a t  i t s  f i n e s t  «-

C U R T IS S  HAWK P 6 E  β 1 2 .5 0  
C U R T IS S  GO SHAW K F l I |  1 5 .0 0  
C U R T IS S  G U LFH A W K  ΙΑ $  1 5 .0 0

2 IN SC A LE  6 3  IN SPAN

S T IN S O N  R E L IA N T  S R 9  $ 1 5 .0 0
2IN S C A L E  8 4 IN SPAN

P L E A S E  ADD $ 2 .0 0  F O R  P/H  
A L S O  A V A IL A B L E  IN 1/4 S C A L E  
S E N D  $ 1 .0 0  F O R  C O M P L E T E
IN FO R M A TIO N  T O ---- ; -

RICHARD G BARRON
1213 HO LLY S P R IN G  L A N E T  ”
G RAN D B L A N C , M ICHIGAN 4 8 4 3 9

weight (6 kg), engine size (10cc single or 
15cc m ulti), and wing loading. The 
inference was not that the event be 
flown to FAI rules, but only that those 
modelers who wished to be considered 
for the FAI team have an FAI acceptable 
model in addition to paying for the FAI 
stamp and the selection fees. It is not 
difficult to see the logic of this sugges
tion in terms of having an FAI type 
model qualified rather than having to 
build one between selection time and 
the event, leaving the qualifier with 
possibly a big task.

Secondly, it was suggested that the 
team be assembled prior to the cham
pionships for a solid weekend of pre
paration, including checking the model 
over carefully and flying for judges and 
observers. The logistics of this become

FREE FLIGHT 
HARDWARE

roots. iC C d iO N X t < M r o n o *  css t i n e a

WINDING /  BALSA 
HOOKS STRIPPERS

kJETEX1• 50 m o u n t  
H OT  m i n t

) CIRCLE TOW]
ÍC0UPE HUB ' D T KIT
NEW

p l a t í  i 
mookm

PA OlΛ L
\ t n c m t  m o u n t  

f o n  o  t ~
t f i t s  F o n s r t m  * ·. n s · 

r o m p t o o  o s ·  · ·  a n o  33

C A TA L O G % t 00

JIM CROGKET REPLICAS 
1442 N. FRUIT AVE. 
FRESNO. CA. 93728

somewhat difficult in the U.S.. but it is a 
possibility and is certainly needed.

Monty Groves is to be commended 
for the outstanding job he did in helping 
this team as manager. He jokingly (?) said 
he felt a little like a scout leader at times, 
but he approached the task with a 
professional stance and anticipated 
many problems. After struggling with the 
difficult calculations necessary in FAI, he 
suggested that perhaps someone ought 
to write an FAI math book. One person I 
know he’ll not call on to proofread it is 
your writer! Monty and Patty arranged 
for the shirts and snappy red jackets, and 
provided remembrance plaques for 
each team member as well. Their room 
was always open for questions and 
problems. Team managers deluxe!

EMS SR-1 
SERVO 

REVERSER
Price - $10.95

Plugs into your system between the Receiver 
and Servo and reverses the direction of that 
servo with relation to the Transmitter Stick 
motion. Available for all popular positive or 
negative pulse systems with connectors in
stalled. An extremely handy device when 
installing your system in a new airplane.

Master Charge and V ISA  
Dealer Inquiries Invited

ELECTRONIC MODEL SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1242, Placentia, CA 92670

The shirts, etc. for the F4C team were 
provided by Sig Manufacturing, as they 
have done for years. The Sland-Off team 
outfits were provided by NASA out of 
the funds gained from the sale of 
patches.

And absolutely some last thoughts!
•  The average age of the Swedish team 
was about 24 years. Hmm!
• What was in that Perrier bottle the 
French team had?
• Just because Gerry Fingler's model 
was a Bird Dog, did it have to hit a tree?
• Flow in heaven's name could Jack 
Swift of Canada eat three helpings of 
liver and onions?
• George Rose, how could your mom 
get lost twice in one day?

DO IT IN 1980 before the price goes up!
Beginning with the January 1981 issue, the retail price o f R/CMB will increase to $2.50 per copy. A  one- 
year subscription will be $25.00, and two years will be $47.00. You can delay this increase to you by  
subscribing now. New subscriptions and one or two-year renewals will be accepted for the current prices 
($20.00 and $37.00 respectively) on all orders postmarked up through December 31, 1980.

■ FREE
THIS $6.95 BOOK

PROTECT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION IN 
AN ENVELOPE..  
SEE BELOW

SPECIAL
R/C MODEL BU ILD ER SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
W ITH  YO U R  MONEY-SAVING S U B S C R IP T IO N  O R  R E N E W A L  
TO  R/C MODEL BU ILD ER  M AGAZINE. T H E  BO O K C O N TA IN S  
A R T IC L E S  A B O U T  B U IL D IN G , C O V ER IN G , F IN IS H IN G , A N D  
F L IG H T  A D JU S T M E N T  . . . P L U S  FU LL-S IZ E  PLAN S F O R  12 
U 2-IN C H  S C A L E . F R E E  F L IG H T . WW-U F IG H T E R  P LA N E S .

Name
(p lease p r in t  c le a r ly )

L IM IT E D  O F F E R  . . O R D E R  NOW!!

SEND ME:
L . 12 ISSUES FOR $20.00 L  24 ISSUES FOR $37.00

(17% O FF Newsstand Cost) (23% O FF Newsstand Cost)
Rates apply to the U .S., its possessions, and Canada. Elsewhere add 
$3.50 per year. ( ) Credit Card ( ) Check Enclosed
To have your subscription mailed in a protective 
envelope, add $3.00 per year to the above rates, 
and check here ( ).

Address 

C it y ___ . State. .Zip

VISA (

S3
Signature .

) Master Charge ( ) No.

Expiration Date
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1/32 
SCALE 
PLASTIC 
MODEL 
KIT

• Willi AMS
3ft03. inc*"'****'»··»·

C A LD RO N  T
hJ ,Among the most efficient of the 

Golden Age racers, the Caudron 
won the 1936 Greve & Thompson 
trophies, as well as races in Europe.

• DECALS TO ALLOW FINISHING 
MODEL AS ANY ONE OF FIVE 
DIFFERENT AIRCRAFT

• THREE TYPES OF LANDING GEAR 
INCLUDING WHEEL PANT VERSIONS

• DETAILED INTERIOR

*

,1

1

ONE IN A SERIES OF GOLDEN AGE RACING AIRCRAFT

SEND $1 FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG DEPT. MB

181 PAWNEE STREET, SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA · 92069

• When the announcer listed me as a 
member of the German team, why 
didn't I get a blue team shirt?
• Ralph Jackson managed to convince 
his new bride, Jeanette, to come to a toy 
airplane competition! What a gracious 
addition she was to the U.S. team.
• And a fantastic “ thank you” to the 
three female Underwoods. Rae, who as 
always put up with the nervous-nelly 
husband, kept all the records, and 
provided encouragement. Anne, who 
ran for this and that and sacrified a week 
of work as she prepares for college this 
fall. Cathy, who served as my super pit 
crew. She quietly stood by when needed 
and flawlessly provided the comments 
necessary during the flights.

It was a fantastic experience and if it 
never happens again, the memories of 
Scale '80 will shine forever. ·

Giant......Continued from page 24
the flywheel. To get at them, you have to 
remove the flywheel. Loosen the prop 
driver by inserting a drill shank in one of 
the holes in the back of the flywheel,

and using this to jam against the crank
case while loosening the prop driver 
with a wrench. The drill bit will prevent 
the flywheel from turning while you 
loosen the driver. Loosen the driver only 
one or two turns initially. Now, with 
your fingers BEHIND the flywheel, 
prying gently against the engine, strike 
the face of the prop driver sharply, but 
not hard, with a steel hammer. The 
shock of the hammer blow will break 
loose the flywheel from the taper on the 
crankshaft. Now remove the propdriver 
and the flywheel. Be careful to catch the 
little steel key that fits between the 
flywheel and the shaft. This must be 
reinserted when you reinstall the fly
wheel.

Under the flywheel you will see a 
white plastic cover. This is the ignition 
points cover. Around its base is a small 
slot into which a screwdriver blade may 
be inserted. Twisting the screwdriver 
will pop this cover loose so that it may be 
removed. The points will now be ex
posed.

Rotate the crankshaft so that the 
points are at their most open position.

This is quite a broad area of the crank
shaft rotation, so just rotate the crank 
both ways until the points start to close, 
then split the difference. If the crank is 
hard to rotate, wrap several layers of 
masking tape around the rear shaft. A 
pair of pliers can now grip the shaft on 
the tape and turn the crank.

Inspect the contact points where they 
come together. Use a strong light, and 
see to it that they are smooth and that 
they are not out of alignment drastically 
when they touch. If the point contacts 
are burned-looking, have heavy pits, or 
are badly misaligned, replace the points 
and the condenser. If they look OK, 
then they are ready for adjustment.

Again, set the crankshaft so that the 
points are at their most-open position. 
Using a set of feeler gauges (available at 
any auto parts store), adjust the points 
gently until there is only a gentle friction 
between the points and the feeler 
gauge. To adjust the points, loosen the 
screw holding the point arm, and use a 
screwdriver tip to gently pry the arm into 
position, w hen the point gap feels 
proper (by the way, correct gap is .015 
inches, as shown on the white plastic 
points cover), retighten the point arm 
screw. RECHECK THE ADJUSTMENT. If 
you moved the adjustment while tight
ening the arm screw, do it over. Never 
close up the engine without rechecking 
the adjustment after you tighten the 
screw. Omitting this very important step 
is probably the cause of more ignition 
points problems than any other single 
item.

After you have the adjustment screw 
tight, and have rechecked that the points 
adjustment is still correct, you are now 
ready to reassemble everything.

Snap the white plastic ignition points 
cover back into place. Make sure that 
the little metal key is in its proper place 
on the crankshaft slot, then very gently 
reinstall the flywheel, making certain 
that the key fits into the slot in the 
flywheel hole. After you feel the fly
wheel is in position, with the key en
gaged in its slot, turn the flywheel and 
make sure the crankshaft turns with it. 
This will insure that the key is properly 
engaged.

Using a slight amount of BLUE LOCK- 
TITE (a thread glue available at auto parts 
stores) on the threads of the crankshaft, 
reinstall the prop driver. Tighten it 
securely, using the drill bit in the fly
wheel to help. Your engine is now ready 
to run.

* * *

Two of the new engines that have 
come on the market in the past year 
have been the Kioritz and the Kawasaki 
3.14. The Kioritz is handled by Gibbs 
Hobby & Research, 6195 Hillfield St. 
N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. The 
Kawasaki is handled by EWH Specialties, 
Inc., 607 E. Abram St., Arlington, TX 
76010.

The Kioritz seems to be a pretty good 
answer for the plane that is just a bit 
much for a Quadra. It is reportedly very 
smooth, and has good power. People 
who have flown them extensively tell me

W t u - t r l f t - ·

displacement 
weight . . 
length

1 20 cu. in. 
34 V? oz

..........6-Ve m.
\ sp in n e r and glow plugs not included

HP 120
POWERTWIN

Over 3 Horsepower 
Very Low Vibration 
Only One Carburetor 
Ideal for Prop Drives 
Use in AMA Standoff Scale 
and IMAC competition

Available at you» favorite dealer

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

BOX 518R RO M EO V ILLE . IL L . 60441

312-759-1955
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A ce Radio C ontro l, In c ..................................... 79
Applied Design C o rp ......................................... 92
A ssociated  E le c tro n ic s ................................... 73
A stro  Flight ............................................................. 84
A tlas  P r e s s ................................................................ 64
Authorized Radio  C o n t r o l ........................  87
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G iezendanner U S A ........................................... 93
D ick  H anson M o d e ls .....................................  94
Hobby H o rn ............................................................. 90
H O O . In c ................................................................... 94

O LD  EN G IN ES lor model airplanes, a c c e s 
sories Goldmine1 Some HO R R and electric 
boat item s A ll 1939-53  S A S E  for list 
Donald Kennedy, 402 North A v e . Weston, 
MA 02193

New line of Peanut Sca le  drawings FW 56. 
Brewster SBN -1 . Vought V-143. others Send 
$1 for sample plan and list David Diels Box 
101. Woodville. OH 43469

FO R S A LE : Ignition engines 40+ collection 
Call (213) 833-8991 after 5 p m  Mon -Fri Jim  
M ayes. 1458 W 20th S t , San Pedro. CA 
90731
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D ESIG N  AND BU ILD  contest-winning model 
rockets Topics in A dvanced M odel Rocketry, 
published by Μ I T Press, explains profes
sional aerospace design techniques in model 
builders' terms Order from W Bengen. 10 
Ursular Court, Smilhtown, NY 11 787 $6 95 
plus 50C shipping Send cash , check, or Μ O 
with order

NEW SC H O O LYA R D  SC A LE  PLAN S -  Piper 
Vagabond Gere Sport. J-3C u b . E-Ill, Sopwith 
Pup and others $5 each  or any 3 for $12 
Stamp for illustrated catalog Tom Thumb Sky 
Tracings. 11333 N Lake Shore D r . Mequon. 
Wl 53092
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CASH  for ignition engines d iesels and co l
lections Prefer clean exterior, complete with 
good compression Need performers rather 
than antiques Anderson Spitfire 60 & 65 
needed Ron Falk. 5265 Gaylord Dr San 
Diego. CA  92117. (714) 272-3783

G LA S S  C LO TH  0 6 oz , finest woven quality, 
38" wide, continuous length 5 yds $16 65 
10 yds. $29.70; PPD Dan Parsons. 11809 
Fulmer Dr N.E , Albuquerque. NM 87111

FO R SA LE : Futaba 4-channel. $189 95 Write 
for add itional lis ts  Th e  Boo tleg ger R C 
Products. 8617 Ironside N.E . Albuquerque, 
NM 87109

W AN TED Old model airplane engines, gas 
m odel ra c e  c a r s .  k its , m a g a z in e s , p a rts , 
related items. 1935-55 Arthur Suhr. W218 
N5866 Maclynn Court. Menomonee Falls Wl 
53051

C LA S S IF IE D  ADS
Non-comm ercial (personal items) Rate is 25 cents per word with a minimum ot $3 Of) 
Com m ercial Rate is 40 cents per word, with a minimum ot $5 00 No advertising agency 
d iscounts allowed
All ads are payable with order, and may be lor any consecutive insertion period specihed 
Name and address free, phone number counts as  two words Send ad and payment to 
M O DEL B U ILD E R  Magazine. C lassified  Ads. 621 W est 19th St Costa Mesa CA 92627

that their planes flew OK with a Quadra, 
but really perform  n icely with the 
additional power of the Kioritz. Per
sonally, I have not had the opportunity 
to wring the engine out, but I can verify 
that it is an extremely compact and 
beautifully engineered product. I have 
seen one disassembled, and it is very 
pretty. Cost is $189.95 postpaid for this 
jewel.

The Kawasaki, at 3.14 cu. in., is de
signed for those bigger or bulkier birds 
that have almost totally gone wanting for 
power before. The Sheber Pitts S-2A, for 
example, is just plain too much plane for 
just about any other engine, but turns on 
with this powerhouse. Again, no hands- 
on experience, but I have seen this one 
run, and owners tell me it is just about 
the smoothest engine they have seen.

That would be a big change from some 
of the bigger ones! It is somewhat bulky.

Availability of both of these engines 
has reportedly been not quite keeping 
up with demand, so don’t be too dis
turbed if you have to wait a little to get 
yours. The manufacturers are doing 
everything they possibly can to expedite 
the situation.

Here’s a maintenance tip for owners 
of Eastcraft Lectra-Starters (onboard 
electric starters), for the Quadra and 
Hustler engines (Systems 301 and 401). 
Put a small drop of STP oil on each shaft 
bearing of the starter motor. There has 
been one system returned to the factory 
with a “ frozen” motor, and the only

Eroblem was that under severe load, the 
earings had frozen to the shaft. The 

drop of STP occasionally will totally

eliminate the possibility of this happen
ing to your starter system. By the way, as 
a mini-product report, The Eastcraft 
starter units are one of the few model 
accessories that rate a virtually unquali
fied approval from me. If any of you are 
considering one of these units, I can 
assure you of their high quality and 
dependability. A little care in their 
simple installation will get you a unit that 
will last for years.

That’s it for this month. If you have any 
questions, problems, or answers. I’d 
sure like to hear them. You can write me 
at 216 Willow Ave., Roseville, CA 95678, 
or call EVENINGSONLYat (916)786-2725. 
Please enclose a self-addressed,stamped 
envelope if you wish a written reply. ·

*  *  *
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I FULL SIZE PLANS SERVICE
Including reprint of construction article 

(if any)

No. 11801 "MAMA M IA !" $9.50
Latest, super-size pattern ship by leading 
f lier/designer/kit manufacturer, Joe Bridi.

No. 1180-O.T. F O K K ER  D-VIII S4.50
Very stable F/F  flying scale ship for .23 
ignition engines, 57”  span. By Earl Stahl.

No. 1180-C.P. F A IR E Y  " B A T T L E "  $3.00
Fine proportioned 30" span rubber pow
ered low-wing scale ship from Megow kit.

No. 10801 UDET FLAM IN GO  $6.75
Easily built R/C sport scale aerobatic bi
plane for .30-.40 power. Roland Baltes.

No. 10802 OHMSICK A N G EL  $3.50
F/F Payload-like design for R/C and 020 
electric power, 43" span. Randy Wrisley.

No. 1080-0. T. THE S-4 $150
Super-small gassiefrom 1939 M.A.N., for 
.049 or E lf (!) power. Malcolm Abzug.

No. 1080-C.P. STINSON R E L IA N T  $4.00
A 3/4" scale model from 1934 Ideal kit. 
Excellent plans for F/F rubber, R/C, etc.

No. 9801 POOLBOY $4.00
Tiny (20" span) R/C biplane flying boat 
for .010-.020 eng., 2-ch. By Ken Willard.

No. 980-0.T. DOLPHIN $10.00
Beautiful planked-fuselage 9' streamliner 
from 1939 M.A.N. By Thracy Petrides.

No. 8801 FU JA V A K  $5.00
Sharp looking T-tail R/C powered glider 
for .049-, 15 eng., 80”  span. Pavel Bosak.

No. 8802 SCHN EIDER CUB $6.50
Famous R/C Aircraft No. 5, 3-time Nats 
winner, 6' span, .60 eng. Alex Schneider.

No. 8803 PO TTIER  P-70-S $3.00
F/F scale French homebuilt, 02 electric, 
trike gear, 29" span, neat! By E. F ilion.

No. 880-0.T. H A YSEED  $4.00
Hot A/B pylon (no-window cabin) never 
before published. 4-ft. span. Carl Hermes.

No. 7801 APPREN TICE $5.00
Continually popular genuine R/C trainer 
for . 19-.35 eng., 72" span. Bill Northrop.

No. 780-0.T. STRA TO SPH ERE $3.50
Streamline cabin rubber ship from May 
1941 M.A.N., 36" span. By Henry Cole.

No. 6801 JU N K ERS  J-10 $6.00
Squarish low wing WW-I R/C Sport Scale 
model for .45-.60 power. By Dick Allen.

No. 6802 S L IC K  $3.00
Pocket-size R/C stunter for 020 electric 
power, 2-3 ch., 33" span. Jack Headley.

No. 6803 SANTA M ARIA No. 10 $3.00
Winner of 2nd Place in Wakefield at 1980 
FA I W/C. By Paul Van Leuven, Australia.

No. 680-0.T. STR U C K 'S  HO-CAT $5.00
Alumnus of famed '39 Lake Hopatcong 
ROW meet, predecessor to R/C Sea Cat.

No. 680-C.P. GRUMMAN F3F-1 $4.00
Reprint of Miniature Aircraft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from printwood.

No. 5801 F6C-1 CU RTISS HAWK $9.00
Navy version of P1-B Hawk in 2" R/C 
precision scale. Very detailed. E. Martin.

No. 5802 GOLDEN E A G LE  $4.50
FA I competitive Std. Class R/C sailplane. 
Glass fuselage available. Tom Williams.

No. 580-O.T. S K Y R O C K E T  S5.00
Class 'C  streamline gassie from Jan. '40 
Flying Aces, span 62". By Larry Eisinger.

No. 4801 B R U SH F IR E  $6.00
Contemporary design being used by sev
eral top pattern fliers. By Ken Bonnema.

No. 4802 SUN BIRD $3.50
For the latest challenge, a 54" span hand 
launch R/C glider. By Dave Thornburg.

No. 4803 B LA C K JA C K  $1.50
High aspect ratio hand launch glider for 
lower altitude roll-outs. Larry Sargent.

No. 480-0.T. AERO N CA TANDEM  $4.00
Scale gassie from Feb. '42 Air Trails for 
Ohlsson .23. Span is 48". Ronnie Albert.

No. 3801 LES  LONG'S "W IM PY" $10.00
Lightweight R/C 1/4-scale homebuilt for 
electric or gas. 94" span. By Le Gray.

No. 3802 AERO SPO RT "Q U A IL "  $2.00
A beginner's rubber scale, span 26". Easy 
to build,and great flier. By Walt Mooney.

No. 3803 OV-10A BRONCO $3.00
An out-of-the-rut rubber scale model for 
expert builders, 36" span. Tom Houle.

No. 380-O.T. FLAM INGO $6.00
Rare old-timer appeared in 1938JASCO 
catalog, 89" span. By Roger Hammer.

No. 2801 T IP O R A R E  $6.50
Top pattern ship in 1979. Flown by Dave 
Brown at World Champs. Dick Hanson.

No. 2802 JU N K E R S  JU-88D1 $7.50
Prize-winning C/L scale medium bomber 
easily converted to R/C. Roland Baltes.

No. 280-O.T. RED  R IPPER  $5.00
Sort of a 'squared off" Zipper, from 7/40 
Flying Aces. 72" span. By Jerry Peeples.

No. 1801 CESSNA 310 56.00
This compact R/C scale twin spans 52" 
and flies on .19 power. D. G. Prentice.

No. 1802 DFH-23 $2.50
An 020 mini-pattern ship for 2 or 3-ch. 
radio. Span only 22". Bengt Lundström.

No. 1803 B R IST O L  FLY IN G  LAB  $2.00
An indoor rubber scale biplane from the 
master of obscure designs. B ill Stroman.

No. 180-O.T. SUPER CLODHOPPER $3.00 
Highly refined version of 1937 Moffet 
winner, from 1941 A .T . By Jim  Cahill.

No. 12791 A5A V IG IL A N T E  $5.00
R/C Sport Scale modern-day jet fighter 
for .40 size pusher engine. Pavel Bosak.

No. 12792 E X C A L IB E R  II $5.00
R/C tunnel-hull outboard constructed of 
plywood, for K&8 .21. By Jerry Dunlap.

No. 12793 S TA R D U STER  TOO $2.50
Free flight rubber scale model of popular 
homebuilt bipe, 18" span. Steve Gardner.

No. 1279-O.T. MISS T IN Y  $4.00
Well known and sharp little 1938 gassie 
for .19-.23 ignition, 46". Barney Snyder.

11791 PO CKET SO A RER  $3.00
A ll sheet-balsa T-tail one or two-channel 
50" span glider, for .020. B. Lundström.

11792 C U R T ISS  18 T-1 $3.00
Rare tri-winged military seaplane in 3/4" 
rubber scale, spans 24” . By B ill Noonan.

1179-0 T . MISS P H ILA D ELP H IA  $8.00 
Maxwell Bassett's famed 8-ft. parasol gas 
model, kitted by Scientific. By MB staff.

No. 10791 TH E B IG  S T IK  $12.00
World's most popular R/C design in a new 
size (8 ’Λ Ί . For 2" engines. Don Anderson.

No. 1079-0.T . PAN TH ER $4.00
Classic low-wing kitted by Peerless, for 
.19 .23 ign. eng. 46" span. Walt Schultz.

No. 10792 F IR S T  NIGHT $2.00
Novice sport rubber ship, 24" span, OK 
for P-30 event. By Godden & Moseley.

No. 1079-S5 H A N K ER C H IEF  $2.00
Hull lines drawing for 50/800 R/C sailing 
yacht. Uses Bingo sail rig. By John Hanks.

No. 9791 SYN CHRO G YRO  $5.00
Twin-rotor autogyro for 2-ch. radio. .35 
engine. Easy to build and fly . G . Chaulet.

No. 9792 C R IC K E T  $3.00
Balsa profile fuse, Ace foam wing 1/2A 
quickie for 1 or 2-ch. radio. J . Headley.

STICK 'EM PATTERNS
Complete sets of pressure sensitive patterns 
provide "printed wood". . . on your stock . . 
for selected MODEL B U ILD ER  plans. Press 
all patterns for ribs, bulkheads, tips, etc., on 
proper thickness sheet balsa or plywood, 
and cut 'em out! No treeing, no transferring, 
no plans tearing, no inaccuracies Just like 
making up your own kit with printed wood. 
"Stick 'em Pattern" numbers correspond to 
plan numbers. Order with plans and they'll 
be mailed together . . 3rd Class. Add 654 
per set to mail patterns 1st Class.

C A LIFO R N IA  R ESID EN TS  ADD 6% TA X .
t No. 11731SP BIG JOHN the F IR S T  $5.95 i 
! No. 574 O .T.SP T D COUPE $2.95 ■
I No. 674 O .T.SP RED  ZEPH YR $3.95 !
I No. 6741SP T R IX T E R  BEAM $2.95 i
I No. 774-O.T.SP OUT Ό  SIGHT $ 2 .4 5 '
I No. 7741SP C U RTISS A/12 SH R IK E  $3.95 J
• No. 874-O.T.SP POWERHOUSE $3.95 i
J No. 91074-O.T.SP BU H L PUP $ 4 .9 5 '
I No. 1174-0.T . SP LANZO STIC K  $1.95 }
I No. 11743 SP "C-QUELL" $3.95 t
| No. 575 O .T. SP M ERCU RY $ 3 .9 5 '
I No. 775-O.T. SP BO M BSHELL $3 .2 5 !

No. 277-O.T. SP B E R L IN E R  JO YCE $ 5 .2 5 } 
! No. 4771 SP "M ISS A RP IEM " $3.25 J
• No. 577-O.T. SP G LAD IA TO R  $4.75 i

Price includes 3rd Class postage and reprint 
of building instructions (if any). Add 654 
PER PLAN for 1st Class postage. Add $1.00 
PER PLAN for overseas orders (except APO 
and FPO). Complete plans list 354.
C A L IFO R N IA  R ES ID EN TS  ADD 6% TA X . 

SENO TO:
MODEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE 

621 WEST NINETEENTH ST. 
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92627
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R/ M O D E L  
'c ? B U IL D E R 'S

40 BEST SELLERS!
S E E  P A C E  WO FO R O RD ERIN G  IN STRUCTIONS. CO M PLETE P LA N S L IS T  S EN T  WITH EAC H  O RD ER.

No. 6781 LO CKHEED  P 38L S I 2.00
R/C Sport Scale, balsa and ply const., a 
trophy winner, big, 8' span. Art Johnson. 

No. 3771 WACO UPF 7 S5.00
Stand-off R/C scale I I  8" Γ ) of one of the 
prettiest Waco biplanes. Span 547 R . Steely 
No 12711 CURTISS-W RIGHT JR . S4.50 

Two inch scale model of famous pusher 
light plane R/C By Ralph Fidance

No. 6771 G IP S Y  MOTH $12.00
Exact quarter-scale (7-1/2 ft. span) R/C 
of famous D.H bipe. By Bill Northrop.

No. 1722 PUSS MOTH S4.00
Chet Lanro's famous rubber F/F scale 
Puss Moth returns1 By Hal Cover 

No. 680-C.P. GRUMMAN F3F-1 $4.00
Reprint of Miniature Aircraft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from printwood. 

NO. 4742 CESSNA AW S3.50
Jumbo scale rubber powered model of a 
1928 classic. Span 48 7 By Jim Adams

WU i. '
No. 1731 SPROOSE GOOSE $5.00

EAA type R/C sport biplane, mostly 
spruce, for 60 engines By Bill Northrop

No. 11781 T R A V E L  A IR D4D S8.00
Accurate 2-inch R/C scale model of fam
ous Golden Era biplane. By Bill Seidler. 

No. 11731 BIG  JOHN the F IR S T  $7.50
Modified prototype of editor's notorious 
monster R/C biplane. By Bill Northrop. 

No. 1080-C.P. STINSON R EL IA N T  $4.00 
A 3/4" scale model from 1934 Ideal kit. 
Excellent plans for F/F rubber, R/C, etc. 

No. 1723 WHITE TRASH $4.00
A proven, trophy winning R/C sailplane 
with 7 and 10 ft span By Rick Walters 

No. 7801 A PPREN TICE $5.00
Continually popular genuine R/C trainer 
for .19-.35 eng., 72" span. Bill Northrop.

No. 175-0.T. FLY IN G  Q UAKER S5.00 
First gas model kit by Megow, 1937. 
Span 7 It Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt 

No. 9783 R/C STEAM  LAUNCH S6.00 
Natural finish mahogany planked 40" OA 
"African Queen" type. Kilburn Adams.
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No 2761 D R A G O N F L Y  $4.50
R/C lunship, looks likegiant rubber stick 
model Superb trainer By Tex Newman

No. 8741 WOODY PUSHER $4.00
Easy to build & fly semi-scale R/C home- 
built. like C.W. Jr. 09 .15. Chris Moes. 

No. 9781 G R EA T  LA K E S  T R A IN ER  $4.00 
Sport scale biplane for 3-4 channels and 
.19 engines. 40" span. By Bill Northrop. 

No. 4801 B R U SH FIR E  $6.00
Contemporary design being used by sev
eral top pattern fliers. By Ken Bonnema. 

No. 2801 T IPO RA R E S6.50
Top pattern ship in 1979. Flown by Dave 
Brown at World Champs. Dick Hanson.

'

No. 4751 R/C AUTO GYRO  $4.00
Semi scale twin rotor R/C autogyro for 
35 engines. Very stable. By Skip Ruff

No. 9792 C R IC KE  f S3.00
5  ilsa p ro file  tu s .- A ce to.im -win, I 2A 
quic* le I n  1 o  ?  ch -.ιπίο J, H e id le y .

No. 1174-0.T. LANZO STICK  $3.50
Rubber stick winner, ‘40 Nats. Span 414’ . 
Still good in Unlim. By Phil Bernhardt.

No. 574 O.T. The T-D COUPE S5.00
Classic high wing 1936 'C  cabin gas job 
Span 64". Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 773-OT LANZO 8' GAS MODEL $6.00 
Chet Lanzo's famous "Record Breaker " 
Two large plan sheets By Phil Bernhardt.

No. 874 O .T. POWERHOUSE S5 00
Taibi's famous design tor Forster 99 ign. 
Great for R/C O. T. By Phil Bernhardt

No. 174-OT EHLIN G '37 GAS JOB $5.00 
Frank Ehling's 8 ft. span 1937 gas model. 
Still winning! Drawn by Phil Bernhardt. 

No. 477 O .T. CLOUD CHASER S1.50 
This 30" span stick job from 1938 MAN 
is OT, FF trainer, Unlim Bruno Marchi. 

No. 12792 E X C A L IB E R  II S5.00
R/C tunnel-hull outboard constructed of 
plywood, for K&B .21. By Jerry Dunlap. 

No. 12741 85 HARBOR TUG $8.00
Complete plans (3 sheets) for R/C tug. 
All wood, 37" LOA. By Francis Smith.

No 7724 T R A V E L A IR  '2000' $5.00
Two inch full scale Classic R/C biplane 
Proven flier. 60 power By Bill Northrop

No. 7721 FA IR C H ILD  51 $3.50
One inch scale Classic for R/C. also F/F 
gas or rubber By Hurst Bowers 

No. 879-C.P. C U R T IS S  F-11C 4 S4 .00
Reprint of Miniature Aircraft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads (rom printwood.

No. 8723 T A Y L O R C R A F T . F /F  S1 .50
Rubber powered, 24-inch scale seaplane 
An excellent flyer By Walt Mooney 

No. 579-0.T. T A Y LO R C R A FT  S12.00 
Quarter-scale in 1941' Famous 9-foot de
sign kitted by Miniature Aircraft Corp. 

No. 10753 SUPER PUP S3.00
Profile C/L stunt ship fin .29 to 36 pow 
er. 42" span. Easy-built. Mike Parenteau. 

No. 8781 R/C V E L IE  MONOCOUPE S9.50 
Light-weight 1/4-scale for belt reduction 
electric power, 90" span. Bob Boucher.

No 4733 PEA  POD $4.50
A 36" long R/C sailboat easily made ot 
1/8" Luan mahogany Clever sail control. 
Full size patterns By Tom Protheroe 

No. 5761 A LBA TRO S S5.50
R/C sport scale post-war German light- 
plane. Span 74". .36 eng. By Jeff Breece. 

No. 176 O .T. KORDA W A K E F IE LD  $2.50 
The classic of all rubber powered comp
etition free flights. By Phil Bernhardt.
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The Ultimate

Compact and lightweight ★  Cradles 
hold all models for Held repairs and 
wiping *  New cradles adjust from 3" 
to 6 V1"  width to fit any fuselage — 
converts to wing cradles *  Boat 
cradles also available *  Special sur
face is resistant to fuel and weather *  
Has tool rack and holds Tx. & 1 gal. 
fuel can ★  Papertowel holder *  Car
ries starter, 12v. battery, power panel, 
transmitter and has hooks for coiling 
cords *  $ 6 9 .9 5  retail

OoCo moot L
UCT/ ;P R O D

3222Box 14078, Omaha, NE 88114 (402) 330-3222

--------------- “ -------------------------
The OCTURA CONNECTIONhthe

HE*HEX
flexible shaft coupler

Counter____ Continued from page 8

Snowbound R/C'ers who are enthu
siastic enough to go right on flying 
during the winter months should check 
out the Torq-Ski model snow skis just 
released by the good people at DaCa.

The Octura Flex-Hex Coupling for flexible 
shafts uses an interchangeable collet, 
(available for .250 , 187, .150 or 135 
diameter cable) to hold the cable securely 
without fraying the end as with set screw 
connectors. Available to lit V 2 4 .  %-28. 
7mm or 6mm threaded crankshafts. When 
ordering specify thread and collet sizes.
Order directly only il not available at your local hobby 
dealer —  add 10% for postage, minors residents add 
additional 5%  lor sales tax

Sena 50« for catalog and price list to:

OCTURA MODELS, INC.
Celebrating our 25th year1”

7351 N. Mamlin Ave ·  Skokie, IL 60076

The skis are made of aluminum, ano
dized black, and feature a clever type of 
torque rod suspension that maintains a 
preset ski-to-wing attitude at all times, 
yet will allow the ski to flex if necessary.

DaCa's Torq-Skis are available in both 
two and three-piece sets, and you have a 
choice of small or large sizes. The small 
skis (.19 to .40 size models) measure 2x14 
inches for the mains and 2-1/4x8 inches 
for the nose gear. The large set (.45’s to 
,60’s) measures 3x16 inches for the main 
skis and 3x8 inches for the nose. Sug
gested retail for the small three-piece set 
is $24.95, while the big three-piecer goes 
for $29.95. No prices were given for the 
two-piece kits, but you can probably 
figure a few dollars less for both sizes.

From DaCa Model Products, P.O. Box 
14078, Omaha, NE 68114.

*  *  *

World Engines is coming out with a 
new control mixer designed for such 
applications as flaperons (ailerons- 
flaps), elevons (ailerons-elevator), and 
V-tails. It appears to be molded from 
nylon, and is supplied with full instruc
tions and all the required hardware 
(including the DuBro ball links shown in 
the photo). A nice feature of the World

JOHN POND
Old Time Plan Service

The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
reasonable prices. Each list $1.00 *

All 4 for $3.00
No. 11 OLD TIMER F/F GAS 
No. 11 OLD TIMER RU BBER/TOWLINE 
No. 11 OLD TIMER F LYING SCALE A through K 
No. 110LD  TIMER FLYIN G  SCALE L through Z 

*New prices effective June l, 1980 
P.O. Box 3215 

San Jose, Calif. 95156 
Phone (408) 292 3382

Mixer is that it can be mounted on top of 
a servo or used remotely on its own base.

Only $5.95, from your dealer or from 
W orld Engines, 8960 Rossash A ve ., 
Cincinnati, OH 45236.

• * *

Tom Keeling of T&D Fiberglass Spe
cialties sends word that his company is 
now producing epoxyglass cowls to fit 
five Bud Nosen giant scale models: the 
J-3 Cub, Citabria, Champ, Cessna 310, 
and Mr. Mulligan. Tom says all but the 
310 cowl will fit over a Quadra engine 
(c’mon, a Quadra in a Nosen J-3 or 
Champ?), and that the 310 cowl can be 
had in two sizes, for .60’s or .91's.

No prices were quoted, however 
interested parties can send an S.A.S.E. 
for a complete list. Write to T&D Fiber
glass Specialties. 30925 Block, Garden 
City, Ml 48135.

* * *

A very impressive piece of electronic 
field support equipment for R/C'ers is 
the new “ Driver Panel,”  a fully tran
sistorized combination power panel/ 
glow plug driver produced by Northeast 
Engineering. Besides the driver, the 
panel has hook-up plugs for a 12-volt 
starter and a three-position switch for a 
12-volt fuel pump. That switch is some
thing special, too, as it boasts a spring 
return from the “ fill” side (a nice feature 
for obvious reasons) and will remain in 
the “ em pty” position, leaving both 
hands free to tilt the model as necessary 
to completely drain the tank.

But the really neat feature of the 
Driver Panel is, of course, the integral 
glow plug driver. It’s a fully transis
torized unit, which means there are no 
dropping resistors to heat up and make 
short work of your battery's charge. It 
will work with all 1-1/2 volt plugs, and a 
screwdriver adjustment is also provided 
on the front panel for lighting off higher 
voltage plugs such as the OPS or Glo- 
Bees, or even for lighting two plugs at 
the same time. According to the manu
facturer, the driver will keep a glow plug 
lit all day long, and will keep it lit to the 
same intensity, too, even if the battery 
voltage drops all the way down to a mere 
seven volts! A super feature to be sure, 
especially when using an electric starter. 
As a final touch, the driver circuit is fitted 
with an on-off switch which does away 
with the constant disconnecting and 
reconnecting of the glow plug clip when 
tuning an engine, an operation that can 
take a bit of time and usually requires 
several restarts.

Along with the panel itself comes an 
ample supply of 12-gauge hook-up wire, 
color matching banana plugs, and all the 
other required hardware. Not shown in 
the photo is the plastic cover that 
protects the epoxyglass P.C. board. The 
panel face is of heavy gauge aluminum, 
brushed and gold anodized for an 
attractive appearance.

Priced at a very reasonable $50, the 
Driver Panel should be available in most 
shops by now or can be ordered direct 
from Northeast Engineering, P.O. Box 
6201, Bridgeport, CT 06606.
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ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU STOPPED BEING A HACKER?
TH E U B ER  S K IV E R  WAS D ESIG N ED  TO M E E T  TH E PREC IS IO N  R E 
Q U IREM EN TS OF PH O TO FABRICATIO N , M IC R O C IR C U ITR Y , GRAPHIC  
A R T S  PRODUCTION. ETC ., AND A S  SUCH BECO M ES THE P E R F E C T  
CU TTIN G  TOOL FO R TH E D ISCR IM IN A TIN G  M O D ELER

i B S P P řAT P[MD. 
• U.S.A.-

11

10
•  Rear Draw-Bar Clutch
• Instrument-Quality Materials
•  Advance Collet Design
•  Hex Cross-Section
• Deeply Knurled Grip
•  Long-Life Stainless Steel Blades 

See your dealer, or order direct. 
Dealer inquiries are invited.
All direct orders sent postpaid.

California residents add 6% sales tax.

12

15 20
uber Skiver Precision Cutting Tool

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, black, and violet. 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case; includes 
uber Skiver, together with two vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15,
and 20 .
Individual handles (specify color) 
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 15) 

(No. 12 or 20)

$14.95
$5.95
$2.10
$3.30

M ODEL B U ILD ER  PRODUCTS
621 West Nineteenth St., Costa Mesa, California 92627

"Scat Cat 500” is the name given to the 
ultra-competitive Quickie 500 racer and 
general sport type aircraft being kitted 
by Flite Line Products, an outfit headed 
up by Riley Wooten (yes. the Riley 
Wooten of C/L Combat fame some years 
ago). The airplane has been undergoing 
development for better than two years 
now and has been quite successful in 
competition, its most impressive claim 
to fame being top winner at the Quickie 
500 Nationals held in Houston, Texas last 
November. It’s HOT!

The new kit features machined wood 
parts,one-piece matched fuselagesides, 
foam wing with built-in washout and full 
1/16 balsa sheeting, and full-size plans. 
Going price is $41.95, at your hobby 
dealer or direct from Flite Line Products, 
3207 34th St., Lubbock, TX 79410. ·

Workbench . . Continued from page 6

He will not work for the club . . . only 
competition fliers ever do anything.’ IN 
FACT, I have found just the opposite to 
be true. The magnificent performance 
of these sport-fliers at the club level is 
the backbone of AMA’s organizational 
strength.

"Two years ago, voters of these sport- 
minded modelers elected two persons 
to the AMA Board of Directors, better 
known as the Executive Council (EC), 
who promoted a rather new and differ
ent direction for AMA. These two peo
ple strived to steer AMA towards being 
aware of and responsive to the majority 
of the general membership. This was a 
departure from the normal concern of 
AMA, which was previously extended 
only to the competition-flier. This new 
AMA course is now in great danger.

"President Earl W itt’s leadership, 
1979-1980, has brought AMA into the 
’Black' from a 1978 operating deficit of 
$200,301.78 (R .H . M cGiven Audit, 
6/21/79). Instead of help from Executive 
Director, John Worth, Earl has received 
only obstinate hostility. Although Earl 
inherited policies that resulted in a ’79 
membership loss, '80 has made a strong 
recovery. Despite many formidable 
obstacles placed in his path, Earl has 
remained honest and open with you, the 
AMA member. Unlike the Executive 
Director, Earl has not had the entire 
assets of AMA at his disposal to promote 
his personal ambitions.

“ Now a small majority of this council, 
within the nominating committee, has 
decided that you, the AMA member, 
should not be allowed to decide if you 
want to retain Earl Witt as your President 
of AMA. They voted to not put Earl on 
the ballot for 1981-82. These ‘aristocrats’ 
decided whom you will have a choice to 
vote for and the choice would be one of 
their choices.

(The following two paragraphs are 
directed primarily to Horrace Cain’s 
constituents in the Sixth District of AMA. 
wen)

"AMA District VI members are getting 
a double dose of ‘back-room’ politics. 
The ‘Bosses’ also decided that your V.P.,

myself, whom you elected over a six- 
year incumbent, is bad for AMA, and 
therefo re , you should only have a 
choice of J. Worth's approved can
didates.

“ I certainly have not yet accomplished 
many of my objectives, but some of the 
inroads being made obviously instill a 
great amount of fear in some minds. 
Initiating new projects within the dis
trict, stimulating interests in AMA busi
ness, reporting on numerous adminis
trative irregularities, are just a few of the 
items that create discomfort among 
other EC members.

“ Since Earl and I have no personal 
goals within the EC, such as pursuing 
favorable treatment on FAI teams, ob
taining AMA employment, hustling the 
female staff, or simply inflating an ego,

then we are not part of the ‘ in’ group. 
Still, I think you. the AMA member, 
should have the opportunity to decide 
just who you want in office.

"There remains one solution. When 
you receive the ballot, you will notice a 
spot for WRITE-IN. You can vote now. 
You DO NOT have to send in your 1981 
AMA dues with your ballot. DO VOTE. If 
you like their form of tyranny, then vote 
their selections. If you prefer an AMA 
that exists to serve the entire member
ship. then use the write-in space to send 
Earl Witt back as AMA President and 
Horrace Cain back as AMA District VI 
Vice President. This will be the member
ship’s last chance to maintain any con
trol over AMA's administrative policies.” 

Horrace D. Cain 
District VI V.P., AMA

Flying Near Airports? Be Careful!
Free Flight or Radio Control flying near airports, or in any situation 
which might involve the possibility of models being in the vicinity of full- 
scale aircraft operations, must be avoided— or conducted so as to 
eliminate any dangerous situations. Models should not be flown in the 
proximity of full-scale aircraft operations unless the flyer has someone 
else with him for the sole purpose of watching for full-scale aircraft and 
supervising the flying so as to prevent accident possibilities.

PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO FLY!

Safe Flying Is No Accident!
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BENITO BERTOLANI. Italy 

TONY BONETTI. USA 

RICHARD J  BRAND. South Africa 

JOHN BRINK. South Africa 

DAVID BROWN. USA 

LUIS CASTANEDA. Mexico 

BRUNO GIEZENOANNER. Switzerland 

STEVE HELM S. USA 

GUNTER HOPPE. Wost Germany 

JIM  KIM 8R0. USA

CONTESTANTS

OEAN KOGER. USA 

PHIL KRAFT. USA 

IVAN KRISTENSEN. Canada 

DONALD LOWE. USA 

ISAO MATSUI. Japan 

WOLFGANG MATT. Liechtenstein 

HANNO PRETTNER. Austria 

MARK RAOCLIFF. USA 

JE FF  TRACY. Australia 

DON WEITZ. USA

0 ^

SPONSORED BY

h o t e l / c a s i n o
P O  BOX 14967 /  LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89114
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The finest Radio Control Equipment available...
To fit the needs of the occasional user 
or the most demanding competitor.

C ircu s  C ircu s  H o te ls , Inc .

Send $1.00 for catalog 
P.O. Box 5215 

Reno, Nevada 89513



MRC-TAMIYA'S BAJA RACING BUGGIES
Wail Through Water, Sizzle Through Sand 

Plow Through Mud Like No Other R/c Electric Car Kits Ever Made.
THERE'S NO MATCH FOR THEIR STRENGTH AND 

sta b il  ... one look will tell you there has never 
been anything like them. They're built like trucks, 
run like cheetahs, and can take anything off-the- 
road competition can dish out.

Designed to conquer the treacherous Baja, these 
1/10 scale racing buggies take punishment and 
give all out pleasure. No R/C car has ever been so 
innovatively engineered to  give you such com 
plete control and roadability on every terrain.

ROAD TAMING FEATURES FOUND ONLY IN FULL 
size RACING BUGGIES... Two forward and reverse 
speeds propelled by a massive .05 electric m otor 
provide the power. Four adjustable, heavy duty, 
shock absorbers that are actually filled with oil 
give you stability for all four semi-pneumatic tires. 
Each buggy has deep ribbed front tires for stable 
tracking. The Sand Scorcher boasts special sand 
tires in the rear, while the Rough Rider uses thick, 
block pattern rear tires for super traction. A pre
cisely operating independent 4-wheel suspension 
system  sm ooths the jolts, flattens the bumps. A

ligh tw e igh t, s t ro n g  d ie-cast alum inum  fro n t  
suspension with a double trailing arm assures 
positive control over any terrain. The ball joints 
are even connected to  the tie rod for simple 
adjustment. And because you build these brutes 
from kit form, you’ll be able to  adjust, fix and 
modify. You'll know your machine . . you can 
conquer the world.

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED... On the underside you 
will find a sealed metal transmission box to  keep 
the mud and elements off the guts. Two special 
rubber boots protect the steering cage and switch 
harness, and a waterproof radio/battery box w ith 
cam locks keeps your system  dry and clean. No 
one has ever taken such design care with an R/C 
car before.

It's all here, from the thick reinforced fiberglass 
main frame to the specially constructed front 
bumper. The only vehicles that come close to 
these revolutionary mean machines are the full 
size buggies. See these at your hobby dealer and 
get moving off the road.

Model Rectifier Corporation ·  2500 Woodbridge Avenue ·  Edison, N.J. 08817 MRC
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